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Abstract 
With growing number of users relying on the Internet and communication via computer 
network, computers are no longer regarded as a technical tool for engineers and office 
workers. Today, large numbers of people use personal computers at home to communicate 
via e-mail, searching for information via the World Wide Web (WWW). In the near future, a 
wider range of services will to be available. Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol 
(TCP/IP) as the main protocol suite for the Internet and computer networks has established 
itself as one of the essential parts of today's computer communications and is an important 
area of research. 
To support various types of communication services, the concept of Asynchronous Transfer 
Mode (ATM) has been proposed as the transport platform for global system. ATM offers the 
flexibility to handle and transfer advanced broadband services ( also called multimedia 
services including voice, data, video) at high transfer rates. Combining TCP/IP and ATM is 
therefore seen as a fundamental combination. Adding the satellite communication concept to 
the above discussion, the result is a single global coverage networks, providing services such 
as voice, data, video to users anywhere within the intended coverage areas. This research has 
studied important technical issues involving such integration. It has identified that the 
combination of TCP/IP, ATM and satellite networks will play an important part of the future 
global network. 
Various problems from physical layer, satellite channel conditions, up to the transport layer, 
the unsuitability of some TCP algorithms, mean that achieving high performance with such 
system can be a difficult task. Background research into this area has been conducted and 
summarised to identify the current important findings of the topic. The two most important 
factors that cause the low efficiency of the system are long propagation delay of 
Geostationary Earth Orbit (GEO) satellite networks, directly effecting TCP, and the high bit 
error rate of the satellite channel which effect both ATM and TCP. 
With the concept of using non-GEO satellite constellations, such as LEO, the problem of 
long delays via satellite network can be minimised. From the simulation results obtained 
during the research, we can finally indentify and see the wider prospect of TCP and its 
applications protocols such as FTP and HTTP in satellite networks. Instead of contantly 
trying to improve TCP algorithms for GEO satellite environments, LEO satellite 
constellations can provide an alternative option. 
This research provide the first indepth study and analyse of the performance of Internet traffic 
and TCP via LEO satellite network, compared with GEO satellite constellations. It provides 
an optional solution so that TCP with minimal changes can give higher throughput level in 
non-GEO satellite networks with lower delay and thereofre should be considered as part of 
the on going research to finalise the possibility of high performance Internet via satellite 
networks. 
Simulation method using the OPNET modelling package has been used for network 
modelling and simulations. 
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ri. Introduction 
Chapter 1 
1. Introduction 
1.1 Background 
In recent years one has seen the expanding use of computers and computer networks from 
only within large organisations to the household level. With more users connecting to the 
global communication network, it is clear that the only solution to support these users will he 
faster, larger, and better networks. One of the most outstanding and successful group of 
protocols known for internetworking today is TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/ 
Internet Protocol). It has been widely used for computer communication by users around the 
world. From File Transfer Protocol (FTP), TELNET to e-mail and World Wide Weh, TCP/IP 
is in the heart of these communication networks. It is therefore difficult, at the moment, to 
imagine the future communication networks without TCP/IP. 
Worldwide Internet Users (in Millions) Growth in Web Pages (in Millions) 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
Figure 1- 1: The increasing demand for Internet access 
Figure 1.1 shows the increasing demands for Internet access [7]. The nuumber of Internet 
users has increased without the sign of slowing down in the last few years. It will he the same 
for the next few years to conic. The problem is not only the number of users but also the 
numbers of new and more complex applications. The result is a growing demand for faster 
networks with much greater bandwidth to support these demands. 
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1. Introduction 
With new applications coming out, it is becoming a problem for both users and network 
operator to keep updating their systems. This brings the idea of having only it single network, 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) network, that can be used to support all types of 
existing and forthcoming applications. The idea is to have it single network with large 
bandwidth and flexible mechanisms to support all types of traffic such as data, audio, and 
video for both real-time and non-real-time together. Many large organisations have already 
used ATM in it Local Area Network (LAN) for connecting users within the organisations. 
However, promoting the ATM network to the desktop is still difficult. ATM is now 
considered more and more in satellite networks as the backbone transmission technology. 
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Figure 1- 2: Global Commercial Satellite Services Market 
Satellites can be used to interconnect two or more ATM networks at a global scale. The main 
advantages of a satellite network are the large coverage area and large bandwidth already 
available. Instead of constructing a terrestrial network, which could take a lot of planning and 
resources, existing satellite networks can provide long distance ATM network connections 
quickly. Another important advantage that satellite network has is the ability to gain access to 
a remote area where portable users exist. Consider the popularity of mobile telephony at the 
moment, the same could he said about portable users who want to gain access to the Internet 
or the World Wide Web through satellite networks in the future. 
2 
Chapter]. Introduction 
In recent years, satellite communication is again seen as important to service providers. 
Advanced research into the area of power systems and microelectronics, have allowed more 
complicated satellites and user terminals to be built without increases of their size and weight. 
Projects such as Iridium, although with less success in financial terms, have indicated the 
possibility of using non-Geostationary satellite constellation for future communication 
networks. Many new services which were seen as being unsuitable via traditional 
Geostationary satellites are now being reconsidered. With the use of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
satellite constellations, lower delay and smaller user terminals allow services such as real- 
time voice and video transmission to be possible via satellite to mobile and portable terminals. 
Figure 1.2 indicates the growing trend of the global commercial satellite services market in 
the next 10 years [115]. 
Recent studies show that the Internet is the fastest growing market sector for satellite 
providers within the last few years, large scale research into the area of protocols such as 
TCP, IP, HTTP and FTP over satellite has been considered by many as the way forward to 
improve and expand the role of satellite in future integration of computer and 
telecommunication networks. 
This thesis presents the study of these technical issues and of network simulations using the 
OPNET software package. 
1.2 Research Objectives 
The main objective of this research is to study the performance of TCP/IP, ATM, and its 
applications via satellite networks, especially non-GEO satellite networks such as Low Earth 
Orbit (LEO). To achieve the main objective, the research has focused on the following 
issues 
" Protocol architecture for Internet over satellite networks: the aim is to identify the 
current state of research in the area and present the protocol stack for supporting 
Internet services over satellite networks. 
0 Future trend of satellite communications: the research aims to identify the current and 
future development of satellite networks for communication networks. With the 
concept of non-Geostationary satellites such as Iridium and Teledesic systems, the 
role of satellite is again being considered as an important part of the global 
communication network. Also included is the issue of technical challenges. 
" The role of ATM in the future networks: the thesis summarises major issues and the 
current state of research concerning the use of ATM to support protocols such as 
TCP/IP and other applications in both satellite and terrestrial networks. 
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" Transport Control Protocol (TCP) over satellite links: with increasing demand for 
Internet, satellite network is seen as the fast and effective solution. Performance of 
TCP, as the main part of the Internet protocol suite, is therefore being considered 
carefully as part of the research. Conditions such as satellite channel BER level and 
long delay are also known to cause problems for protocols such as TCP/IP and ATM. 
1.3 Major achievements 
The following summarise the achievements of this research. 
" The research has investigated the current state of major research in the area of 
Internet, ATM, and satellite networks. The overall protocol stack for Internet over 
satellite with or without ATM is presented with all the major issues involved. 
" Despite all the calls for changes in Transport Control Protocol (TCP) algorithms to be 
used in satellite networks, the research has identified the difficulty and provided some 
important results, from extensive studies, showing that many of the proposed changes 
have little effect in non-GEO satellite networks. This is due to the fact that the 
majority of the research in the area of TCP/IP over satellite does not include the 
concept of non-GEO satellite networks. 
" The research also supports some important and significant proposals in TCP such as 
Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) and Negative Acknowledgment (NACK) as 
main contributions to TCP in satellite environments. Simulation results indicate that 
these proposals will provide many benefits not only in GEO satellite network 
environments but also in LEO satellite environments, especially with asymmetric use 
of bandwidth between uplink and downlink channels. 
9 With the concept of non-GEO satellite constellations now considered by many as the 
new generation of satellite communication, simulation studies about the performance 
of Internet services such as HTTP and FTP were done to identify the potential use of 
such systems. Simulation results have identified different combinations of many 
proposed algorithms to improve the performance of TCP and applications such as 
FTP and HTTP in LEO satellite network. Results from simulation show higher 
throughput level of HTTP and FTP in term of transmission durations. 
" The results from the simulations can be used to provide alternative solutions for 
future Internet over satellite networks. 
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1.4 Outline of the thesis 
Chapter 2 presents fundamental issues and a survey of the current state of research in satellite 
communications and networks. In recent years, advanced research and development in 
satellite engineering has generated new concepts, which see satellite networks again as the 
way forward for many new applications. This chapter discusses many interesting points when 
designing a satellite network for different applications. 
Chapter 3 provides basic background and an introduction for Internet protocol suites, such as 
TCP/IP. This chapter also summarises all the important issues about the concepts, problems 
and proposed solutions for TCP/IP over satellite, which is the main objective of the research. 
Chapter 4 presents the introduction and discussion concerning the issues of ATM and B- 
ISDN in the current communication trends. The existence of network and interface 
mechanisms plays an important part in the studies of network planning and developments. 
This chapter summarises many vital issues concerning the place of TCP/IP in the protocol 
stacks and how they are mapped together. 
Chapter 5 outlines the methodology used for the research. Simulation has been chosen for 
this research due to the nature of the subject. This chapter also explains some fundamental 
concepts and parameters included in the modelling of each application protocol. 
Chapter 6 present the main results obtained from simulations. It also discusses the main 
factors that result in poor TCP performance over satellite. Many proposed mechanisms are 
studied and summarised. The results show that LEO satellite network can work well with the 
standard TCP protocol. However, a few changes are strongly recommended to achieve 
optimal performance. 
Chapter 7 is the last and concluding part of the thesis. It highlights and concludes the work, 
the concept behind this research and the research area for future work. 
Some fundamental and technical background of satellite engineering are also included but in 
Appendix A as supplementary material due to the complexity of some mathematical functions 
and terms. 
Some OPNET model and design are presented in the appendix B to provide detailed 
simulation modelling and designed. 
List of publications is in Appendix C. 
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Chapter 2 
2. Satellite communications Technology and 
Systems 
2.1 Introduction to satellite communication 
The first indication for using a satellite orbiting at a Geostationary position, an altitude of 
35,780 km above the earth surface at the equator, to provide communication services was 
proposed by Arthur C. Clarke in 1945 [1]. He described the properties of the Geostationary 
orbit, as a circular orbit in the equatorial plane, above the earth such that a satellite appears to 
be stationary over a fixed point on the equator when observed from the ground. 
By placing a satellite at that altitude, the period of revolution is equal to the period of rotation 
of the earth with respect to the stars, or 23 hours 56 minutes 4.1 seconds. Thus by Kepler's 
third law the orbital radius is 42,164 km [2]. Taking into account the radius of the earth, 
6,370 km, the height of a satellite above the equator is around 35,786 km. It is possible to 
provide communications over most of the earth surface with only three satellites as can be 
seen in figure 2.1. 
Figure 2- 1: GEO satellite constellation 
As a primary application of such a satellite system, the idea of satellites in Geostationary 
orbit can be used to provide communication and direct broadcast television service to a large 
coverage area, mostly at a national level. 
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Since 1964, approximately 265 satellites have been launched into Geostationary orbit, of 
which approximately 192 are operational and dedicated to commercial communications 
applications. Another 67 GEO communications satellites are presently on schedule to be 
launched [3]. The majority of these satellites have been used for the traditional fixed satellite 
services in C- and Ku-bands, but also include satellites for the direct broadcast services, 
digital audio radio services and mobile satellite services. 
In the recent years, a number of non-Geostationary satellite systems such as Skybridge [4] 
and Teledesic [5] are in the process of deployment or have been proposed for a variety of 
consumer services, including mobile telephony, data gathering and messaging, and broadband 
applications including Internet. 
Designing a satellite communications system involves various interesting tradeoffs between 
performance, cost and complexity. Choices include satellite orbit, the method of multiple 
access, modulation techniques and coding schemes, and the trade off between power and 
bandwidth. 
A basic satellite system consists of ground and space segments. The space segment consists 
of one or more satellite(s) in different orbits and positions depending on the coverage and 
application needs. In an operational system, the satellites in use are usually backed up by one 
or more in-orbit spare satellites due to the fact that it is almost impossible to repair a damaged 
satellite once it is placed in orbit. The ground segments of satellite systems have distinct and 
various characteristics due to the fact that satellite networks can use different frequencies, 
power levels, methods of connectivity and functions. Satellite communication networks do 
offer a variety of benefits to both system provider and users. 
0 Implementation of satellite network 
Installation of any terrestrial network normally does involve many considerations such as 
network planning which normally means large and expensive construction. Even after the 
completion of the network, equipment will still need to be maintained to ensure continuous 
service. In contrast, the time to install an earth station is relatively much shorter once the 
chosen site has been determined. 
" Expansion of the network 
With proper network planning, additional earth stations can be added to extend the coverage 
network providing services for a particular location. This is also true in the case of network 
capacity. 
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" Introduction of new services 
Compared to a satellite with the capability of all three forms of connectivity ( point-to-point, 
point-to-multipoint, multipoint-to-multipoint), it is clear that a terrestrial network with only 
point-to-point connectivity capability will be less adaptable. Adding new services to the 
existing satellite can also be achieved without having to go through many processes of 
redesigning or rebuilding the whole network again. It is difficult for terrestrial networks to 
actually add new services when compared with the satellite counterpart. Multi-channel 
television is one of the very obvious examples between satellite and cable television 
providers. 
" Reliability of satellite and links 
The typical satellite link only requires one repeater hop of satellite to make the link between 
users. This makes a satellite link a highly reliable communication medium, especially in a 
large geographical area network. The reliability of a communication link is typically 
specified by the percentage of time it is capable of providing service. It is called availability. 
In the case of a satellite network, availability of more than 99.99% is required [6]. 
2.2 The changing world of satellite 
With the fast growing demands for global communication, satellites are seen as an important 
part of network. Recent developments in many engineering processes have change the way a 
satellite network can be used and developed. The following sections describe major areas of 
improvement and change in satellite communications and networks. 
2.2.1 Fundamental Shifts in Satellite Architecture and Applications 
There has not only been a sudden increase in the services and applications provided by 
satellites, but also a shift in the market that brings consumers and business more directly in 
contact with satellite service providers. Originally, satellite services have been provided to 
large business organisations, most particularly telecommunications carriers and the TV 
distribution industry. Figure 2.2 indicates the types of service that satellite networks can 
provide [7]. 
There are dozens of other national direct-to-home (DTH) systems around the world that 
confirm the growth and popularity of this new service. Overall it is likely that the 20 million 
DTH subscribers today will increase to over 80 million or more by 2005 [8]. This new trend 
of a direct to the consumer satellite architecture is also reflected by dozens of mobile satellite 
systems as well. These are a combination of navigational, messaging and voice/data mobile 
satellite systems [4][5]. They are a combination of GEO, MEO, and LEO satellite systems to 
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support all demands. 
Most recently, nearly twenty new broadband multimedia satellite networks from around the 
world reflect the idea that satellites can compete for last mile traffic with terrestrial systems. 
These new systems, which are largely in the new Ka-hand frequencies, operate to ultra-small 
aperture terminals and seek to provide a range of digital business services at competitive data 
rates also in the high density populated areas. These satellites are extremely high powered 
and multi-purpose [9]. 
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Figure 2- 2: Satellite services 
2.2.2 New Applications 
Competitive markets, new open trade provisions and new technologies have served to create 
the new market opportunity. Nevertheless, new applications and services are of paramount 
importance. In particular Internet users and corporate Intranets, with their increasing demand 
for multimedia applications at high data rates, are driving up the demand very sharply [ 101. 
Figure 2.3 shows the shift in global telecommunications from voice-driven to video-and data- 
driven. 
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Figure 2- 3: The shift from voice to data and video 
Machine-to-machine communications are rising sharply as the overall percentage of humman- 
to-human telecommunications declines. Digital video channels, Internet and Intranet 
applications are rising sharply around the world and represent the major market increase in 
the household level. Eight million people worldwide will be using hand-held voice-and-data 
communications devices based on mobile satellite services (MSS) technology by 2002 171. 
Figure 2.3 below shows the predicted space market growth. Note that the spending by 
commercial organisations overtakes government spending from 1998. The figure represents 
the growth in satellite communication markets in commercial terms. 
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Figure 2- 4: Future Space market growth 
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2.3 Orbit types and characteristic of satellite systems 
The system design begins with the choice of orbit [6][ 111. The orbital types have been 
conveniently classified mainly by altitude as low earth orbit (LEO), medium earth orbit 
(MEO), and geostationary orbit (GEO) as shown in Figure 2.5. The altitude of LEO lies 
between 500-2,000 kni, or above the atmosphere but below the first Van Allen radiation belt 
[6]. The altitude of MEO is ten times greater, that is 10,000 km, which lies between the first 
and second Van Allen belts. The altitude of GEO is uniquely 35,786 km as stated earlier in 
section 2. I. A fourth category is high Elliptical orbit (HEO), which is at about 20,000 kin and 
is above the second Van Allen belt but below GEO. Besides altitude, two other important 
orbital parameters are inclination and eccentricity. The inclination may he selected on the 
basis of maximizing the level of multiple satellite coverage. Elliptical orbits may he used 
with eccentricities designed to maximize the coverage time over a particular region. 
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Figure 2- 5: Satellite Orbits 
The appropriate orbit is often suggested by the nature of the service, the husiness plan, or the 
constraints of the communications link. These properties are well illustrated by the variety of 
satellite mobile telephony systems under construction [12][131114]. 
2.3.1 Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 
The choice of LEO is influenced by the desire to minimize power in both the satellite and the 
user handset, minimize the satellite antenna size, minimize the time delay or latency for a 
two-way signal, and maximize the angle of elevation [ 15]. 
LEOs are either elliptical or (more usual) circular orbits at a height between 500-2,000 km 
above the surface of the earth. The orbit period at these altitudes varies between ninety 
minutes and two hours according to satellite altitude. The radius of the footprint of a 
communications satellite in LEO varies from 3000 to 4000 knm. Figure 2.6 shows the 
coverage area from a single LEO satellite at the altitude of around 1,000 km above the earth 
surface with elevation angle set to I degree. The maximum time during which a satellite in 
LEO orbit is above the local horizon for an observer on the earth is up to 20 minutes, at zero 
elevation angle. A global communications system using this type of orbit requires a large 
number of satellites, in a number of different, inclined, orbits. 
Figure 2- 6: Typical coverage area of one LEO satellite 
When planning a LEO or LEO constellation satellite system, the initial task is to set the 
following parameters. 
0 Coverage area of the network 
" Number of satellites 
" Number of orbital planes 
0 Inclination angle of each orbital plane 
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" Relative spacing between orbital planes 
" Number of satellites in each orbital plane 
" Relative phasing between satellites in the same orbital plane 
" Relative phasing of satellites between adjacent planes 
" Satellite altitude and elevation angle for ground users 
Several satellite system providers have been trying to use satellites in low earth orbits (LEO) 
to provide new services to users. The lead pioneering project of these LEO systems is 
Iridium, sponsored by Motorola [12][14]. Iridium launched 66 satellites into polar orbit at 
altitudes of about 789 km. Each of six orbital planes, separated by 30 degrees around the 
equator, contain eleven satellites. Iridium originally planned to have 77 satellites, hence its 
name. Element 66 has the less pleasant name Dysprosium. Iridium was trying to provide 
communications services to hand-held telephones for users anywhere in the world in 1998. 
The total cost of the Iridium system was well in excess of three billion dollars. The system 
does not perform in terms of financial success but has been successful from the engineering 
point of view. Systems such as Iridium is classified as "Big LEO" satellite constellation 
networks, more detail is given in section 2.6. 
In addition to the Big LEOs such as Iridium, there are several "little LEOs" 
[16][17][18][19][20]. These networks are designed to offer more limited services, typically 
messaging and positioning. Typical of these is ORBCOM, which has already launched an 
experimental satellite and expects to offer limited service in the very near future. Summary 
about the current development of LEO satellite networks will be present in the later part of 
this chapter, section 2.6.2. 
2.3.2 Medium Earth Orbits (MEO) 
MEO, also called Intermediate Circular Orbits (ICO), are circular orbit at an altitude of 
around 10,000 km. The orbit period is around 6 hours. The maximum time during which a 
satellite in MEO orbit is above the local horizon for an observer on the earth is of the order of 
a few hours. A global communications system using this type of orbit requires a modest 
number of satellites in 2 to 3 orbital planes to achieve global coverage. MEO satellites are 
operated in a similar way to LEO systems. However, compared to a LEO system, hand-over 
is less frequent, and propagation delay and free space loss are greater. Examples of 
companies employing MEO orbits are ICO (10 +2 spare satellites in 2 inclined planes at 
10,355 km), and Odyssey (12 +3 spare satellites in 3 inclined planes, also at 10355 km). 
Figure 2.7 shows the typical coverage area of a single MEO satellite at 10,000 km altitude. 
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Figure 2- 7: 't'ypical coverage area of one MEO satellite 
2.3.3 Highly Elliptical Orbits (HEO) 
HEOs typically have a perigee at about 500 km above the surface of the earth and an apogee 
as high as 50,000 km. The orbits are inclined at 63.4 degrees in order to provide 
communications services to locations at high northern latitudes, see details of satellite 
geometries in Appendix A. 
This particular inclination value is selected in order to avoid rotation of the apses, i. e. the 
intersection of a line fron earth centre to apogee and the earth surface will always occur at 
latitude of 63.4 degrees North. Orbit period varies from around R to 24 hours. Due to the high 
eccentricity of the orbit, a satellite will spend about two thirds of the orbital period near 
apogee, and during that time it appears to be almost stationary for an observer on the earth 
(this is referred to as apogee dwell). After this period a switchover needs to occur to another 
satellite in the same orbit in order to avoid loss of communications. Free space loss and 
propagation delay for this type of orbit is comparable to that of GEO satellites. However, due 
to the relatively large movement of it satellite in HFO with respect to an observer on the 
earth, satellite systems using this type of orbit need to be able to cope with large Doppler 
shifts. 
Examples of HEO systems are: the Russian Molniya system 1211, which employs 3 satellites 
in three 12 hour orbits separated by 120 degrees around the earth, with apogee distance at 
39,354 km and perigee at 1000 km; the Russian Tundra system, which employs 2 satellites in 
two 24 hour orbits separated by 180 degrees around the earth, with apogee distance at 53,622 
knm and perigee at 17,951 km; the European Space Agency's (ESA's) proposed Archimedes 
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system [221. Archimedes employs a so-called M-HEO 8 hours orbit. This produces three 
apogees spaced at 120 degrees. Fach apogee corresponds to a service area, which could cover 
a major population centre, for example the full European continent, the Far Fast and North 
America. 
2.3.4 Geosynchronous Orbit 
A ('CO-synchronous orbit is any type of orbit, which produces a repeating `ground track. 't'his 
is achieved with an orbit period, which is approximately an integer multiple or sup-multiple 
of a sidereal day (the word approximately is used because there is a need to correct for the 
node regression due to the precession of the satellite orbit). 
2.3.5 Geostationary Orbit (GEO) 
A geostationary orbit is a circular prograde orbit in the equatorial plane with an orbital period 
equal to that of the Earth, which is achieved with an orbital radius of 6.6107 (E(Iuatorial) 
Earth Radii, or an orbital height of 35786 km. A satellite in a geostationary orbit will appear 
fixed above the surface of the Earth. In practice, the orbit has small non-iero values for 
inclination and eccentricity, causing the satellite to trace out a small figure of eight in the sky. 
The footprint, or service area of' a geostationary satellite covers almost 1/3 of' the Earth's 
surface (from about 75 degrees South to about 75 degrees North latitude), so that near-global 
coverage can be achieved with a minimum of three satellites in orbit. A disadvantage of a 
geostationary satellite in a voice communication system is the round-trip delay of 
approximately 250 milliseconds. 
Figure 2- R: 'T'ypical coverage area of' one (; EO satellite 
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2.3.6 Polar Orbit 
A polar orbit is inclined at about 90 degrees to the equatorial plane, covering both poles. The 
orbit is fixed in space, and the Earth rotates underneath. Therefore, a single satellite in a 
Polar orbit, provides, in principle, coverage to the entire globe, although there are long 
periods during which the satellite is out of view of a particular ground station. This may be 
acceptable for a store-and-forward type of communication system. Accessibility can of 
course be improved by deploying more than one satellite in different orbital planes. 
Most Small-LEO systems employ polar, or near-polar, orbits. A particular example of a 
system that uses this type of orbit is the COSPAS-SARSAT Maritime Search and Rescue 
system. This system uses 8 satellites in 8 near polar orbits, four SARSAT satellites move in 
860 km orbits, inclined at 99 degrees, which makes them sun-synchronous and four COSPAS 
satellites move in 1000 km orbits, inclined at 82 degrees. 
2.3.7 Sun-Synchronous Orbit 
In a Sun-synchronous, or Helio-synchronous orbit, the angle between the orbital plane and 
the Sun remains constant, which results in consistent light conditions of the satellite. This 
can be achieved by careful selection of orbital height, eccentricity and inclination, which 
produces a precession of the orbit (node rotation) of approximately one degree eastward each 
day, equal to the apparent motion of the sun. This condition can only be achieved for a 
satellite in a retrograde orbit. A satellite in sun-synchronous orbit crosses the same latitude at 
the same time each day. This type of orbit is therefore advantageous for an Earth 
Observation satellite as it provides constant lighting conditions and direct comparison of the 
images being captured from the satellite. 
2.4 Key Technology Trends - Satellite System 
The trend in GEO satellites is increased power and increased number of transponders in order 
to provide more bandwidth for users. Satellites with numerous C and Ku-band transponders 
are being planned for the present and next generation of satellite communication. However, 
these increases have not resulted in an increasing of the weight or size of the satellites, since 
the use of shaped antennas and the use of lighter structures have helped constrain the weight 
of the satellites. Nevertheless, GEO satellites are becoming heavier and launch capabilities 
are increasing to accommodate the additional features of modern satellites. Increased power 
is driven by the demand to reduce the ground and user terminal size and cost, increase 
desirable features and improve design for end-user equipment. It is important to note that 
increasing power level of satellites have allowed a steady reduction in terminal sizes. Given 
that an antenna size of the order of one foot has been attained, further increases in power may 
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be viewed as making larger capacities possible with these small terminals, or adding other 
features such as other frequency bands or intersatellite links. 
2.4.1 Advance GEO satellites 
During the past five years, there has been a renewed demand to provide satellite-based 
services to consumers [8]. The acceptance of these services by the consumers is determined 
to a great degree by cost, including the cost of the equipment as well as service charges. 
Consumers can benefit from the competition as well as the cost decreases associated with 
larger volume manufacturing and distribution. This is demonstrated by the rapid decrease in 
the cost of Digital Broadcast System (DBS) home equipment. The power of the signal from 
the satellite is a critically important factor in the determination of the cost of the ground 
equipment or terminals since it allows for smaller and cheaper equipment. The higher the 
power from the satellite the lower the cost of the terminal. The size of the antennas and the 
cost of the amplifiers decrease as the power from the satellite is increased. Business 
customers benefit from this increased power for the same reasons. As these costs are driven 
down, new applications for satellite services emerge. The multitude of recently proposed 
mobile and high bandwidth data services are also dependent on the existence of low cost 
terminal equipment. 
The need for more power and bandwidth from commercial satellites is obvious to all the 
satellite service providers. Many expect that increasing the power and bandwidth from the 
satellite would require a larger, and thus heavier, satellite. However, increasing the weight of 
the satellite adds to the cost of the launch. Indeed, the maximum weight of satellites is often 
limited by the lift capability of the launch system. Thus the challenge of the satellite 
engineers is to design and build a satellite with increased power level, without increasing its 
cost, size, and weight. Thus today the increased demand for power is one of the dominant 
factors in driving the development and utilization of new GEO satellite technology, especially 
to meet these weight and cost limitations. Bandwidth per satellite has been increasing as 
combined C and Ku-band satellites become more common. The need for more bandwidth is 
especially evident for the new data applications, which are expected to be met with Ka-band 
and possibly V-band satellites [3][26]. 
Other factors driving the increased size and weight of the satellite are the needs for larger 
antennas, onboard processing electronics, and intersatellite links. Considerable technology 
development is directed towards the reduction of this weight and the size of the satellite [26]. 
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Figure 2- 9: Increasing in the mass of GEO satellites in the recent years 
Another important area of improvement in satellite engineering is in the area of power 
subsystem. The demand for increased power from the satellite is probably the most important 
factor in driving the insertion of new technology into modern GEO satellites. Higher power 
arriveing at the user's antenna means lower cost and size of equipment, and the availability of 
new services and thus the need for the manufacture of more satellites and their associated 
launches. The demand for more power from satellites is driving the development of 
considerable new technology, with the requirement that this new technology does not add to 
the cost of the satellite or its weight, which translates into increased launch costs. Figure 2.10 
illustrates the trend of the increasing power capability of GEO satellites over the past 35 years 
[26]. 
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The power subsystem is composed of the solar array (solar cells on the supporting structure 
including pointing devices), batteries and the power conditioning electronics. Considerable 
progress has been made in the last few years. 
2.4.2 Onboard Processing (OBP) 
The OBP supports integrated services digital network (ISDN). This allows existing networks 
to be connected directly to a new OBP network. It allows for on-demand services, by 
increasing bandwidth available to customers as and when they want it. 
OBP can provide great benefit and performance improvement in satellite communication with 
tradeoffs in increasing cost and complexity to the networks. With the current trends toward 
decreasing launch costs, the increased capacity with OBP seems attractive enough. 
Satellite-switched networking can be implemented via two primary approaches: first, fully 
processed by the satellite, and secondly support by terrestrial control. Existing commercial 
satellite systems such as ITALSAT and the soon-to-be-launched NASA ACTS rely on 
terrestrial control of satellite implemented on-board switching. This approach greatly 
decreases complexity and therefore increases reliability of the satellite. However, response 
time and throughput efficiency are longer than having fully functional satellite OPB. 
Two important classes of OBP are classified: 
" Baseband Processing and Switching. Baseband processing and switching involves the 
demodulation and demultiplexing of the received signal, performing error detection 
and correction, removing routing and control information (if not transmitted in a 
common channel signaling mode), routing the data, pointing directed antennas, 
buffering the data, multiplexing the data, transmitting the data. 
" RF or IF On-Board Switching. On-board RF/IF switching involves electronically 
controlled RF/IF switches, which can be reconfigured on a near-real- time basis via 
ground control. Onboard signal regeneration is also now being used fairly frequently 
to gain the signal to noise ratio. 
At the moment OBP is emerging from the experimental stage [26]. A few new systems are 
about to start using it, such as Teledesic [12][13]. OBP allows the communication system to 
have simpler ground stations. It also allows the use of spot beam antennas to increase the 
signal power and directionality. These features mean that ground station size can be 
decreased, therefore giving rise to lightweight mobile transmitters and receivers. The 
performance improvements obtained by using OBP can be summarised as: 
" Uplinks and downlinks can be optimised separately. 
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0 Required transmitter power is reduced. 
" Effects of transponder non-linearity and inter-system interference reduced. 
" Allows antenna technologies to be utilized. 
2.5 Network Architectures and Protocols 
Currently most data applications and services are based on Internet network protocols such as 
TCP/IP (Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol) and UDP/IP (User Datagram 
Protocol/Internet Protocol). It is anticipated that in the future B-ISDN (Broadband-ISDN) 
services will also directly utilise the ATM Application Programming Interface (API) with the 
advantage of specifying the required bandwidth and quality of services. This section 
discusses the trends of satellite communication and its architectures. 
2.5.1 Future trends 
The need to provide voice communications in the immediate future, and data and video 
services in the near future, to anyone, anywhere, anytime in the growing global economy has 
provided an impetus to the current development of satellite networks, both GEO and non- 
GEO systems. 
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The increasing usage of the Internet is another major driving factor. In the United States, the 
launch of many satellite networks, which plan to provide global voice and low data rate 
services, satellite networks are becoming a reality. Network technologies are also being 
developed for the proposed Ka-band systems 
The overall evolving communications network architecture is shown in Figure 2.11 in which 
current and planned satellite networks are being integrated with terrestrial networks to 
provide end-to-end voice, video and data services to users at various data rates [27]. In this 
architecture, satellite networks are capable of interfacing with terrestrial networks at high data 
rates and also provide networking access to a variety of users directly. There is an increasing 
demand to support a variety of multimedia services where large bandwidth video data is 
reduced to a few megabits per second and transmitted together with different signals to form 
multimedia data. 
Within satellite networks, the current trend is to use Internet protocols and asynchronous 
transfer mode (ATM) to carry voice, video and data. The application of ATM technologies in 
satellite networks is expected to offer these multimedia services on a global scale. Since 
satellite networks can easily access information resources anywhere on the earth and then 
broadcast the information they are very attractive for the provision of multimedia services. 
Whilst fibre optics is rapidly becoming the preferred carrier for high bandwidth 
communication services, satellite systems can play an important role in the B-ISDN. The 
satellite network configuration and capacity can be increased gradually to match the 
increasing B-ISDN traffic during the evolution toward broadband communications. The role 
of satellites in high-speed networking will evolve according to the evolution of the terrestrial 
ATM based B-ISDN. However two main roles can be identified in two scenarios of the 
broadband network development [28]: 
" The first scenario, satellites will compensate for the lack of sufficient terrestrial high bit 
rate links mainly by interconnecting a few regional or national distributed broadband 
networks, usually called "Broadband Islands". 
" The second scenario, the terrestrial broadband infrastructure will have reached some 
degree of maturity. Satellites are expected to provide broadcast service and also cost 
effective links to rural areas complementing the terrestrial network. At this scenario, 
satellite networks will provide broadband links to a large number of end users through a 
User Network Interface (UNI) for accessing the ATM B-ISDN. This allows high 
flexibility concerning topology, reconfiguration and network expansion. Satellites are 
also ideal for interconnecting mobile sites and provide a back-up solution in case of failure 
of the terrestrial systems. 
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Figure 2- 12: First phase of ATM and B-ISDN over satellite network 
In the first scenario, satellite links provide high bit rate links between broadband nodes or 
broadband islands. This scenario is characterised by a relatively small number of large carth 
stations, which have it relatively large average hit rate. The cost and size of' the earth station 
have it small inmpact on the suitability of the satellite solution. 
In the second scenario, the satellite system can also he located at the border of the B-ISDN 
and provide access links to a large number of users. This scenario is characterised by a large 
number of earth stations whose average and peak hit rates are Iimited. The traffic at the carth 
station is expected to show large fluctuations. Therefore, the multiple access schemes will 
considerably affect the performance of the system. Furthermore, the cost and size of the earth 
station have a large impact on the suitability of the satellite solution. 
2.5.2 ATM Over Satellite Technology 
Asynchronous transfer mode is a connection oriented communications scheme in which all 
packets are of equal length, and consist of a header and payload. This approach was chosen 
to permit high-speed switching by fast hardware, with the bits in the header field selecting the 
path of the packet through the switch. ATM has additional Features (e. g., quality of service 
provisions) that make it an attractive candidate for the operation of' future data-centric 
backbone networks, though some observers speculate that the emergence of very high-speed 
routers, together with dense wave division multiplexing (the use of many different colors of 
light on the same fiber), could allow the use of IP over synchronous optical network 
(SONST) fibre links to become the standard. 
ATM is the hasis of hroadhand networks of the future and it will he able to carry any service, 
regardless of' the characteristics of that service. The characteristics of it service might include 
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the following: the hit rate needed; the time delay constraint; the cell loss constraint; the 
holding time. This attribute of' a service independent network will future-proof ATM as the 
transfer mechanism for the broadband-ISDN. There is an obvious gain in designing, 
constructing, operating, maintaining and using a single network with all services being 
carried on it as compared to multiple separate networks specialized to a particular service. 
This efficiency is gained by having all the services using it, and so the efficiency is across the 
services, and no single service might be more efficient in ATM than in a specialized network. 
However there may be problems in trying to get all services to share a network. It may not he 
possible to get the same efficiency for voice over ATM gis it would he on a network that just 
carried voice traffic. The gain made in having many services use the same network is hoped 
to outweigh the disadvantage of having to design the network for all services. ATM is thus a 
future-proof', service independent, service efficient single network. 
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Figure 2- 13: Protocol stack for the satellite network based on ATM switching 
Previous networks have been designed with mainly one service type in mind. The telephone 
network was designed to give guarantees on voice calls, which are aº real time service, which 
was implemented by using ýº constant bit rate service. While this network is efficient at 
transporting voice, it is inflexible I'm carrying other services, for example data services. On 
the other hand the computer industry has a number of data networks, each of which has been 
designed to carry data traffic of one sort or another. This traffic may not get guarantees from 
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the network in terms of delay or loss and may rely on the end-users to retransmit using 
Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) methods. However, these networks are generally non-real 
time networks and thus cannot carry real time services like voice very well. 
An ATM network will have to cater for all services, even ones that have not been planned as 
yet. The first criterion, therefore, is that it must carry the services that are known about and 
that exist in networks at present. These types of service range from real time voice and video, 
with varying quality, to telemetry data and high speed data communications. The protocol 
stack from the satellite networks based on ATM switching is shown in Figure 2.13. 
2.5.3 Asymmetric services over satellites 
As the explosive expansion of the Internet continues, the demand for new and faster access to 
it grows similarly. However, access to the Internet is often either too slow (e. g. dial-up 
modem) or too expensive for the home user or for small enterprises. It is, however, possible 
to exploit the following three observations to ameliorate this situation: satellites are able to 
offer high-bandwidth connections to a large geographic area; a receive-only VSAT is 
cheaper to manufacture and easier to install than one which can also transmit; and computer 
users, especially those in a home environment, typically wish to consume more data from an 
external network than they generate. These observations indicate a viable solution, namely 
breaking the user's TCP/IP connection into two physical channels: a conventional terrestrial 
dial-up link for carrying data from the user to the Internet, and a higher-speed one-way 
satellite link for delivering data from the Internet to the user. Now while the provision of 
access to the Internet in future broadband satellite systems will not be exclusively 
asymmetric, for reasons more economic than technical such access is likely to be asymmetric 
for most individual users. 
2.6 Future trends of satellite networks 
A survey of studies from around the world indicates that the future convergence of 
broadcasting, Internet and telecommunication services with satellite-based multimedia will 
develop a significant network [9]. With the ability to cover large and isolated areas, satellites 
will become the main part of the global multimedia network. A number of commercial 
systems have been proposed around the world targeting multimedia services as illustrated in 
Table 2.1 [9]. Based on GEO and LEO satellite networks, both types of satellite systems 
offer different advantages and disadvantages for different types of service. 
We have seen the expansion of computer networks from only within few large organizations 
to the household level due to the growing popularity of World Wide Web (WWW) based on 
the Internet. With a shortage of broadband terrestrial connections in wide areas, particularly 
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in remote or rural areas where terrestrial lines are costly to install and operate, satellites can 
be used to complement terrestrial networks by extending the networks with its flexibility and 
immediate wide coverage. 
System `Constellation", ` Satellite Payload Onboard Switching 'Access Schemes 
SPACEWAY USA GEO Regenerative ATM-based MF-TDMA 
ASTROLINK USA GEO Regenerative ATM-based MF-TDMA 
CYBERSTAR USA GEO & LEO Regenerative Packet switching MF-TDMA / CDMA 
TELEDESIC USA LEO (288) Regenerative Packet switching MF-TDMA 
CELESTRI1 USA LEO (63) Regenerative ATM-based MF-TDMA 
N-STAR Japan GEO Regenerative ATM-based TDMA 
WEST Europe GEO & MEO Regenerative ATM-based MF-TDMA 
EUROSKYWA 
Y 
Europe GEO Regenerative Packet switching MF-TDMA 
SKYBRIDGE2 Europe LEO (80) Transparent No CDMA 
1 The proposal was recently merged with TELEDESIC 
2 Ku frequency band 
Table 2- 1: Some satellite Ka(Ku)-band proposals for high speed networks 
Table 2.1 shows some proposed high speed satellite networks. We can see that there are at 
least five proposals which plan to use non-GEO, especially LEO, satellites. Also from the 
estimated trends of satellite communication system and market [3] shown in Figure 2.14, we 
can see that Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites will be an important resource for future satellite 
communications, especially in the areas of data communications and wireless telephone. 
LEO satellite networks are expected to play a bigger part for services that need shorter delay. 
This is true since many concerns about the amount of delay in GEO satellite networks have 
been mentioned, especially in the case of supporting TCP/IP over GEO satellite networks 
[4][5]. 
Despite many advantages that GEO satellite does have, it cannot provide all the necessary 
requirements to cover all the services for future communication networks due to the 
following factors. 
First and the most important is the long propagation delay in GEO satellite network. With an 
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altitude of around 35,786 km above the earth surface, a round trip delay of over 500 ms is 
common. Many real-time or interactive applications such as web browsing would find this 
delay a major problem. 
Secondly, the large propagation loss, again, due to the distance, means the level of power 
required for transmission is an important issue. The direct consequence is the weight and size 
of user terminal, which could pose many problems when thinking about mobile terminal. 
Finally, the lack of coverage at high latitudes means that GEO satellite network cannot really 
have a fully global coverage. This final factor however seems the least important. 
All the above factors can be minimized with LEO satellite network. Having lower altitude, 
LEO satellites can be used to provide a satellite network with much lower delay and 
propagation losses. It is also possible to achieve a truly global coverage with a LEO satellite 
constellation network with polar orbits. 
The choice of using LEO satellite was dictated by the desire to minimize power in both the 
satellite and the mobile handset, minimize the satellite antenna size, minimize the time delay, 
or latency, for a two-way signal, and maximize the angle of elevation. The orbital period is 
around 100 minutes and a given satellite is in view for only ten minutes before handover of a 
call to a following satellite. 
LEO satellites have either elliptical or circular orbits at a height between 500-2,000 km above 
the surface of the earth. The orbit period at these altitudes varies between ninety minutes and 
two hours according to satellite altitude. The radius of the footprint of a communications 
satellite in LEO varies from 3000 to 4000 km. The maximum time during which a satellite in 
LEO orbit is above the local horizon for an observer on the earth is up to 20 minutes. A 
global communications system using this type of orbit requires a large number of satellites in 
a number of different inclined orbits. 
Designing an efficient LEO satellite constellation is difficult and complicated. The following 
main factors highlight the difficulty and considerations for such processes. 
Coverage area and number of satellites in the constellation: With much lower altitude than a 
GEO satellite, a single LEO satellite footprint is much smaller that the one provided by a 
GEO satellite. In order to provide a continuous and global coverage, a number of satellites 
are needed to form a constellation. Examples of such constellations are Iridium and 
Teledesic. With 66 and 288 satellites for Iridium and Teledesic accordingly, both systems are 
able to provide continuous global coverage. 
Difficulty in maintaining all these satellites to stay in the designed position within the 
constellation, and therefore maintain the constant coverage, is also a major problem that the 
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system provider has to deal with. 
Hand-off: Due to the fast movement of LEO satellites, with speed of around 7 km/s and 
orbital period of around 100 minutes, one of the problem facing users and satellites in the 
system is the prospect of having one satellite moving out of view while another satellite is 
moving in to provide services. This situation is similar to the one in terrestrial cellular mobile 
communication networks but with users moving in and out of the base stations' coverage 
areas. In order to switch from one satellite to another, hand-off mechanisms must be used for 
both space and ground segments to identify a suitable satellite for each ground terminal. In 
GEO satellite network, this problem will never occur since a GEO satellite stays relatively 
fixed at its designated location from all users on the ground. 
Intersatellite links: Another important issue when designing a LEO satellite constellation is 
the advantages and disadvantages of having intersatellite links established between satellites 
in the constellation. This can be beneficial. One of the advantages is an ability to provide a 
large geological coverage without having to deploy a large number of gateway stations. This 
is due to the fact that a LEO satellite footprint is much smaller that GEO and therefore 
increasing the chance of having a number of users from different satellite footprints trying to 
communicate to each other. The amount of transmission time is also considered to be 
reasonably shorter. 
However, intersatellite link does add an extra complexity and reliability challenge to the 
constellation. 
Multiple access: Until recent years satellites have been used mainly for broadcasting. Simple 
multiple access schemes such as Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Frequency 
Division Multiple Access (FDMA) have been used extensively with a few large gateway 
stations transmitting and receiving large and almost continuous traffic. The vast majority of 
satellite end user terminals are simply used as a receiver. 
However, requirements for new services provided via satellite networks means the above 
discussion about the role of satellites is no longer the case. Many application such as Web 
browsing and file transferring require real-time interactive between both ends of the 
communications. The number of users within the coverage area is also an important issue. 
With the goal to provide services to large number of users, having suitable multiple access 
schemes is vital. 
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Figure 2- 14: Trends for the satellite networks and services 
2.6.1 LEO/MEO satellite constellation 
The new concept of non-GEO satellite communication has been translormed to reality when 
the first commercial LF, O satellite system, Iridium, was proposed by Motorola 11211141. 
Since then, a few satellite comnwnicatlon projects with the Concept of a LFO satellite 
constellation have been proposed by many organizations. 
With the advantages that LEO satellite has over GEO satellite stich as shorter delay and lower 
transmission power, different types of services can be provided for new and existing markets. 
Fron Teledesic corporation survey [131, all proposed systems could be classified into three 
distinct groups according to their main applications and markets. 
System type Little LEO Big LEA Broadband LEO 
"Terrestrial Counterpart Paging, messaging Cellular F ihre 
Table 2- 2: LLO system classification 
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2.6.2 Little LEO satellite constellations 
From the table 2.2, a LEO satellite constellation can be classified as a little LEO depending 
on the type of services the system provides. The summary in this section introduces some 
interesting Little LEO satellite systems. With most of the projects still in the process of 
planning or manufacturing, some detailed information may be changed as the projects go 
through the next step. There are, however, some of the proposed systems that will not be 
included due to the lack of information available. 
System Number Number of Inclination Altitudes Orbital Elevation Phasing of 
of Orbit planes angle (km) Period angle satellites in 
satellite (degree) (min) (degree) the same 
orbit (degree) 
ECO-8 12 1/12 0 2000 127 30 
satillites 
FAISAT 24 4/6 satellite 0,45,90, 1000 105 - 60 
135 
GEMNET 38 4/8 50 1000 105 - 45 
satellites Polar 1000 105 60 
1/6 satellite 
Gonets 36 6/6 83 1500 116 - 60 
satellites 
HealthSat 2 2/1 satellite 98 800 100 - - 
LEOSAT 18 - 40 970 104 - - 
TEMICOM 7 - 82.5 950 104 
ORBCOMM 20 3/8 70 775 100 5 45 
satellites 45 
(+ 1/8 
extra) 
STARSYS 24 6/4 60 1300 111.5 - 90 
satellites 
TAOS 5 5/1 satellite 58 1300 111.5 - 
VITASat 1 - 88 800 100 - - 
Table 2- 3: Little LEO constellations characteristics 
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Table 2.4 shows the types of service planned by several system providers with messaging, 
positioning and tracking considered as their common features. 
System Messaging Positioning Tracking Environmental 
Monitoring 
Data 
Acquisition 
Pager 
ECO-8 Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes - 
FAISAT Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
GEMNET Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes - 
Gonets Yes Yes Yes No No 
NealthSat Yes No No No No No 
LEOSAT Yes Yes - - - - 
TEMICOM Yes Yes No No No - 
ORBCOMM Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
STARSYS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes - 
TAOS Yes Yes Yes No No - 
VITASat Yes - - - - No 
Table 2- 4: Services provide by Little LEOs 
After the research overview into all the Little LEO satellite communication systems, one of 
the most important points which have to be mentioned is the fact that "the biggest problem of 
designing a Little LEO satellite constellation is a choice between cost and performance" such 
as coverage area and availability of the system. From this conclusion, all the systems 
mentioned above can be classified into two groups of constellations. 
First, consider systems such as TAOS, VITASat, HealthSat and TEMICOM. One common 
goal among them is to keep the cost of the whole system low. To achieve this, the use of 
smaller number of satellite and off-the-shelf technologies has been considered. This means 
that they can offer a lower charge to users. In return, they expect users to accept the lower 
quality of services that the systems can provide. 
The second group of the systems such as ORBCOMM, STARSYS, Gonets, GEMNET or 
FAISAT is the type of system that considers the quality of services as their first priority. The 
design is for users who expect a quality of service to be better than the first group but do not 
need the types of services provided by Big LEO systems. 
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2.6.3 Big LEO satellite constellations 
"Big LEOs" operate at frequencies near the S-band (2.5 Ghz) and will provide voice services 
as well as data services. Big LEOs are intended mainly for mobile users. Medium Earth 
Orbit (MEO) and Intermediate Circular Orbit (ICO) satellites are included in these generic 
terms. Figure 2.5 shows the list of Big LEOs and their characteristics. 
Od ss ]CO Globalstar Iriduim Teledesic 
Service types voice, data, fax, voice, data, fax, voice, data, fax, voice, data, fax, voice, data, fax, 
paging, short message paging, paging, paging, video- 
positioning service positioning messaging, as network 
positioning borne services 
Hand-held yes yes yes yes portable 
terminals terminal 
Operation 2000 2000 1999 1998 2001(changed 
scheduled to 2003) (cancelled) (year) 
Orbit types MEO MEO LEO LEO LEO 
Altitude (km) 10354 10390 1410 780 695-705 
Number of 12 active 10 active 48 actives 66 active 840 active 
satellites 3 in-orbit spares 2 in-orbit spares 8 in-orbit spares 6 in-orbit spares 84 in-orbit 
spares 
Number of 3 2 8 6 21 
planes 
Inclination 50 45 52 86.4 98.16 
angle (degree) 
Period (min) 359.5 360.9 114 100.1 98.8 
Satellite 94.5 115.6 16.4 11.1 3.5 
visibility time 
(min) 
Minimum 20 10 10 8.2 40 
mobile terminal 
elevation angle 
(degree) 
Minimum 34.6 34.5 4.36 2.60 2.32 
earth-space link 
one-way 
propagation 
delay 
Maximum 44.3 48.0 11.5 8.22 3.40 
earth-space link 
one-way 
propagation 
delay 
Coverage Global global Within t 70 global Nearly global 
degree latitude (2 degree hole 
at each pole) 
Table 2- 5: Summary of the BIG LEO satellite networks 
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2.7 Summary 
Development in new technologies is likely to further enhance the ability of satellite 
communication to support various types of new emerging services such as Internet and many 
real-time services. 
Demand for cost effective interconnection of private and public broadband network and 
Internet service is increasing. There is a shortage of broadband terrestrial connections in 
wide areas, particularly in more remote or rural areas where terrestrial lines are expensive to 
install and operate. Satellites can be used to complement terrestrial networks by extending 
the networks with their flexibility and immediate wide coverage. 
Recent years have seen the expansion of computer networks from only within large 
organisations to the household level due to World Wide Web based on the Internet. 
There has been a resurgence of interest in satellite-based data networks. Satellite 
communication systems have long been the symbol of advanced communications technology, 
with their remarkable and distinctive advantages to link most of the areas on the earth via few 
satellite links. Factors that bring satellite to support various communication services lie in the 
influence of economic and technological trends. 
First of all, the Internet boom in 1990s will likely be remembered as the decade during which 
the Internet came of age. There is presently an increasing demand for faster and cheaper 
Internet services, and many companies are trying to offer these broadband services. Satellite 
networks provide a fast way to reach customers. 
Secondly, the rapid technological progress that has spurred the growth of the Internet has also 
helped to significantly advance the state-of-the-art in satellite technology. Most notably, 
advance developments of electronic components has allowed more and more sophisticated 
satellite and terminal hardware to be deployed economically. 
Broadband satellite networks will become an important part of the future Internet because of 
their unique ability to provide network access from almost any point on the globe, 
particularly those underserved by terrestrial infrastructure. However, because the design of 
Internet protocols is driven by the performance of the wired Internet, satellite network 
engineers must be vigilant in assisting in the design and deployment of satellite-friendly 
protocols and in considering how satellite networks interwork with the wired Internet. 
Broadband LEO networks are likely to be deployed later than their GEO counterparts, and the 
design of these networks is still in its infancy, particularly since such networks are 
significantly more ambitious technically than anything that has been previously attempted. It 
is our hope that the findings presented in this thesis may contribute to a better understanding 
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of how to design protocols for these next-generation systems while stimulating further work 
in this area. 
As the Internet expands globally, satellites will be an important part of the 
telecommunications network infrastructure to economically reach emerging markets, 
particularly those without access to submarine fibre optic cable systems. For developed 
markets, broadband satellites offer a complementary access option to existing fibre optic and 
high-speed copper solutions, bringing broadband capabilities to the mass market in the same 
way DBS has delivered digital television. By the year 2005, revenues from broadband 
satellite services will reach $29.25 billion globally [7]. This brings us to the goal of the 
research which is to study the performances of TCP and its associated applications over the 
next generation LEO satellite networks. 
The goal of the research is to identify the better combination of LEO satellite network and 
protocols such as TCP, HTTP to support Internet services. 
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Chapter 3 
3. TCP/IP over satellite 
In this chapter, technical background and summary of the current research in the area of 
TCP/IP over satellite network will be discussed. The chapter begins by giving inside 
introduction about the origin of TCP/IP protocol suite and its main functions. The later part 
discusses important issues about TCP/IP in satellite networks. 
3.1 TCP/IP protocol suite 
TCP/IP is a set of protocols developed to allow computers to share resources across a 
designed network. It was developed for the ARPAnet [34], the Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (ARPA), which regularly funded research projects related to technological 
development or military problems. In the 1960s, ARPA became involve in developing a way 
for computers to communicate with each other and began to fund programs at many US 
universities and corporations. A network would both advance American technological 
development and provide a secure command and control over information during wartime. In 
the mid-1960s, ARPA also began to support research into building an effective network. 
TCP/IP is a family of protocols used by many applications. The protocol suite includes IF, 
TCP (and UDP). Others are application layer protocols used for doing specific tasks, e. g. 
transferring files between computers, sending mail, surfing the net, or finding out network 
status on another computer. Any real application will use several of these protocols in 
parallel. TCP is responsible for making sure that the commands and data get through to the 
other end of the connection. It keeps track of what has been sent, and retransmits anything 
that did not get through as the error control mechanism. If any message is too large for one 
packet, e. g. the large document files or images, TCP will split it up into several smaller 
segments, and make sure that they all arrive correctly at the destination TCP. 
The TCP/IP protocol suite has evolved over a period of over 30 years. Like many networking 
software, TCP/IP is modelled in a set of layers [34]. This layered representation leads to the 
term protocol stack, which is synonymous with protocol suite. It can be used for positioning 
the TCP/IP protocol suite against others, such as the Open System Interconnection (OSI) 
model. Figure 3.1 gives a brief comparison between the reference models. This thesis 
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focuses mainly on the Transmission control protocol (TCP) as it is the main part of this 
research. The Internet protocols are modelled in four layers: 
3.1.1 Application Layer 
The application layer consists of the programs that use TCP/IP for communication. An 
application is a user process cooperating with another process on the same or different hosts. 
Examples of applications are Telnet, FTP, e-mail, X-window, and HTTP. Interfaces between 
applications and transport layer protocols are done via ports and sockets. 
3.1.2 Transport Layer 
The transport layer provides end-to-end data transfers. Multiple, applications can be 
supported simultaneously. The transport layer is responsible for providing reliable exchanges 
of information. The main transport layer protocol is TCP, which is discussed in more detail in 
later part of this chapter. Another transport layer protocol is User Datagram Protocol (UDP), 
which provides a connectionless service in comparison to TCP, which provides connection- 
oriented services. This means that applications using UDP as their transport protocol will 
have to provide their own end-to-end flow control mechanisms. Usually, UDP is used by the 
applications that need fast transport mechanisms. 
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Figure 3- 1: The comparison between ISO and Internet protocol stacks 
3.1.3 Network Layer 
Internet 
The network layer, also called the internetwork layer, provides a virtual network image of the 
Internet, which hides the higher levels from the physical network architecture below it. The 
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Internet Protocol (IP) is the obviously most important protocol in this layer. It is the 
connectionless protocol that does not assume reliability from the lower layers. 
IP does not provide reliability, flow control or error recovery. These functions must be 
provided at higher or lower levels. Part of communicating messages between computers is a 
routing function to ensure that packages will be correctly delivered to their intended 
destination. IP provides this routing function. A message unit in an IP network is called IP 
datagram. This is the basic unit of information being transmitted across a TCP/IP network. 
3.1.4 Network Interface Layer 
The network interface layer, also called the link layer or data-link layer, is the interface to the 
actual network hardware. This interface may or may not provide reliable delivery, and can be 
either packet or stream oriented. In fact, TCP/IP does not specify any protocol here, but can 
use almost any network interface available, which illustrates the flexibility of the IP layer. 
Examples are IEEE 802.2, X. 25, ATM, and FDDI. 
3.2 Internet Protocol (IP) 
IP protocol hides the underlying physical network by creating a virtual network view. It is an 
unreliable, best-effort and connectionless packet delivery protocol. The best-effort means that 
the packets sent by IP may be lost, out of order, or even duplicated, but IP will not handle 
these situations or trying to prevent them from happening. It is up to the higher layer 
protocols, such as TCP, to deal with these situations. One of the reasons for using a 
connectionless network protocol was to minimize the complexity. 
ver IHL type of service total length 
identification flags fragment offset 
time to Iive protocol header checksum 
source IP address 
destination IP address 
options padding 
user data 
Figure 3- 2: IP packet format 
Figure 3.2 shows the IP packet format, based on lP version 4 defined in RFC791 [35] and 
RFC1349 [36]. The fields and functions are: 
VERS - The version of the IP protocol. 
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HLEN - The length of the IP header counted in 32-bit quantities. This does not include the 
data field. 
Service Type - The service type is an indication of the quality of service requested for this IP 
datagram. It becomes important for the new protocols to support different Quality of Services 
(QoS) for the multimedia applications. 
Total Length - The total length of the datagram, header and data, specified in bytes. 
Identification -A unique number assigned by the sender to aid in reassembling a fragmented 
datagram. Fragments of a datagram will have the same identification number. 
Flags - Various control flags: More Flag (MF) bit indicates if this is the last segment in the 
original datagram. Don't Fragment (DF) bit used to prevent fragmentation when set. 
Fragment Offset - Used with fragmented datagrams, to aid in reassembly of the full datagram. 
The value is the number of 64-bit pieces (header bytes are not counted) that are contained in 
earlier fragments. In the first (or only) fragment, this value is always zero. 
Time to Live - Specifies the time (in seconds) this datagram is allowed to travel. Each router 
where this datagram passes is supposed to subtract from this field its processing time for this 
datagram. Actually a router is able to process a datagram in less than 1 second; thus it will 
subtract one from this field, and the TTL becomes a hop-count metric rather than a time 
metric. When the value reaches zero, the datagram is discarded. The initial value should be 
set by the higher level protocol that creates the datagram. 
Protocol Number - Indicates the higher level protocol to which IP should deliver the data in 
this datagram. 
Header Checksum - Is a checksum on the header only. It does not include the data. The 
checksum is calculated as the 16-bit one's complement of the one's complement sum of all 16- 
bit words in the header. For the purpose of this calculation, the checksum field is assumed to 
be zero. If the header checksum does not match the contents, the datagram is discarded 
because at least one bit in the header is corrupt, and the datagram may even have arrived at 
the wrong destination. 
Source IP Address - The 32-bit IP address of the host sending this datagram. 
Destination IP Address - The 32-bit IP address of the destination host for this datagram. 
Options - (Variable length) An IP implementation is not required to be capable of generating 
options in the datagrams it creates, but all IP implementations are required to be able to 
process datagrams containing options. 
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Padding - If an option is used, the datagram is padded with all-zero bytes up to the next 32-bit 
boundary. 
Data - The data contained in the datagram is passed to a higher level protocol, as specified in 
the protocol field. 
To enable IP to communicate with network layer protocols, two protocols are used. 
3.2.1 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) 
The ARP protocol is a network specific standard protocol. The address resolution protocol is 
responsible for converting the higher level protocol addresses (IP addresses) to physical 
network addresses. It is described in RFC 826 [37]. 
On a single physical network, individual hosts are known on the network by their physical 
hardware address. Higher level protocols address destination hosts in the form of a symbolic 
address (IP address in this case). When such a protocol wants to send a datagram to 
destination IP address, the device driver does not understand this. Therefore, a module (ARP) 
is provided that will translate the IP address to the physical address of the destination host. It 
uses a lookup table, which sometimes referred to as the ARP cache, to perform this 
translation. 
3.2.2 Reverse Address Resolution Protocol (RARP) 
The RARP protocol is also a network specific standard protocol. It is described in RFC 903 
[38]. Some network hosts, such as diskless workstations, do not know their own IP address 
when they are booted. To determine their own IP address, they use a mechanism similar to 
ARP, but now the hardware address of the host is the known parameter, and the IP address the 
queried parameter. It differs more fundamentally from ARP in the fact that a RARP server 
must exist on the network that maintains that a database of mappings from hardware address 
to protocol address must be pre-configured. The reverse address resolution is performed the 
same way as the ARP address resolution. 
3.3 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) 
TCP is a connection-oriented transport protocol that sends data as an unstructured stream of 
bytes. By exchanging sequence numbers and acknowledgment messages, TCP can provide a 
sending node with delivery information about packets transmitted to a destination node [39]. 
Where data has been lost in transit from source to destination, TCP can retransmit the data 
until successful delivery has been achieved. TCP can also recognize duplicate messages and 
will discard them appropriately. If the sending computer is transmitting too fast for the 
receiving computer, TCP can employ flow control mechanisms to slow data transfer. TCP can 
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also communicate and deliver completed information to the upper-layer protocols and 
applications it supports. 
TCP can be characterized by the following facilities it provides for the applications using it: 
" Stream Data Transfer: From the application layer, TCP transfers a contiguous 
stream of bytes through a network. The application does not have to deal with 
segmenting the data into smaller blocks or segments suitable for transmission. TCP 
does this by arranging and segmenting large application files into TCP segments, 
which then passed to IP for transmission to the destination. TCP itself also decides 
how to segment the data and it can forward the data at suitable rate according to TCP 
transmission control algorithms. Sometimes, an application needs to be sure that all 
the data passed to TCP has actually been transmitted to the destination. For that 
reason, a push function is defined. It will push all remaining TCP segments still in 
storage to the destination host. 
" Reliability: TCP assigns a sequence number to each segment transmitted and expects 
a positive acknowledgment (ACK) from the destination TCP. If the ACK is not 
received within a timeout interval, the segment is retransmitted. Since the data is 
transmitted in blocks (TCP segments) only the sequence number of the first data byte 
in the segment is sent to the destination host. The destination TCP uses the recorded 
sequence numbers to rearrange the segments when they arrive out of order, and to 
eliminate the duplicate segments. 
" Flow Control: The destination TCP, when sending an ACK back to the sender, also 
indicates to the sender the number of bytes it can receive beyond the last received 
TCP segment, without causing overrun and overflow in its internal buffers. This is 
sent in the ACK in the form of the highest sequence number it can receive without 
problems. This mechanism is also referred to as a window control mechanism and 
will be discuss in more detail later in this chapter. 
" Logical Connections: The reliability and flow control mechanisms described above 
require that TCP initialises and maintains certain status information for each data 
stream. The combination of this status, including sockets, sequence numbers and 
window sizes, is called a logical connection. Each connection is uniquely identified 
by the pair of sockets used for the sending and receiving processes. 
0 Full Duplex: TCP provides for concurrent data streams in both directions. 
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3.3.1 TCP Segment Format 
Figure 3.3 shows the TCP segment format, definitions and basic functions of each parameter 
[34]. 
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Figure 3- 3: TCP segment format 
The following describes its field and their functions. 
Source Port - The 16-bit source port number, used by the receiver to reply. 
Destination Port - The 16-bit destination port number. 
Sequence Number - The sequence number of the first data byte in this segment. If the SYN 
control bit is set, the sequence number is the initial sequence number (n) and the first data 
byte is n+1. 
Acknowledgment Number - If the ACK control bit is set, this field contains the value of the 
next sequence number that the receiver is expecting to receive. 
Data Offset - The number of 32-bit words in the TCP header. It indicates where the data 
begins. 
Reserved - Six bits reserved for future use; must be zero. 
URG - Indicates that the urgent pointer field is significant in this segment. 
ACK - Indicates that the acknowledgment field is significant in this segment. 
PSH - Push function. RST resets the connection. 
SYN - Synchronizes the sequence numbers. 
FIN - No more data from sender. 
Window - Used in ACK segments. It specifies the number of data bytes beginning with the 
one indicated in the acknowledgment number field which the receiver is willing to accept. 
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Checksum - The 16-bit one's complement of the one's complement sum of all 16-bit words in 
a pseudo-header, the TCP header and the TCP data. While computing the checksum, the 
checksum field itself is considered zero. 
One big difference between TCP and UDP is the use of congestion control algorithm 
[34][39]. The TCP congestion algorithm prevents a sender from overrunning the capacity of 
the network (for example, slower WAN links). TCP can adapt the sender's rate to network 
capacity and attempt to avoid potential congestion situations. In order to understand the 
difference between TCP and UDP, understanding basic TCP congestion control algorithms is 
very helpful. Several congestion control enhancements have been added and suggested to 
TCP over the years. This is still an active and ongoing research area. But modern 
implementations of TCP contain the following important algorithms as the basic standards: 
" Slow start 
" Congestion avoidance 
" Fast retransmit 
" Fast recovery 
3.3.2 Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance 
TCP uses a window based protocol for the flow control. The sender maintains a variable 
called congestion window (CWND) to control how many segments can be put into the 
network at a specific time, while the receiver maintains a receiver window (RCVWND) to tell 
the sender how many segments it can receive [40][41]. Initially, the CWND value is set to 
one segment and increased by one segment whenever it receives a new acknowledgment from 
the receiver until it reaches the minimum of RCVWND and maximum CWND (i. e. 
minIRCVWND, max(CWND)}, which is normally 65535 bytes). This is called the slow start 
phase of TCP (in fact, this is not at all a slow process, since the congestion window increases 
exponentially during this stage). It can be shown that during the slow start phase, the CWND 
doubles every Round Trip Time (RTT). 
When a segment is lost, the receiver will send duplicate acknowledgment (ACK) on receiving 
subsequent segments. The sender maintains a retransmission timer for the last 
unacknowledged packet. If the timer times out, it is assumed that the network is suffering 
congestion. Using this assumption, some further actions should be done to lower the load 
within the network. When this happens, the sender sets half of the current CWND in a 
variable called slow-start threshold (SSTHRESH) and resets the CWND to one TCP segment. 
The sender then retransmits segments starting from the lost one. CWND is increased by one 
on the receipt of each new ACK until it reaches the SSTHRSH level. After that, CWND 
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increases by one segment every Round Trip Time (RTT). This results in a linear increase of 
CWND. This is called the congestion avoidance stage. Figure 3-4 shows the slow start, time- 
out period and congestion avoidance stages for a typical TCP connection. 
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Figure 3- 4: TCP Slow Start and Congestion Avoidance 
3.3.3 Fast Retransmit and Recovery (FRR) 
TCP uses a coarse granularity (typically 500ms) timer for the retransmission timeout. As a 
result, a TCP connection can lose a lot of time waiting for the timeout when it suffers segment 
loss. During this waiting period, the TCP neither sends new packets nor retransmits the lost 
packets, depends on the upper window limit. Moreover, once the timeout happens, the 
CWND is set to 1 segment, which means the connection will take another several round trip 
times to make full use of the network link. This will definitely result in low efficiency. As an 
improvement, fast retransmit and recovery (FRR) was proposed to enable the connection 
recover from isolated segment loss quickly [40][65]. 
When TCP receives an out-of-order segment, it sends a duplicate ACK to the sender 
immediately. When the sender receives three duplicated ACKs, it assumes that the segment 
indicated by the ACKs is lost. Therefore, new actions are taken. These actions are: the 
sender retransmits the lost segment immediately; the sender reduces the CWND to half (plus 
3 segments, which correspond to the 3 duplicate ACKs), and saves the original CWND value 
in SSTHRESH. Now, for each subsequent duplicate ACK, the sender increases the CWND 
by one and tries to send a new segment. The effect of these actions is that the sender 
maintains the connection pipe at half of its capacity when it is in fast retransmit. 
Approximately one round trip time after the missing segment is retransmitted, its ACK is 
received if the network recovered properly. 
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At this time, instead of setting the CWND to one segment and doing the slow start again until 
CWND reaches SSTHRESH, the TCP sets CWND to SSTHRESH directly, and then does the 
congestion avoidance. This is called fast recovery. Figure 3.5 shows the fast retransmission 
process. 
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Figure 3- 5: TCP Fast Retransmit and Recovery 
3.3.4 Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) 
FRR works well for just isolated losses. If several losses happen in a short period of time or 
within a single transmission window, it performs badly. A new proposal, the selective 
acknowledgment (SACK), RFC 2018 [42], works well even under multiple packet losses. 
Multiple packet losses from a window of data can have a catastrophic effect on TCP 
throughput. TCP uses a cumulative acknowledgment scheme in which received segments that 
are not at the left edge of the receive window are not acknowledged. This forces the sender to 
either wait a roundtrip time to find out about each lost packet, or to unnecessarily retransmit 
segments, which have been correctly received. With the cumulative acknowledgment 
scheme, multiple dropped segments generally cause TCP to lose its ACK-based clock, 
reducing overall throughput. 
Selective Acknowledgment (SACK) is a strategy, which corrects this behaviour in the face of 
multiple dropped segments. With selective acknowledgments, the data receiver can inform 
the sender about all segments that have arrived successfully, so the sender need retransmit 
only the segments that have actually been lost. 
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A SACK TCP acknowledgment contains additional information about the segments which 
have been received at the destination. When duplicate SACKs are received from the 
destination, the sending TCP can reconstruct information about the segments not received at 
the destination. When the sender receives three duplicated ACKs, it retransmits the first lost 
segment, and increases the CWND by one for each duplicate ACK it receives. After that, 
whenever it is allowed to send another segment, it uses the SACK information to retransmit 
lost segments before sending any new segments. As a result, the sender can recover from 
multiple dropped segments in about one round trip time. Figure 3.6 shows the case of 
selective acknowledgment. 
CWND 
CWND2 
Figure 3- 6: TCP Selective acknowledgment 
The SACK option is to be included in a segment sent from a TCP that is receiving data to the 
TCP that is sending that data. We will refer to these TCP nodes as the data receiver and the 
data sender, respectively. We will consider a particular simple data flow; any data flowing in 
the reverse direction over the same connection can be treated independently. 
" Sack-Permitted Option 
This two-byte option may be sent in a SYN by a TCP that has been extended to receive (and 
presumably process) the SACK option once the connection has opened. It must not be sent 
on non-SYN segments. 
TCP SACK-Permitted Option: 
Kind: 4 
Kind =4 Length =2 
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" SACK Option Format 
The SACK option is to be used to convey extended acknowledgment information from the 
receiver to the sender over an established TCP connection. 
TCP SACK Option: 
Kind: 5 
Length: Variable 
Figure 3- 7: SACK option format 
The SACK option is to be sent by a data receiver to inform the data sender of non-contiguous 
blocks of data that have been received and queued. The data receiver awaits the receipt of 
data (perhaps by means of retransmissions) to fill the gaps in sequence space between 
received blocks. When missing segments are received, the data receiver acknowledges the 
data normally by advancing the left window edge in the Acknowledgement Number Field of 
the TCP header. The SACK option does not change the meaning of the Acknowledgement 
Number field. 
For more variants of TCP, see RFC793 [41], Transmission Control Protocol, RFC813 [43], 
Window and Acknowledgment strategy in TCP, RFC1122 [44], Requirement for Internet 
Hosts, and RFC1323 [45], TCP extension for High Performance. However, the features of 
TCP mentioned in the above section are the main features that affect the flow control most. 
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3.4 TCP in satellite environments 
Satellite channels have many characteristics that differ from terrestrial channels. These 
characteristics do cause TCP to perform poorly since many TCP algorithms are not designed 
for such environments [46][47]. The three most outstanding characteristics that affect the 
performance of TCP over satellite are long delay, large delay-bandwidth product and high bit 
error rate in satellite communication channels. 
3.4.1 Long latency 
With delay of around 250 ms, one-way propagation delay, for GEO satellite it is a long period 
of time for a source TCP to determine whether or not a packet has been successfully received 
at the destination TCP [46]. This is due to the fact that when starting a connection TCP will 
start by sending only one segment and wait for an acknowledgement from the other end for 
further process. It is also affect the performance of TCP when a segment is loss either due to 
error or congestion as the source TCP will automatically go back to the starting point by 
sending only one segment to prevent a further congestion in the network. Studies show that 
the effect of long delay in satellite environments with the RTT delay of 700 ms represented a 
typical GEO satellite network. By transmitting different traffic size over a GEO satellite 
network, we can measure the time taken for the transmissions. Simulation results presented 
in chapter 6 clearly indicate that TCP is effected by the long delay. 
3.4.2 Large delay-bandwidth product 
The delay-bandwidth product defines the amount of data that protocol should have in 
transmission channel [47]. While during transmission, this means that all these data has been 
transmitted but not yet acknowledged. With large delay on satellite networks, this means the 
amount of such data is large, if the full capacity of the channel is to be used. This will 
directly affect the window flow control process currently used by TCP. 
With only 64 Kbytes used as a standard, this would limit the amount of TCP traffic allowed 
for transmission within a single RTT. This means that standard TCP will not be able to use 
large bandwidth available in satellite networks even if there is no congestion. 
3.4.3 High Bit Error Rate (BER) 
Some of the satellite channels exhibit a higher bit error rate (BER) than most of the terrestrial 
channels. As TCP uses packet drops as a signal to start the congestion control process, this is 
due to the fact that almost all of packet drops in terrestrial network are caused by network 
congestion. However, the situation is different in satellite networks. Packets loss due to error 
still cause the TCP to assume that there is congestion somewhere within the network. The 
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transmission speed is reduced, hence the throughput efficiency of the network is also reduced. 
An experiment from [48] has identified the necessity of having BER of less than 10" if 
TCP/IP and ATM are to be implemented in a satellite network. Simulation using OPNET has 
been set up to confirm this finding. The results can be seen in Figure 6.4 in chapter 6. By 
transmitting large number of TCP segments to fill up the transmission window to the full 
potential, the percentage throughput when BER level is high can be measured and compared 
with the situation whit the channel BER level of 10"10. The result confirms the statement 
above and follows the finding mentioned in [48]. 
3.4.4 Variable round trip time 
In some satellite environments such as LEO satellite constellations, propagation delay 
between two ground stations varies over time due to satellite movement. This could affect 
the TCP process of time out estimation used for retransmission process. Studies by Teledesic 
[67], however, concluded that variable round trip time cause by fast movement of LEO 
satellite does not affect the TCP performance. 
3.4.5 Asymmetric use 
Due to factors such as size of user terminals, bandwidth, multiple access schemes, 
etc., asymmetric satellite links are common practice in many satellite networks. 
Communication channels between satellite and the ground are usually asymmetrical 
in terms of capacity. It is usually the downlink (from satellite to ground) that has a 
higher capacity than uplink in a satellite network [45] [57]. 
For protocol such as TCP, being a sliding window protocol such as TCP, relies on 
acknowledgements from the receiver to send data out from the transmitting source. 
Asymmetry severely affects throughput, and performance is limited by the lower capacity 
link. 
For example, a communication set-up using VSAT with a typical capacity of 64 Kbit/s (8 
Kbytes/s), it would limit the throughput of the downlink (Ti of 1.5 Mbit/s) to approximately 
690 Kbit/s for ACK made on alternate data segment that arrive at the receiver, with each 
ACK being 100 bytes in size and data segment of 536 bytes. This limited reverse channel 
capacity can behave like a bottleneck if the reverse channel cannot cope with the rate of 
acknowledgement generated by the receiver. A possible solution is to use delayed 
acknowledgement option, which could ease the amount of generated ACK in the reverse link. 
However, this would mean a longer slow start start-up time and results in poor utilization of 
bandwidth. 
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3.5 Other major proposals for TCP improvement 
Apart from important improvement such as Fast retransmission and recovery and SACK 
option, many proposals have been put forward to improve TCP performance over satellite 
network. The following discusses the advantages and disadvantages. 
3.5.1 Larger initial window size 
Due to the effect of having to spend long period of time in slow-start process in satellite 
network, especially GEO, one of the proposed idea is to increase the initial window size of 
the TCP. This allows TCP transmission window to reach the SSTHRESH level faster and 
therefore more segments can be transmitted [49]. 
3.5.2 Larger TCP window Option 
Currently TCP has a 16 bits window limitation as the standard of the protocol. This limits the 
amount of outstanding unacknowledged data to 64 Kbytes. With some networks with 
bandwidth-delay product larger than 64 Kbytes, the risk of repeat sequence number is 
increased. Many satellite channels have data pipes much larger than 64 Kbytes. Thus, even 
on a perfectly conditioned link with no bandwidth wasted due to errors, the data pipe cannot 
be filled and bandwidth will be wasted. What is needed is the ability to send more 
unacknowledged data. This is achieved by having bigger windows, than the current limitation 
of 16 bits [45]. This option to expand the window size to 30 bits or over gigabytes by literally 
expanding the window size mechanism currently used by TCP. The added option contains 
the upper 15 bits of the window while the lower 16 bits will continue to go where they 
normally go in the TCP header. A TCP session will use the big window options only when 
both sides agree to use them, otherwise the option is not used and the normal 16 bit windows 
will be used. This requires the receiver to be able to cope with a large window and a large 
burst of data. 
3.5.3 Better Initial value of SSTHRESH 
From the discussion about TCP slow-start and congestion avoidance processes, it is essential 
that SSTHRESH level can be adjusted to suit the network capacity. A proposed simple 
technique in [17] is to adjust the SSTHRESH level according the delay-bandwidth product. 
Data packets arrive at the receiver at the rate of the bottleneck link bandwidth. Using ACK 
arriving rate at the sender and the time at which they arrive, an approximation of the 
bandwidth can be calculated. The RTT can be approximated by reading the time-stamp from 
segments and their ACKs. Result presented in [50) show that the proposal does improve the 
TCP performance. In reality, however, the bandwidth estimation process might not be as 
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accurate or not as fast as we would like. The task is made more difficult in the case of LEO 
satellite networks where round trip delay varies due to the movement of satellite in the orbit. 
3.5.4 TCP Vegas 
TCP Vegas extends the concept of fast retransmission and recovery with more accurate and 
better round trip estimation processes [51]. By measuring and then recording the exact 
system clock each time a segment is sent, Vegas will retransmit a missing segment by waiting 
for 3 duplicated ACKs. In the case of LEO satellite network where RTT varies since the RTT 
value will likely to change and therefore the previous recorded RTT values can not be used as 
references. 
3.5.6 Negative Acknowledgment (NAK) 
This extension allows the receiver of data to inform the sender that a packet of data was not 
received and needs to be resent [52]. This option proves to be useful over any network path 
(both high and low bandwidth-delay product type of networks) that experiences periodic 
errors such as lost packets, noisy links, or dropped packets due to congestion. The 
information conveyed by this option is advisory and if ignored, does not have any effect on 
TCP what so ever. 
There are two methods of informing the sender of lost data, Selective acknowledgements 
(SACK) and NAK. Selective acknowledgements have been researched in a number of 
experimental protocols. The idea behind selective ACKs is that the receiver tells the sender 
which pieces it received so that the sender can resend the data not acknowledged but already 
sent once. NAKs on the other hand, tell the sender that a particular packet of data needs to be 
resent [52]. 
There are a couple of disadvantages of selective ACKs. Namely, in some of the protocols 
mentioned above, the receiver waits a certain time before sending the selective ACK so that 
ACKs may be bundled up. This delay can cause some wasted bandwidth and requires more 
complex state information than the simple NAK. Even if the receiver doesn't bundle up the 
selective ACKs but sends them as it notices that packets have been lost, more complex state 
information is needed to determine which packets have been acknowledged and which 
packets need to be resent. With NAKs, only the immediate data needed to move the left edge 
of the window is NAKed, thus almost completely eliminating all state information. 
The selective ACK has one advantage over NAKs. If the link is very noisy and packets are 
being lost close together, then the sender will find out about all of the missing data at once 
and can send all of the missing data out immediately in an attempt to move the left window 
edge in the acknowledge number of the TCP header, thus keeping the data pipe flowing. 
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Whereas with NAKs, the sender will be notified of lost packets one at a time and this will 
cause the sender to process extra packets compared to SACK. However, if lost packets occur 
far enough apart that the advantage of SACK over NAKs is rarely seen. 
3.5.7 Satellite Transport protocol (STP) 
Major research has been done to design a new protocol, STP, to operate over an IP-based 
network instead of TCP in satellite environment [53]. Despite many similarities between the 
original TCP and the proposed STP, many fundamental differences in design of both 
protocols can easily be seen since STP is designed to overcome the weakness of TCP in 
satellite environments. To achieve a better performance, the following features are added in 
STP. 
" STP's automatic repeat request (ARQ) use selective negative acknowledgments rather 
than positive acknowledgment used in TCP. 
9 Instead of bytes, packets are sequentially numbered and the STP transmitter retransmits 
only packets that have been explicitly requested by the receiver. 
" STP transmitter periodically requests the receiver to acknowledge all data that is 
successfully received. Losses detected by receiver are explicitly negative acknowledged. 
The main benefit is to reduce the amount of data in the reverse channel. 
" STP also allows data to be sent during the BEGIN message, therefore avoid the 
handshake process as in the case of TCP. This process does improve the transmission 
duration time in case of transferring small files. 
Simulation results from [53][58] indicate that STP performs better than TCP when used in 
satellite networks. However, it is hard to see the protocol being implemented in the real 
terrestrial networks where TCP is now the main protocol. 
3.6 Summary 
This chapter has reviewed the basic fundamentals and the current research in the area of TCP 
over satellite. 
With the fact that Internet over satellite is now the fastest growing section of satellite market, 
research into this area has attracted a lot of attention. The difficulty arises due to that fact that 
satellite communication and Internet took off in different directions in the past, which result 
in poor performance of the main protocol suit, TCP/IP, used in satellite environments. 
Many proposed ideas aim to improve the performance of TCP over satellite network in the 
recent years have generated a lot of positive results. However, the current standard TCP/IP 
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works well in the terrestrial networks. And with the networks firmly established, it is difficult 
to see the sudden changes to accompany the necessary adjustments of the current TCP 
protocol toward satellite environments. 
Most of the proposed techniques aim to improve TCP performance over a GEO satellite 
network with problems such as long delay and high BER level, apart from STP [20] which is 
designed with consideration of non-GEO satellite network included. The situation has 
recently changed due to the concept of non-GEO satellite networks. With lower delay via 
LEO satellite constellations, new studies will have to be conducted since the characteristics 
involved are very different to the GEO satellite networks. 
The main part of this research is also to study the effect of using LEO satellite network to 
support TCP and its applications with in depth investigation through simulations. It is true 
that many LEO satellite networks have been developed to support Internet. 
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4. B-ISDN and ATM over satellite 
4.1 Introduction 
While expansion of the Internet may be the cause and an effect of the growth of 
communication network, it is not the only factor that drives the demand for broadband 
connectivity. In many broadband applications, such as multimedia videoconferencing and 
software distribution, there is a need to distribute information to many sites that are widely 
dispersed from each other. Satellites are considered well suited for such services due to their 
unique characteristics. Also, satellite-based infrastructure can in many cases be established to 
offer widespread service provision with greater ease and simplicity than an infrastructure 
based on terrestrial links. Also, the ability to service many users and solving the issue of 
users in isolated areas makes satellites attractive for broadband communications. Satellites are 
also attractive for interconnection of geographically distributed high-speed networks with 
high bandwidth links. Hence, while much broadband communication today is carried via 
terrestrial links, satellites can play a greater and more important role. Communication 
satellites, as a possible way of offering broadband interconnectivity, appear to be a very 
attractive option because B-ISDN (Broadband Integrated Services Digital Networks) services 
can be provided over a large area, especially in areas where terrestrial network infrastructures 
are not well developed. 
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) has been adopted as the main mechanism for the 
implementation of the B-ISDN network. However, the deployment of terrestrial networks to 
support this technology would probably take a long time to complete. Satellite networks 
offering broad geographical coverage and fast deployment appear to be an attractive option 
for the early deployment and could play a major role in its development, provided a number 
of difficulties from the nature of satellite systems and technical challenges can be resolved. 
The higher error rate in satellite channels is a major problem in the integration of satellites 
with terrestrial B-ISDN networks [68][69]. The ITU-R Recommendations for Satellite 
Communications specify a BER of 10'7 at 95% of the time, while the specifications of 
performance over a fibre link specify a BER of 10'9 at 99.9% of the time [6]. Another 
complication is the possibility of bursty errors in a satellite system when the elevation angle 
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between ground terminals and satellites is low. Also, it is true that the available bandwidth in 
satellites is much less than the bandwidth of optical networks. 
This chapter discusses key issues of B-ISDN and ATM over satellite network and TCP/IP. 
4.2 B-ISDN 
As opposed to the B-ISDN, the present ISDN networks are referred to as Narrowband ISDN 
(N-ISDN). In the N-ISDN, the rates of information transfer speeds are based on the basic rate 
of 64kbit/s, and the primary rates for T1&E1 are 1536 and 1920kbit/s. In the B-ISDN, the 
maximum transfer rates will be much higher at around 155 Mbit/s or 622 Mbit/s. In 
particular, the B-ISDN with its ATM technology is considered an efficient way to implement 
multimedia communications, with video information added to the conventional voice and data 
information. 
4.2.1 Characteristics of B-ISDN 
B-ISDN networks can offer a wider variety of services than conventional communication 
networks. But another of its outstanding characteristics is the new approach to transmission 
speeds, multimedia communications and quality control. 
9 Transmission Speeds: B-ISDN can be conducted using either a Constant Bit Rate 
(CBR) or a Variable Bit Rate (VBR). CBR services are provided at a fixed 
transmission speed. With ATM technology, the B-ISDN will be able to offer 
Variable Bit Rate services for cases in which the amount of information to be 
transmitted is not constant. During the transmission of a video conferencing, for 
example, the amount of information varies depending on the amount of movement 
within the pictures. 
" Multimedia Communications: N-ISDN has provided a new framework for research 
into a variety of integrated, multimedia services. B-ISDN will implement the results 
of this research, and develop them further in the direction of distribution and variable- 
speed applications. 
" Service Quality: The quality demand of communications varies according to the type 
of application. In a telephone conversation, for example, the transmission must be 
carried out in real time. In data communications, on the other hand, the paramount 
consideration is the elimination of transmission errors. In the past, telecommunication 
networks have been designed to assure one of these factors. But the B-ISDN will be 
able to handle different parameter sets. Using a single network based on the ATM 
technology, it will be possible to offer a variety of communication speeds and fixed 
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or variable bit rates for a variety of media, with the right kind of communications 
quality for every application, and even different cell loss and error requirements for 
low-speed and high-speed applications. 
The B-ISDN allows the terminal to request a certain level of quality as required for each 
particular application. For example, one method would be to combine a certain set of quality 
parameters and offer this set as a service class. During the call establishment phase, the 
terminal could examine a set of available classes and choose the one most suited for that 
connection. A lot of research remains to be done in this area on the classification and 
selection of service classes and quality negotiation procedures between terminals and 
networks. 
4.2.2 The B-ISDN 
Communications within the B-ISDN are regulated by protocols for transmission, reception 
and communications between terminals and the network. 
Connections between terminals and switches, or between the different switches in the 
network, are achieved via the Physical Layer. 
Above the Physical Layer is the ATM Layer, which executes the transmission and exchange 
of user information. All information is carried by 53 octet packets, called cells. For 
continuously generated information, cells are allocated over a fixed period, while for 
information that comes in bursts the cells will be allocated whenever they are needed. 
On top of the ATM layer, an adaptation layer with different types, called the ATM Adaptation 
Layer (AAL) is developed to support different types of services. 
An important characteristic of the B-ISDN is that the network does not request retransmission 
of cells. If an error is detected, the cell is simply discarded. This method makes it possible to 
achieve very high transmission rates with little degradation, thanks to the high quality of 
recent optical-fibre technology and system integrity mechanisms. 
4.3 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
ATM is the technology on which B-ISDN is based. In order to meet the growing demand for 
multimedia communications, and high-speed, broadband services, continue research into 
ATM technology and the B-ISDN have been linked to both high-speed satellite and terrestrial 
networks. 
ATM is a data link layer protocol, which is a way of transmitting digital information in the 
form of data, voice, and video from one place to another. Besides the transmission capability, 
ATM support both private and public networks with a manageable and secure bandwidth on 
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demand for users. 
The idea behind ATM was using the connection identifier along with the data in ATM cells, 
and keep the size of the cell small. By keeping the ATM cell size small, if any cell got 
dropped due to congestion, not too much data would be lost, and in some cases could easily 
be recovered. In ATM, a connection is uniquely identified by a Virtual Circuit Identifier 
(VCI) combined with a Virtual Path Identifier (VPI). These VCI labels are controlled by 
network nodes and are random while connections are established and released. 
ATM uses fast-packet switching technology. Traditionally, most networks are either circuit- 
oriented, for delivering delay-sensitive information such as video or voice, or packet-oriented, 
for high-speed data transmission. Circuit switching guarantees end-to-end delivery and 
response times but bandwidth is not used effectively especially for bursty types of traffic. 
Packet switching optimises the use of bandwidth, but has variable packet delivery times. 
Packet switching can be unsuitable for synchronous traffic because of the amount of delay 
between packets with different formats. ATM combines the reliability of circuit switching 
with the efficiency of packet switching to deliver all types of traffics. Through simplified 
packet-switching techniques, ATM segments packets into 53-byte cells, a5 bytes header as 
and a 48 bytes payload. The reason for choosing a small fixed-size packet is to ensure that 
the switching and multiplexing function could be carried out quickly and easily. This also 
means a smaller propagation delay at the switch and therefore increase the speed or 
throughput of the system. The small cell size also makes them more efficient in a network 
where traffics are mixed because traffic such as video and voice transmissions will not be 
held up by longer cells containing non-real-time data traffic. Problem is that it is inefficient 
because the amount of bandwidth taken up by ATM header, called "cell tax" by some. 
4.3.1 The ATM Layer 
ATM cell consists of 5 bytes of header and 48 bytes of payload. Within the 5 bytes of the 
header, it contains all the important information needed for transmitting a cell from source to 
destination. 
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The following explains each field of the ATM cell header. 
CLP = Cell lost priority: If the CLP value is set to 1, the cell is marked to being discarded 
when network congestion occurs. 
GFC = Generic flow control is used to define a variety of control and operations, 
maintenance, and administration operations at UNI. 
HEC = Header error control used to check any errors in the header. HEC can also correct a 
one-bit error in the header. 
PT = Payload type id identifies the type of traffic carried by ATM cells. 
VCI and VPI = Virtual channel id and Virtual path id used to identify the route out for 
traffic over a specific connection, by providing a pointing function into switch tables that 
contain further pointers related to the actual route. 
ATM consists of 3 main layers, which are physical, ATM, and ATM adaptation layers. Table 
4-1 shows the ATM reference model, including the main functions of each layer. 
Convergence CS AAL 
Segmentation and reassembly SAR 
Generic flow control (if/when implemented) 
Cell VPINCI translation ATM 
Cell multiplex and demultiplex 
Cell rate decoupling 
HEC header sequence generation/verification 
Cell delineation TC 
Transmission frame adaptation PHY 
Transmission frame generation recovery 
Bit timing PM 
Physical medium 
Table 4- 1: ATM reference model 
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4.3.1.1 The physical layer 
AS can be seen from the figure above that the ATM physical layers consists of two sublayers. 
" Physical medium sublayer (PM) interfaces with the physical medium and provides 
transmission and reception of data. It also has a function of providing bit timing and line 
coding to physical medium. 
" The transmission convergence sublayer (TC) receives bit stream from PM sublayer and 
transforms them into ATM cells before passing the cells to the ATM layer. Functions 
include are cell rate decoupling, cell delineation, generation and verification of the header 
error control/correction (HEC) sequence, transmission frame adaptation, and 
generation/recovery of transmission frames. 
4.3.1.2 The ATM layer 
The layer in the middle which itself called ATM layer holds many important functions for the 
ATM protocol stack. It main functions are to multiplex and de-multiplex an outgoing and 
incoming data passing the layer respectively. 
ATM supports two kinds of channels, which are Virtual Channels (VC) and Virtual Paths 
(VP). VCs are communication channels of specified service capabilities between two ATM 
peers. Virtual Channels Connection (VCC) is a concatenation of VCs to support end-to-end 
system communication. 
VPs are groups of VCs. Both VCs and VPs are identified at each ATM cell header by their 
assigned VCI and VPI values via ATM header. 
ATM layer ensures that cells are arranged in the proper sequence but will not be responsible 
if cell is loss or damaged during transmission. In this case, the matter of retransmission will 
be done via the higher layer protocol, for example TCP. 
4.3.2 ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) 
The main function of ATM Adaptation Layer is to allow various network layer protocols to 
utilise the services provided by ATM layer. To do this, AAL segments the downward- 
coming data into ATM cells, and to reassemble upward data into a format acceptable for the 
network layer. A number of AAL classes have been defined to support user-to-user quality of 
service requirements for different types of transmitted traffic. 
" There are two sublayers in AAL, which are the Segmentation and Reassembly sublayer 
(SAR) and the Convergence sublayer (CS). The SAR sublayer segments higher layer 
traffic into a size suitable for cell payload through virtual connections. It also reassembles 
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the contents of cells in virtual connections into data units that can be delivered to higher 
layer. The CS sublayer performs functions such as message identification and time/clock 
recovery process. There are four classes of service, which have been classified for ATM 
traffic. The classification of these classes of services are summarised in table 4.2. 
Class A Class B Class C Class D 
Application Voice Clear Packet Video Data 
Channel 
Timing (source-destination) Needed Not Needed 
Mode Connection-oriented Connectionless 
Bit Rate Constant Variable 
Table 4.2: ATM Class of Service 
Class A: A time relation between source and destination. The bit rate is constant and the 
network layer service is connection-oriented. Examples for this type of services are voice and 
fixed bit rate video or high-resolution teleconferencing. 
Class B: There are two similarities between class A and B, which are time related and the 
mode of connection between source and destination. However, class B will be used to 
support variable bit rate services. 
Class C: The connection mode of class C is also a connection-oriented but there is no time 
relation between source and destination. With variable bit rate used, this class of services is 
suitable for connection-oriented data transfer and signalling. 
Class D: With no requirement for all the above three parameters, this class of service is 
designed for connectionless data transfer with no strict time limitation. 
In order to support all classes of services identified, four AAL classes have also been 
developed. 
9 AAL 1 is designed to meet the requirement for the class A services. It is intends for voice, 
video and other constant bit-rate traffic. 
" AAL 2 developed as a derivative of AAL1 for class B services. 
" AAL 3/4 will be used for connectionless type services. 
" AALS is designed for non-real-time data communications. The ATM Forum and IETF 
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have also recommend that AAL 5 will also be used to encapsulate IP packet for Classical 
IP over ATM (RFC 1577) [70]. Due to this reason, AAL 5 is considered to be very 
important for this research and will be explained in more detail in the next part. 
4.3.3 AAL 5 
The main purpose of AALS is to provide support for transporting non-real-time data traffic in 
ATM networks. Its initial focus was to support frame relay/ATM internetworking. AALS is 
now used for more than just frame relay as it is now used for supporting all data applications. 
The idea of developing AALS is due to the fact that AAL 3 /4 is considered to contain 
unnecessary overhead and some functions provided can be performed at higher layer 
protocols. The main different of AAL 5 to others is its lower overhead and better error 
detection. The following figure shows the format of the AALS Protocol Data Unit (PDU). 
CPCS PDU 
Initial payload : 0-65535 varies 1124 
48 except last PDU : PAD CPCS-UU CPI L CRC 
which is 40 
CPCS-UU Commom part convergence sublayer-user to user indication 
CPI Commom part indicator 
CRC Cyclic redundancy check 
L Length 
Figure 4- 2: The AAL type 5 PDU 
4.3.4 Service Categories 
As ATM is designed to support various types of application, providing desired QoS for all is 
quite difficult. ATM has classified five different categories of services, which will require 
different areas of attention. 
" CBR: Constant Bit Rate requires a constant cell rate, cell transmission delay (CTD) and 
cell delay variation (CDV) are tightly constrained; low cell loss rate (CLR). 
" rt-VBR: Real-Time Variable Bit Rate will operate with variable cell rate with CDV tightly 
constrained. 
" nrt-VBR: Non-Rea-Time Variable Bit Rate will also operate with variable bit rate but 
with CTD tightly constrained. 
" ABR: Available Bit Rate using capacity of the network when available by controlling the 
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source rate using feedback to minimise CTD, CDV and CLR. 
" UBR: Unspecified Bit Rate will operate using any leftover capacity with no CTD, CDV or 
CLR constrained. 
4.3.5 ATM and its advantages 
Current telecommunication networks are each designed separately to support different types 
of service and are not at all applicable to transporting another service. When designing the 
network of the future, one must take into account all possible existing and future services. 
It is very important that in the future only a single network should exist and that this network 
is service independent. This implies a single network capable of transporting all services, 
sharing all its available resources between the different services for all users. ATM will have 
the following advantages over the existing networks. 
0A single network which capable of transporting all types of services. It will be able 
to adapt itself to new requirements. 
0 Efficient in the use of its available resources as available resources can be shared 
between all services, such that an optimal statistical sharing of the resources can be 
obtained. 
" Since only one network needs to be designed, manufactured and maintained the 
overall costs of the design, manufacturing, operations and maintenance will be less. 
4.4 TCP/IP over ATM issues 
According to the introduction to both TCP and ATM in this thesis, we can see that the 
research into the area of TCP over ATM is of major important for future network planning 
[69][71][72][73]. With the possibility of ATM becoming a standard global network, all the 
applications available via TCP/IP do not have to be rewritten. Instead, we can use the idea of 
TCP/IP over ATM as one of the solutions. One area of research is to concentrate in the area 
of congestion control for TCP /EP over ATM. 
As this is the case, the research will be concentrated in the area of TCP over ATM as all the 
congestion control algorithms have been located in TCP and ATM protocols. There are 
already many researches in this area, which will be summarised here. 
There are two most important parameters that can be used to measure the performance of TCP 
over ATM network which are throughput efficiency and fairness [7]. 
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" Throughput Efficiency 
Throughput efficiency has been used to measure the performance of the network as a whole 
by comparing the maximum possible throughput and the actual throughput. The throughput 
efficiency is defined as: 
Throughput Efficiency = 
" Fairness 
Sum of TCP throughput (4.1) 
Maximum possible TCP throughput 
Another important parameter used to measure the performance of the network is Fairness. In 
order to make sure that the network performs well, not only the throughput efficiency is 
enough. It is also important that all users in the network will be able to share the available 
resource fairly. Fairness is defined [74] as sqr(sum of Xi) / (N * sum of sqr(Xi)) or: 
N 
xi) 2 
Fairness = 
N=' 
N 
N*Ex; º=i 
Where x, throughput of the i`h TCP source, and N is the number of TCP sources. 
4.4.1 TCP/IP over ATM protocol Architecture 
(4.2) 
The typical implementation of TCP over ATM can be seen in the following protocol stack 
[34], see figure 4.3. AAL 5 is the most commonly used form of AAL to support the TCP/IP 
over ATM. Figure 4.4 shows how the TCP segment is segmented into ATM cells. 
TCP 
IP 
AALS 
ATM 
Figure 4- 3: Protocol stack for TCP/IP over ATM 
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Figure 4- 4: TCP/IP over AAL5/ATM 
4.4.2 TCP over ATM performance problems 
There are many reasons that cause the poor performance of TCP over ATM, either in 
terrestrial or satellite networks. This section will discuss three main factors [74][75]. 
" The first is due to the effect of segmentation from TCP segments to ATM cells. The 
problem starts when cells are dropped at ATM switches. The congested link still 
transmitts other ATM cells from the corrupted TCP segment, a segment with at least one 
cell dropped by a switch. In the absence of ATM, this problem does not occur, as the 
whole packet will he dropped. This results in many incomplete TCP packages travelling 
along the network. 
" Congested links occasionally idle is the second reason. The condition can be worse for 
long latency and large bandwidth networks. This is due to the fact that standard TCP 
protocol does required around 200 ms while waiting for the confirmation that a TCP 
segment is lost. 
" The third factor is the effect of the retransmission of already received cells. This factor, 
however, is not as critical as the above two. Problem normally occurs when multiple 
packets are dropped within it single transmission window from the source. 
As seen from above discussion that one of the biggest problem is related by the fact that some 
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useless cells are transmitted through networks. The following sections of the chapter will 
discuss some proposed policies to tackle these problems. The solution to improve the poor 
condition of running TCP over ATM is done with the consideration of improving both 
throughput efficiency and fairness of the networks. There are two main mechanisms: (i) 
dropping policies, aim at improving the throughput efficiency, and (ii) Buffer management, 
aim at improving the fairness of the network. 
4.4.3 ATM Switch Dropping Policies 
In the case of UBR, a switch will not perform any function but to discard incoming cells once 
its buffer is full. The initial proposal for TCP over ATM-UBR is to have larger buffer 
without congestion control mechanism. However, it is impossible to foresee the size of 
switch buffer to support all users. It is more logical to find solution for a dropping policy that 
can gives a better performance than the initial suggestion. 
Three types of intelligent drop policy are discussed here, including comparison about 
performance, effect, and complexity of each technique. 
4.4.3.1 Tail Drop Policy (TD) 
This is the first and the simplest policy implemented for ATM switching mechanism. The 
main process of this policy is to drop any incoming ATM cell whenever the number of cells 
in the switch buffer reaches a designed threshold level [34]. 
Due to the fact that one TCP segment will consist of more than one ATM cell, the direct 
effect of TD on a TCP segment is clear. Imagine one ATM cell being drop at a switch. An 
incomplete TCP segment will be received at the end destination. This will generate two 
problems for the network. First, source TCP will have to retransmit the partially lost TCP 
segment to the destination. Second, after an ATM cell is dropped, the rest of the ATM cells 
that form a TCP segment will still be transmitted to the destination. As the cells will all be 
discarded at the destination since the TCP segment is not complete, this is a waste of channel 
resource. 
4.4.3.2 Partial Packet Discard Policy (PPD) 
Improvement from tail drop policy has been suggested in this intelligent drop policy. The 
idea is that once an ATM cell is dropped, there is no point adding any additional cells from 
that segment, TCP segment, to its buffer queue [34]. For a switch to recognise, at the ATM 
level, which cells belong to any TCP segment, it must operate on a per-virtual-channel basis. 
When a switch discards a cell from on particular VC, it then discards all subsequent cells on 
that VC it sees a cell with the Service Data Unit (SDU) type bit set to one in the ATM header. 
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This result in a reasonable improvement in throughput efficiency as an extra amount of 
bandwidth is now freed from carrying unnecessary amount of data. 
4.4.3.3 Early Packet Discard (EPD) 
Even with reasonable level of improvement by PPD, part of an incomplete TCP segment, 
normally the front part, will still be carried through the network. The aim of EPD is to make 
sure that this extra amount of traffic will be removed from the network [34]. 
Once a new cell arrives at switch, the switch will check whether this cell is the first cell of a 
packet. If the cell is not the first cell and none of the cells in the same packet have been 
discarded, then the cell will be accepted to the buffer. The switch will then wait for the next 
incoming cell. 
However, if the cell is the first cell of a packet and the switch buffer has reached the threshold 
level, the current and upcoming cells, ATM cells, from the same IP datagram will be 
discarded. Otherwise all cells will be accepted into the buffer. 
4.4.4 Buffer Management to improve fairness 
There are two proposed methods in buffer management to improve the condition of fairness 
in ATM switch network [74][75]. 
4.4.4.1 Per VC accounting or Selective Packet Dropping (SPD) 
Process of SPD is to keep track of each VC by counting the number of cells from each VC in 
its switch buffer. A VC is considered active, and will be part of the process, if it has at least 
one cell in the buffer. 
A fair allocation buffer is calculated as the current buffer occupancy (in cell) divided by 
number of active VCs. This is to make sure that each user will not use an amount of buffer 
more than what they should be using. When a cell from a VC arrives, the switch will see 
whether the threshold level has been reached or not. 
If the threshold is not yet reached, cell will be accepted into the queue. 
Once the threshold is reached, the switch will check the number of cells in buffer from the 
same VC. If the number of cells in the buffer of that VC is less than its fair allocation buffer, 
the current cell will be accepted into the queue, otherwise the cell is discarded. 
By using this mechanism, fairness among users can be achieved. However, performance of 
the fairness level can be decreased by many factors such as buffer size, threshold level, 
number of active VCs [76][77][78]. The reason of for this can be explained. 
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This is due to the fact that per VC accounting employed only single FIFO queue and the 
mechanism only start once the threshold level has been reached. At that moment, it is already 
possible that one of the VC has already occupied large part of the occupied buffer, when 
compared to others, see figure 4.5. As the cells belong to that VC is at the front of the FIFO 
queue, the condition will be even more unfair to others as the number of cells for that VC will 
be reduced first. So, more cells from the same VC will be accepted again once they arrive at 
the switch. To solve this problem, a mechanism called per VC queuing has been proposed. 
Threshold 
Figure 4- 5: The SPD diagram 
4.4.4.2 Per VC queuing or Fair Buffer Allocation (FBA) 
The idea hehinds the FBA is to make sure that cells from all users arriving at ATM switch 
will have an equal chance of heing accepted to the queue. With most ol' the mechanism 
similar to per VC accounting, the only altered mechanism will he explained here. 
. Threshold level 
II 
Figure 4- 6: The FBA diagram 
The important change from per VC accounting is the use of HFO queuing process, which will 
now he served in round-robin fashion for each VC at switch buffer, see figure 4.6. The main 
contribution of this is the fairness to each user even when the threshold level in the buffer is 
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not yet reached. This mechanism has been proved to provide almost perfect fairness to all 
users, VCs, [76][77]. The fairness level is also independent from parameters such as buffer 
size, threshold level and number of active VCs. 
Unfortunately, to implement this mechanism, it is necessary to have a large buffer size in 
order to serve all VCs at any ATM switch. 
4.4.5 Effect of TCP over ATM-UBR 
In recent years, interest in TCP over ATM has been widely expressed. This results in many 
researches and experiments being conducted. Many conclusions have been made about the 
effects of various parameters to the performance of TCP over ATM-UBR both in terrestrial 
and satellite environments. 
One of the earliest findings is the effect of segmentation by ATM. Studies show that TCP 
perform poorly over plain ATM due to fragmentation at ATM layer. This mechanism results 
in wasted bandwidth, due to the size of ATM header, and packet retransmission by dropping 
ATM cells at a switch. The effect of this seems to get worse once the size of an IP datagram 
or TCP segment is increased. This effect is totally opposite to a transmission without ATM 
[34][74]. However, it can be minimised by employing large buffer at ATM switches 
throughout the network but with a certain cost. 
TCP will achieve maximum throughput when no segments are dropped. One way to achieve 
this is to have switches, with buffer size equal to sum of the receiver windows of all the TCP 
connections. In the real situation, there are other effects such as the condition of the 
transmission channels, that leads to the loss of cells. Therefore, having large buffers which 
already is impractical idea in real networks will not solve all the problems. 
Since having large buffer is not the ideal solution and the congestion will always occur at 
switches, an alternative is to make sure that switches will be able to maintain the reasonable 
level of throughput efficiency when congestion occurs. This is the point where intelligent 
drop policies such as PPD and EPD are important. 
To support the use and finding the best intelligent drop policy, results from [74][75][78] have 
confirmed that the intelligent drop policies, especially EPD, can offer better performance for 
TCP/IP over ATM networks. 
Further enhancement has been proposed with the introduction of per VC buffer management 
to the switching network. The idea is the combination between EPD and per VC queuing, 
UBR+ [75]. This is believed to be the state of art in term of research proposal for ATM-UBR 
network. However, all these discussion have only been based on terrestrial networks where 
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delay, limited resource and channel conditions are far better than satellite networks. 
As for developments for the end system level, TCP, over ATM, comparisons have been made 
between many versions of TCP to find the best and most suitable version to be implemented 
in the real networks. The results so far are in the favour of TCP with SACK option [75]. One 
big advantage that TCP with SACK option has over other proposals is its ability to recover 
from a multiple dropped segments within one round trip time. This advantage is very 
important especially for networks with long delay such as GEO satellite. 
It is important to mention one of the solutions/mehods from research publications [74] that an 
improvement at end-to-end system, TCP, level has much more significant effect on large 
latency network while an improvement at switch network, ATM, has more impact to low 
latency networks. The research in [74] clearly shows the effect of long latency as a cause of 
low throughput. It can be used to confirm the above statement that the algorithms used at end 
user level, in this case TCP, has a big impact to a system with long latency. 
There are some initial proposals for improvement TCP performance for long latency networks 
such as using a larger initial window size and modifying the window increase algorithm as 
mentioned in section 3.5, which will be investigated as part of this research. 
4.5 Protocol Stack and Architecture 
Currently most of the applications and services on the Internet are based on protocols such as 
TCP/IP and UDP/IP. It is anticipated that in the future, B-ISDN services can also directly 
utilise the ATM Application Programming Interface (API) with the advantage of specifying 
the required bandwidth and quality of services. Figure 4.7 illustrates the relationship between 
the existing network architecture and the ATM network architecture used in the satellite ATM 
system. It shows how services and applications of the IP network architecture can be 
transmitted transparently via ATM over satellite and IP over satellite directly. 
4.6 ATM over satellite 
B-ISDN is needed as a result of recent developments in multimedia services. Broadband 
services will have diverse traffic characteristics and Quality of Service (QoS) requirements. 
ATM can support all these services in an integrated manner, while providing the required 
QoS. This was the reason why ATM is considered as means of transport for the B-ISDN in 
the first place. 
Fibre optic links are the preferred carrier for terrestrial ATM, however satellite systems play 
an important role in extending the B-ISDN to remote/rural areas where the deployment of 
terrestrial infrastructure is not economical. 
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Provicling ATM over satellite has a number of advantages: a satellite can cover a large area, is 
immune to terrestrial disasters, provides bandwidth-on-demand capabilities and can be 
accessed at it relatively low cost by a large number of users within its coverage. ATM over 
satellite should be seen as complimentary to the terrestrial ATM, providing global multimedia 
services to anybody, anywhere, anytime. Apart from extension of ATM services over 
satellite, ATM brings benefits to the wireless environment, providing statistical gain, thereby 
promoting effective use of the available spectrum. 
The role of satellites in high-speed networking will evolve according to the evolution of the 
terrestrial ATM-based B-ISDN. However two main roles for satellites can he identified: 
" Satellites can be used to compensate for the lack of sufficient terrestrial high-hit-rate links 
mainly by interconnecting a few regional or national distributed broadband networks, 
usually called "Broadband Islands". 
" Satellites are expected to provide multicast/broadcast services and also cost-effective links 
to rural areas complementing the terrestrial network. It can provides broadband links to a 
large number of end users through a User Network Interface (UNI) for accessing the ATM 
B-ISDN. Satellites are also ideal for interconnecting mobile sites and provide a hack-up 
solution in case of failure of the terrestrial systems. 
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4.6.1 ATM over Satellite Problems and Technical Challenges 
There are two main problems with ATM over satellite transmission: 
" ATM was designed for transmission on a physical medium with very low BER. 
Additional mechanisms are needed to achieve higher quality transmission link with 
low BER. 
" The ATM header overhead of 5 bytes per 48 bytes payload is considered high. This is 
the main weakness of ATM as there are solutions to problem number one. The 
overhead of ATM over the air interface is larger than 5 bytes due to the additional 
channel coding is required to solve the first problem. 
Many technical challenges in term of satellite engineering for ATM and B-ISDN over satellite 
network are: 
" Multiple Access and Multiplexing: the satellite, as a shared resource, must be 
cooperatively used by its users. Thus, to avoid interference in the uplink, there is a 
need to use appropriate multiple access schemes. Similarly, there may be 
interference on the downlink from other satellite or terrestrial sources. This 
interference is usually combated by complicated signal processing and better antenna 
pointing. However, the downlink stream may contain a collection of information 
packages in which each package is intended for a subset of users. This situation is 
common in communications via shared media. Thus there is a need to multiplex 
information so that when it is sent down from the satellite it can be properly separated 
by the users. 
" Onboard Processing and Buffering: onboard processing (OBP) is usually associated 
with such techniques as demodulation and modulation, error correction decoding and 
re-encoding and despreading of spread-spectrum signals. These types of capabilities 
increase the required processing and data storage capacities of the satellite. 
" Error Control: a satellite channel is especially susceptible to errors. While errors in 
optical fibre link are rare, errors in a satellite link occur frequently, due to attenuation, 
scattering and the other effects, which are present in all wireless channels such as 
fading and shadowing effects. 
0 Transport layer protocol: the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), due to the 
popularity and growing demand of the Internet, is one of the best known computer 
communication protocols used today. Unfortunately, there are a number of 
difficulties in using this protocol for broadband ATM satellite communication. 
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The simulation models and results from this thesis present the evaluation of these problems 
and technical challenge. 
4.6.2 Enhancement Techniques for Satellite ATM networks 
ATM was designed for transmission on a physical medium with excellent error 
characteristics, such as optical fibre. Therefore, many of the features included in older 
protocols that cope with an unreliable channel are no longer part of ATM. While this results 
in considerable advantages (less overhead, increased throughput) in an optical network, it also 
causes severe problems when ATM is transmitted over an error-prone channel, such as the 
satellite link. 
A geostationary satellite channel is often modelled as an Additive White Gaussian Noise 
(AWGN) channel. While the AWGN, which produces random single bit errors, is only an 
approximation, it is widely used and fairly accurate in many situations. 
Satellite systems are usually power or bandwidth limited and in order to achieve reliable 
transmission Forward Error Correction (FEC) codes are often used in satellite modems. With 
such convolutional codes (typically Reed-Solomon codes), the incoming data stream is no 
longer reconstructed on a symbol by symbol basis. Rather some redundancy in the data 
stream, which generally increases the bandwidth, is used. 
On average, coding reduces the bit error rate or alternatively decreases the transmission 
power needed to achieve a certain QoS for a given SIN ratio, at the expense of coding 
overhead. However, when a decision is made for a wrong data sequence, in general a large 
number of bits is affected, resulting in burst errors. Because ATM was designed to be robust 
with respect to random single bit errors, burst errors considerably degrade the performance of 
ATM. 
Hence some enhancement techniques have to be used to make the transmission of ATM cells 
over the satellite link more robust. Different methods have been proposed which are 
applicable for two scenarios, next sections. The performances of these schemes are directly 
related to the code rate (bandwidth efficiency) and/or the coding gain (power efficiency), 
provided the delay involved is acceptable to any ATM-based application. 
4.6.2.1 Interleaving Technique 
Most recent research focused on large earth stations operating at data rates higher than 2 
Mbit/s. The underlying poor performance of ATM on satellite links is that an undesired 
concatenation of the convolutional channel code (FEC, inner code) and the ATM HEC code 
(outer code) takes place. Since the outer HEC code is only capable of correcting single bit 
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errors, the errors at the output of the inner code should be dispersed by using an interleaver. 
By interleaving the ATM cell headers (not the payload) of several cells, so called inter-cell 
interleaving, the performance of ATM in a random single bit error channel (e. g. AWGN 
channel) can be achieved [79]. Note that interleaving merely re-shuffles the bits on the 
channel (to spread the bit errors among ATM cell headers) and does not produce additional 
overhead which might decrease the overall bit rate. However, interleaving requires memory 
at the transmitter and the receiver, and it introduces additional delay. Assuming an average 
number of 30 bit errors in an error burst [80], interleaving over 100 cell headers seems to be 
sufficient. This requires a memory of only about 10 kbytes and introduces a delay of 840 µs 
at 50 Mbit/s and a delay of 21 ms at 2Mbit/s. The performance improvement achieved by 
interleaving has been confirmed in several studies [80][81][82]. Since the above interleaving 
scheme requires a continuos data stream, there are problems using it for portable 
terminals/VSATs where single ATM cells may be transmitted. 
4.6.2.2 Forward Error Correction (FEC) Technique 
Another way of correcting the burst errors due to FEC techniques applied to satellite links are 
Reed-Solomon (RS) codes. This type of block codes, which are based on symbols, have been 
identified as performing particularly well in concatenation with convolutional FEC codes, 
because of their ability to correct bursts of errors [83]. 
Moreover, error bursts longer than what the RS code can correct should be spread over 
several blocks to take advantage of the error correction capabilities of the block code. This 
can be done by interleaving between the two codes. 
For users to whom economical, rapid deployment and relocation is an important requirement, 
it is only practical to use smaller earth stations such as portable terminals/VSATs. 
Since inter-cell interleaving is not feasible because only few cells may be transmitted from 
the terminal, mechanisms which protect single cell have to be found. Interleaving within an 
entire ATM cell (not only the header), so-called intra-cell interleaving, leads to a performance 
gain which is too small to be effective. 
A better improvement can be achieved by using additional coding to protect the ATM cells. 
Note that this introduces additional overheads and therefore reduces the useful data bit rate. 
4.6.2.3 Problems with Interleaving and FEC 
There are several reasons why FEC or concatenated FEC may not be suitable for enhancing 
ATM performance over wideband satellite links. First, if only FEC coding is used, than 
symbol interleaving is usually used to spread the burst errors over several ATM cell headers. 
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The resulting interleaving delay (which is inversely proportional to the data rate) may be too 
large at a low rate for certain applications. Second if RS codes are used to correct burst of 
errors in concatonation with FEC either additional bandwidth has to be provided or the data 
rate has to be reduced. 
4.6.2.4 ATM layer improved technique 
The latest proposal for improvement of ATM performance for wideband satellite links is the 
construction of enhancing equipment which optimises the ATM protocols over a satellite link. 
This allows the data link layer to be optimised using a combination of protocol conversions 
and error control techniques. This approach allows commercial off-the-shelf ATM equipment 
to be used. At the transmitter standard ATM cells are modified to suit the satellite link. At 
the receiver, error recovery techniques are performed and the modified ATM cells (S-ATM 
cells) are converted into standard ATM cells. 
The main aim of modifying standard ATM cell is to minimise the rather large ATM header 
overhead which is 5 bytes per 48 byte payload. Of the ATM header information, the address 
field (which is divided into the VPI and VCI) occupies 24 bits. This allows up to 16 million 
VC to be set up. Considering that in particular CBR connection cells all carry the same 
address information in the header, there may be methods not to duplicate the same 
information. Furthermore, satellite links cannot support 16 million virtual connections and 
the use of 24 bits for address space may be considered a waste of bandwidth for this scenario. 
One method to protect the ATM cell header when interleaving is not possible is the 
compression of the 24 bits address space to 8 bits and to store the duplicate header 
information (except the HEC field) of the previous cell [82]. The HEC is still computed over 
the first 4 bytes of the header and inserted into the fifth byte of the header. Therefore if a cell 
header contains errors, the receiver can store the payload in a buffer and recover the header 
information from the next cell provided that its header does not also contain errors. This 
method is only effective if the cell containing errors in the cell header has no errors in the 
payload. Simulations [82] show that this method provides considerable improvements in 
CLR compared to standard ATM transmission and even compared to interleaving. 
Another alternative is to use a3 byte HEC instead of a1 byte HEC, which is inadequate for 
the satellite environment. For the mentioned (56,32) error correction scheme, candidate codes 
include a shortened form of the four-bit-error correcting (63,39) binary BCH code and a 
shortened form of the three-symbol-error correcting (15,9) RS code (with 4-bit symbols). 
There is possibly some preference for the latter from implementation aspect. 
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4.7 Impact of various physical layer error correction schemes 
4.7.1 Forward Error Correction (FEC) 
From the previous section, we mentioned the impact of channel BER level. It is obvious that 
transmission of unprotected data over such channels would result in low quality signal due to 
high BER levels experience in satellite networks. Many schemes have been proposed to 
improve the signal quality. One of a very important scheme is the Forward Error Correction. 
FEC is a process in which a transmitter of digital data adds extra information known as check 
bits to the data stream. The receiver analyses the check bits information to locate and correct 
errors within a specific frame. The check information is then removed from the data stream 
and the remaining data is converted to its original packet forms. Hence, in an FEC system, the 
receiver detects and corrects errors in real time as the data is being received at destinations. 
FEC is an important part of digital communication technologies. The exact methods used for 
detection and correction depend on the type of information being transmitted and the form in 
which it was transmitted. 
FEC reduces the number of transmission errors cause by noise and interferences, extends the 
operating range, and reduces the power requirements for communications systems. FEC also 
increases the effective systems throughput, even with the extra check bits added to the data 
bits, by eliminating the need to retransmit data corrupted by random noise. 
Any communications technology is susceptible to systematic and random noise. This is 
especially true for wireless communications. One way to combat noise problem in wireless 
channels is to boost the power level of the_ transmitter, a simple way to increase the signal to 
noise (SNR) ratio. This will not work if the noise source is close to the transmitter, or if the 
power source is low powered, or if the equipment must fall below FCC-mandated transmit 
levels. Another way is to use Automatic Request for Repeat (ARQ) which requires the 
receiver to validate the incoming data by using a check sum. If the receiver detects corrupted 
data, it asks the sender to retransmit. Re-transmission stops the flow of continuous data and 
increases traffic on the communication link. This may be unacceptable and impractical in 
some applications such as real-time voice communications. FEC overcomes these hurdles by 
allowing the receiver to detect and correct errors without having the transmitter increasing its 
power levels or reduce the amount of retransmit corrupted data packets to lower level. 
In general, the greater the number of check bits added to the packet, the greater the error- 
correcting capability of the given code. Of course, the check bits themselves become the 
source of errors, and the check bits use up bandwidth that could otherwise be used for data 
bits. 
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The efficiency of a coding scheme is measured by the number of redundant bits that must be 
added to detect and correct a given number of errors. FEC systems are classified by the 
number of bits added to the data stream. For example, in some FEC systems, the number of 
redundant bits is equal to the number of data bits. This makes the total bit-rate double that of 
the original data. This is known as a rate one-half (1/2) scheme. Similarly, there may be rate 
3/4, rate 7/8 and other such schemes. 
Many forms of FEC are available. Schemes such as Reed-Solomon, Cyclic code and Block 
code are all commonly effectively used in many satellite and wireless networks. In this 
research, we have decided to concentrate on the effect of Reed-Solomon code. 
4.7.2 Reed-Solomon Code (RS) 
Reed-Solomon code has been chosen for the following reasons. They can achieve the largest 
possible code minimum distance for any linear code with the same input and output block 
lengths, compare with other codes. RS code performs particularly well for burst-error 
correction which is common in satellite channels. 
For RS code, the decoding error probability is an exponential decreasing function of block 
length "n", and decoding complexity is proportional to a small power of the block length. 
For non-binary codes, the distance between two code words is defined as the number of non- 
binary symbols in which the sequences differ. For Reed-Solomon codes the code minimum 
distance is given by: 
dam;,, =n-k+1 (4.3) 
Where K is the number of data symbols being encoded, and n is the total number of code 
symbols in the encoded block. The code is capable of correcting any combination of t or 
fewer symbol errors, as follows: 
d -1 n-k t_ miý _2 (4.4) 
RS code therefore requires no more than 2t parity check symbols. 
4.7.3 Simulation results from RS code studies 
Performance studies of RS codes in high BER channels are presented in this section. The aim 
is to see the effect of using FEC schemes, in this case Reed-Solomon (RS) code. The reason 
RS codes are chosen, as discussed before, because they ability to cope with bursty error which 
appears commonly in satellite channels. 
During the simulation, simple network model is set using OPNET. The structure of the 
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network model is shown in figure 4.8. 
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Figure 4- 8: Modelling of the network in OPNET 
Transmitting large number of' packets through a channel with controlled level of IF, R. We 
can measure the amount of- throughput in term of number of successfully received packet at 
the destination. By adjusting the number of parity hits at RS code model. OPNl T provides a 
process model called SPW_PROC which can be modified to act as a RS forward error 
correction process model. 
The following tables show the improvement levels that RS codes can provide to noisy 
channels. 
By altering the number of parity hits in the block, larger number of packets can he sent 
through to the destination node. However, with the requirement or 100 percent accuracy for 
some applications, we can see that not even FEC schemes such as RS codes can deliver IOU 
percent throughput. 
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RS Code (n, k) Number of packets 
received 
Number of packets 
fail 
% of successful 
transmission 
(128,16) 35069 13759 71.82 
(128,32) 31626 17202 64.77 
(128,64) 22237 26591 45.54 
(128,96) 11378 37450 23.30 
(128,104) 8776 40051 17.98 
128,112) 6449 42379 13.11 
(128,116) 5373 43455 11.00 
(128,120) 4343 44485 8.89 
No code 152 48669 1 
Table 4- 3: Effect of RS code in a channel with BER level of 5.0e-10'3 
RS Code (n, k) Number of packets 
received 
Number of packets 
fail 
% of successful 
transmission 
(128,16) 48821 0 100 
(128,32) 48821 0 100 
(128,64) 48821 0 100 
(128,96) 48821 0 100 
(128,104) 48760 76 99.88 
128,112) 47818 1003 97.97 
(128,116) 45178 3643 92.54 
(128,120) 38119 10702 78.08 
No code 20126 28659 41.02 
Table 4- 4: Effect of RS code in a channel with BER level of 3.0e-10'3 
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RS Code (n, k) Number of packets 
received 
Number of packets 
fail 
% of successful 
transmission 
(128,16) 48828 0 100 
(128,32) 48828 0 100 
(128,64) 48828 0 100 
(128,96) 48828 0 100 
(128,104) 48828 0 100 
(128,112) 48828 0 100 
(128,116) 48820 8 99.99 
(128,120) 48772 56 99.89 
No code 41074 7754 85.12 
Table 4- 5: Effect of RS code in a channel with BER level of 1.0e-10'3 
RS Code (n, k) Number of packets 
received 
Number of packets 
fail 
% of successful 
transmission 
(128,16) 48828 0 100 
(128,32) 48828 0 100 
(128,64) 48828 0 100 
(128,96) 48769 59 99.88 
(128,104) 48685 143 99.71 
128,112) 48522 306 99.37 
(128,116) 48343 485 99.01 
(128,120) 48054 774 98.41 
No code 44960 3868 92.08 
Table 4- 6: Effect of RS code in a channel with BER level of 5.0e-10'4 
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RS Code (n, k) Number of packets 
received 
Number of packets 
fail 
% of successful 
transmission 
(128,16) 48828 0 100 
(128,32) 48828 0 100 
(128,64) 48828 0 100 
(128,96) 48828 0 100 
(128,104) 48828 0 100 
(128,112) 48828 0 100 
(128,116) 48820 8 99.98 
(128,120) 48772 56 99.89 
No code 47763 1065 97.82 
Table 4- 7: Effect of RS code in a channel with BER level of 1. Oe-10'4 
RS Code (n, k) Number of packets 
received 
Number of packets 
fail 
% of successful 
transmission 
(128,16) 48828 0 100 
(128,32) 48828 0 100 
(128,64) 48828 0 100 
(128,96) 48828 0 100 
(128,104) 48828 0 100 
128,112 48828 0 100 
(128,116) 48821 7 99.98 
(128,120) 48810 11 99.99 
No code 48180 641 99.00 
Table 4- 8: Effect of RS code in a channel with BER level of 5.0e-10'5 
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The following graphs, figure 4.9, show the percentage of successfully transmitted packets at 
the destination with the use of RS codes. 
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Figure 4- 9: Performance of RS codes in various BER level channel 
We can see that using RS code of (128,120) is already enough to provide almost 100 percent 
throughput at BER level of 1.0* 10-3. However, for applications such as data file transfer 
larger number of parity bits are required to achieve 100 percent accuracy. 
The choice of the number of parity bits in the code block is varied according to the channel 
conditions. As can be seen from the simulation results that the higher the number parity bits, 
the higher the throughput level will get. However, we can to also considered the additional 
bandwidth that this might cause. 
There are many ways to improve and ensure that data can be effectively and accurately 
transmitted via noisy channels such as satellite and wireless. In this section, we investigate 
one of the possibilities, forward error correction schemes. The Reed-Solomon codes are 
widely used in wireless and satellite links because its ability to cope with bursty errors which 
commonly appear. Further improvement of RS codes in satellite environments can be 
achieved when used with automatic repeat request (ARQ) techniques. The subject is however 
not in the scope of this research. 
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4.8 Results from demonstration measurements 
Demonstration was a significant step to show how the broadband services could be affected 
by the ATM satellite systems. In the EU RACEII CATALYST project, number of 
applications had been demonstrated based on the CATALYST demonstrator that included: 
Interactive image: This is a client-server application, where about 200 images are available in 
the server database with size range from 4 to 8 Mbit/s per image. The client terminals can 
access these images, modify them by means of a light pen and transfer the results back to the 
server database. 
Joint viewing: A conversational type service where a white board is displayed and jointly 
viewed on all terminals connected to the system. Each participant can draw lines, which are 
distinguished by different colours and the results are show immediately on all the terminals. 
A picture can also be loaded to the white board and then modified. 
Multimedia communications: This application runs on workstations equipped with video and 
audio devices. Three windows may be displayed on the terminals at each end of a link. For 
instance, one of the windows may display a video image of remote person whilst the other 
two display standard software applications such as word processing and drawing. Speech is 
also included to provide a complete videophone-like service. The inputs and modifications to 
text and drawing from one end-user will be simultaneously displayed to both users in the 
respective windows. 
Network file system (NFS): It provides a transparent support of the existing network 
applications including the SUN NFS and Novel File server but with a slower response time 
due to the long satellite propagation delay. 
4.8.1 Round Trip Time (RTT) Delay Measurements 
The aim of the demonstrator was to show the capacity of the satellite ATM equipment 
supporting different applications. In the meantime, some efforts were made to take some 
performance measurements. The measurements were mainly on the Round Trip Time (RTT) 
delay for different data size on the demonstrator. Figure 4.10 illustrates the measured 
performance taken from the second demonstrator. 
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Figure 4- 10: The measured performance on the second demonstrator 
The measurements were taken based on the end-to-end configuration. Two Ethernet local 
area networks (LANs) were interconnected through the CATALYST ATM satellite 
Equipment. There were two groups of measurements: 
(a) The equipment loop back without the satellite connection and 
(b) The equipment loop back with the satellite connections. For each of the groups, different 
data sizes were transmitted. 20 data packets were transmitted for each data size. The Round 
Trip Time (RTT) delays were recorded, and the maximum, minimum and average RTT delay 
calculated. 
The measured results showed that RTT delay without the satellite connection was about 188- 
269 ms and the RTT delay with the satellite connection was about 649-780 ms where the 
satellite two-way propagation delay is about 500 ms (the end-to-end one way propagation 
delay was about 250 ms). There were also some delay variations due to re-transmission in the 
Ethernet LAN and scheduling the transmission of the 20 ms TDMA frame. Such variations 
were very small for small data size. 
4.8.2 Quality of Transfer Measurements 
Quality of transfer parameters (Cell Error Ratio, Cell Loss Ratio) were measures. The 
measurements of the quality of transfer parameters were made against varying link quality 
level. These measurements did not require a satellite connection because the gaussian error 
distribution of the satellite path can be reproduced with a noise source at I. F. Furthermore, 
the measurements performed using a noise generator to fix the link BER are more accurate 
because the conditions are stable during the measurement periods. 
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The measurement configuration is shown in figure 4.11. The ATM traffic was generated and 
analysed with a Tekelec TE-875 test tool connected to the CATALYST subnetwork through 
the ATM-AM 155 Mbps optical interface module designated the Line Termination (LT). The 
traffic terminal is connected at I. F. to a noise generator (HP3708A) used to emulate the 
satellite link. The Eb/No ratio is set in order to fix the link Bit Error Rate (BER) which is 
measured with a G. 703 traffic generator (TE820) connected to a TIM called MIA2G. 
155 Mbps 
ATM TX ATM/SDH 
ATM-AM 34 Mb s generator/ L. T. 
analyzer 
TE-875 
TIM 
ATM . I. I. 
TIM (SRT) 
MIA2G 
Noise 
Generator 
HP3708A 
TIM: TDMA Interface Module 
ATM-AM: ATM Adaptation Module 
LT: Line Termination 
TT: Traffic Terminal 
T 
BER Measurements 
TE 820 
Figure 4- 11: Measurement configuration through a single CATALYST chain 
Different measurements were performed changing the transmission channel quality (Eb/No 
ratio) and the data rate (from 2 Mps to 18 Mbps). Simultaneously with a test running on the 
TE-875, the link BER was measured with the TE-820. Table 4.9 shows some of the measured 
results for Eb/No=3.5 dB. 
Data Rate 
Mbitls 
Time 
minutes 
BER Received 
cells 
Lost 
cells 
CLR Error 
cells 
CER 
12 30 5.70E-8 50943357 33 6.48E-7 135 2.65E-7 
2 90 9.72E-8 25476396 19 7.46E-7 110 4.32E-7 
Table 4- 9: Transfer Quality Measurements 
The ATM performance parameters are related to the link bit error rate and are also dependent 
on the bit error distribution. In the case of random distribution of errors as in optical fibre 
links, the ATM header error correction (HEC) mechanism which is capable of correcting 
single-bit errors corrects most errors encountered. However in satellite links, the link coding 
mechanism used produces burst of errors. More than one error in the header can not be 
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corrected by the ATM HEC. 
The CLR is proportional to the BER and is higher than for links with random error 
distribution. The link coding is however necessary to reduce the error rate of payload data. 
To avoid the effect of burst error in the ATM QoS, improved coding techniques (such as 
Reed-Solomon code and interleaving) could be used to spread bit errors over the ATM cell 
headers. 
4.8.3 System Impact on the Services and Applications 
Although satellites cannot compete with optical fibre in total bandwidth available to 
applications, they still provide enough bandwidth for quite a few numbers of application. 
Most of the protocols designed for data communication retransmit the error or lost packets. 
Long delays made these protocols very inefficient. Therefore, the long delay due to the 
nature of satellite link had a significant impact on different aspects of the applications that 
included: 
Throughput: Applications using connection oriented transport level protocols (such as the 
TCP/IP) needed to wait for the acknowledgements of packet arrival to support the flow 
control mechanism and to provide a reliable transport layer service. If a packet got lost, the 
protocol would re-transmit the packet. The throughput was restricted by the waiting for 
acknowledgement. The window size of the protocol can be used to adjust the amount of data 
to be sent before waiting for the acknowledgement. If connectionless protocols such as the 
UDP/IP were used, there was no re-transmission and no guarantee that the packet will arrive 
at its destination. On the basis of the measurement and some simulation results, the following 
empirical formula was produced to estimate the throughput of burst traffic based on 
connection oriented protocols with acknowledgement: 
Throughput = WindowSize/(TransmissionTime + RTT). 
Request and response services: the long delay affects the throughput of the request and 
response type services (for example, the interactive service of login to a remote system). 
Users experience slow response time and slow information retrieval. The time can be 
estimated as: 
RequestResponeTime = GenerateRequest + ProcessRequest + RTT. 
Video and voice services: real time services are more sensitive to the delay and waiting time 
for acknowledgement. As long as the delay variation is restricted to a very small value or the 
signal timing can be recovered at the destination, the satellite can still provide the connection 
at high quality. The mean delay variation is estimated as: 
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MeanDelayVariation = TDMAFramTime/2. 
Text or data services: These are not sensitive to the delay and often require a reliable 
transport level protocol. The throughput is restricted and parameters of the protocols need to 
be adjusted or new protocol designed to suit the feature of satellite communications. 
Buffer Requirement: Since the satellite ATM equipment interfaces to the high speed 
networks, it was important to allow these networks to transmit burst traffic at a high speed, to 
take the advantages of ATM technology. If the transmission link capacity was higher than the 
satellite link, buffers are required to absorb the traffic. Larger buffers resulted in increased 
delays. Traffic management is important to allow the satellite system to support high speed 
networks and limiting the probability of buffer overflow and extra buffering delay. The 
following is an estimation of the buffer requirement (in number of ATM cells): 
BufferReq = (TransSpeed - LinkSpeed) * BurstSize / (53 * TransSpeed). 
The results shown and discussed in sections 7.4 will be used to form a simulation models. 
The aim is to construct our models that represent the real satellite network. Important 
parameters such as delay, bit error level and the characteristics of satellite network will be 
included in the OPNET models. 
4.9 Summary 
While fibre optics is rapidly becoming the preferred carrier for high bandwidth 
communication services, satellite systems can play an important role in the system. The 
satellite network configuration and capacity can be increased gradually to match the 
increasing B-ISDN traffic during the evolution toward broadband communications. 
The role of satellites in high-speed networking will evolve according to the evolution of the 
terrestrial ATM based B-ISDN. However two main roles can be identified in broadband 
satellite network development: 
" As transit network to interconnect a few regional or national distributed broadband 
networks, through Network-Network Interface (NNI). 
" As access network to provide broadband links to a large number of end users through a 
User Network Interface (UNI) for accessing the ATM B-ISDN. 
These allow high flexibility concerning topology, reconfiguration and network expansion. 
Satellites are also ideal for interconnecting mobile sites and provide a back-up solution in 
case of failure of the terrestrial systems. 
The use of GEO stationary satellites to deliver ATM services to VSATs has proven feasible. 
However delivery of high bit rate ATM services to transportable or mobile terminals via 
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satellite will require low delays, low terminal power requirements and high minimum 
elevation angles to maximise the probability of a good channel. The use of GEO satellites 
means lower elevation angles and large delays in high latitude regions. These problems can be 
solved by the use of satellites at much lower altitudes such as MEO and LEO orbits. Satellites 
at these lower altitudes have much smaller delays and lower terminal power requirements 
than satellites in GEO orbit [88]. Projects such as GIPSE (Global Integrated Satellite 
multimedia Environment) are investigating the most suitable orbit and multiple access scheme 
to deliver ATM services to VSATs, mobile and portable terminals. 
This chapter summarised the current state of research and development that will advance the 
integration of satellite communication and terrestrial networks. Information presented can 
also be used as a strong platform for this research with the fact that the reality of providing 
services such as Internet over satellite is happening. The chapter also identified the fact that 
there are many other protocols involved in the real systems apart from TCP/IP. Some of the 
important issues concerning the integrating of such protocols, such as ATM, have been 
discussed. 
The measurement results presented in section 4.8 provide useful information for selecting 
simulation parameters in the following chapters. 
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Chapter 5 
5. Simulation Modelling and Scenarios 
5.1 Introduction 
There are three basic methods which can be used to evaluate a network: measurement, 
simulation and mathematical analysis. 
Measurements, however, are only possible when the proposed system exists and is accessible 
for the researcher and is mainly available via cooperation with large organisations. If the 
concept is new, the only remaining choices are the mathematical analysis and simulation. 
Mathematical models and the resulting theoretical performance of many of the popular 
protocols are well studied and can be used. However, it becomes complicated to study 
satellite IP and ATM network performances. It limits the chance of having an accurate and 
realistic mathematical model. These constraints compromise the performance measurements 
in networks, which do not subscribe to these limitations. Because of the complexity of some 
of the satellite network and protocol scenarios being considered, simulation is considered the 
most suitable method for this research. Simulation is well accepted and considered to be 
useful tool for a research in networking area. 
Firstly, it allows new algorithms to be implemented, allowing more rapid evaluations and 
changes. Simulation can help to identify new proposed solutions much quicker than 
conventional methods. 
Secondly, a simulated environment is a controlled environment. Due to this fact, a specific 
simulation that isolates the effects on the overall performance of certain parameters and 
algorithms can be achieved. This allows users to identify with confidence the direct effect of 
implementing a new proposed solution. Without the ability to fully control other factors, 
precise results would take much more steps. Also, evaluation of aggregate network 
performance is made easier because all network elements are made available through the 
same type of interface. This is particularly important when studying the impact of an 
algorithm or policy on many nodes in a wide-area network, for example. 
Thirdly, building an experimental implementation of a large and complex network such as a 
LEO satellite network or other large scaled systems for experiment or testing is impractical. 
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By using simulation, the independent traffic characteristics of each station can be preserved. 
These characteristics include message generation rates as well as the burstiness of the 
messages within each node. 
New scenarios can be modelled regarding the nature of the traffic source distributions. For 
instance, a geometric distribution of the arrival patterns can be simulated. A variety of 
statistics can be accumulated which enhance the performance profile of the protocol. 
Many protocols incorporate strategies for retransmissions on collision. Different algorithms 
for these strategies can be modelled and studied to compare and improve performance. 
Finally, many modules and standard protocols are already available in the simulation 
packages. With these models being used in commercial research, they are proven to be 
reliable. 
Once the decision to use simulation is made, the tool to perform the simulation must be 
selected. There are a variety of simulation packages available which provide a suitable 
environment for simulation studies. Additional models can be developed within the 
environment. Simulation method has been chosen for this research due to the fact that the 
area of research itself consists of both satellite network and modelling of protocols. It is 
extremely difficult, within the limited period of research, to actually include all real 
measurements and experiments to cover all the areas of interest. Details and functions of 
each application will also be explained in this section to give the reader a better idea of how 
the models really functions during the simulations. 
This chapter presents the basic research methodology and key parameters of the simulation 
models. It also presents simulation modelling scenarios. The simulation results and analysis 
are presented in the next chapter. 
5.2 OPNET simulation tool 
OPNET provides a comprehensive development environment supporting the modelling of 
communication networks and distributed systems. Both behaviour and performance of 
modelled systems can be analysed by performing discrete event simulations. The OPNET 
environment incorporates tools for all phases of a study, including model design, simulation, 
data collection, and data analysis. Figure 5.1 illustrates the OPNET modelling concept. 
Three main layers of modelling concept used in the OPNET modelling are: 
9 Network domain 
" Node domain 
" Process domain 
07 
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Figure 5- 1: OPNET modelling concept 
5.2.1 Network Domain 
The Network Domain defines the topology of a communication network. The communicating 
entities are called nodes and the specific capabilities of each node are defined by designating 
process models. Within a single network model, there may he many nodes that are based on 
the node models. 
This is the first step for setting up simulations from scenario to modelling by deciding number 
of nodes, types of node and how the network is connected. The next step is to choose each 
particular node within the network. 
5.2.2 Node Domain 
The Node Domain provides for the modelling of communication devices that can be deployed 
and interconnected at the network level. In OPNET, these elements are called nodes, and in 
the real network they may correspond to various types of computing and communicating 
equipment such as standard routers, bridges, workstations, terminals, mainframe computers, 
servers, fast packet switches, satellites, etc. 
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5.2.3 Process Domain 
Process modules are user-programmable parts that are key elements of communication nodes. 
The tasks that these modules execute are called processes. A process can in many ways be 
thought of as similar to an executing software program, since it includes a set of instructions 
and maintains state memory. 
Process models define behaviour for programmable modules. A process is an instance of a 
process model and operates within one module. Process models are expressed in Proto-C, a 
language combining graphical state-transition-diagrams, embedded C/C++ language data 
items and statements, and a library of Kernel Procedures that provide commonly needed 
functionality for modelling communications and information processing systems. All the 
protocols such as HTTP, TCP, IP and others are programmed via process models. A set of 
process models are put together to form a completed node model with layers of protocols. 
During the course of this research, much of the work has involved investigating and 
improving many parts of the standard process models to suit the studies when satellite 
concept is introduced. 
These are the three most important parts of setting up the simulation model. With the 
complexity of the standard models available, it is important for the OPNET user to really 
understand the effect on the rest of the network performance of changing part of one protocol. 
5.3 Traffic modelling & parameters 
During the research many types of traffic have been studied for the simulations. Some of the 
main characteristics of the traffic models will are discussed and explained in this section. 
Some of the traffic models used are standard protocols such as HTTP and FTP. These traffic 
models are used in the simulations over satellite networks. 
5.3.1 World Wide Web (WWW) 
The Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), the application layer protocol, is used for WWW in 
the Internet. HTTP is implemented in two programs: a client program and server program are 
implemented in client and server nodes in the models. The client program and server 
program communicate with each other by exchanging HTTP messages. HTTP defines the 
structure of these messages and how the client and server exchange the messages. 
A web page (also called a document) consists of objects. An object are simple files such as 
HTML files, JPEG images, GIF images, or audio clips, etc. that is addressable by a single 
uniform resource locator (URL). Most web pages consist of a base HTML file and several 
objects. For example, if a web page contains HTML text and five JPEG images, then the web 
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page has six objects: the base HTML file plus the five images. The base HTML file 
references the other objects in the page with the URLs. Each URL has two components: the 
host name of the server that contains the object and the object's path name. 
HTTP defines how web clients (i. e., browsers) request weh pages from servers (i. e., web 
servers) and how servers transfer Web pages to clients. The interaction between client and 
server is explained in detail below, but the general idea is illustrated in Figure 5.2. When a 
user requests a Web page, the browser sends HTTP request messages for the objects in the 
page to the page's server. The server receives the requests and responds with HTTP response 
messages that contain the objects. Until 1997 essentially all browsers and Web servers 
implemented version HTTP/1.0, which is defined in RFC 1945 [90j. Beginning in 1998 Web 
servers and browsers began to implement version HTTP/1.1, which is defined in RFC 2068 
[91]. HTTP/1.1 is backward compatible with HTTP/1.0; a Web server running 1.1 can 
communicate with a browser running 1.0, and a browser running I. 1 can communicate with a 
server running 1.0. 
PC running 
Explorer 
ýeýo,, ýe 
Figure 5- 2: HTTP request-respond 
Both HTTP/1.0 and HTTP/I. l use TCP as their standard transport protocol. The HTTP client 
first establishes a TCP connection with the server. Once the connection is established, the 
browser and the server processes access TCP through their socket interfaces. On the client 
side the socket interface is the gate between the client process and the TCP connection; on the 
server side it is the gate between the server process and the TCP connection. The client sends 
HTTP request messages into its socket interface and receives HTTP response messages fron 
its socket interface. Similarly, the HTTP server receives request messages from its socket 
interface and sends response messages into the socket interface. Once the client sends a 
message into its socket interface, the message is managed by TCP. 
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TCP provides a reliable data transfer service to HTTP. This implies that each HTTP request 
message emitted by a client process eventually arrives intact at the server; similarly, each 
HTTP response message emitted by the server process eventually arrives intact at the client. 
Here we see one of the great advantages of a layered architecture since HTTP need not worry 
about lost data, or the details of how TCP recovers from loss or reordering of data within the 
network. That is the job of TCP and the protocols in the lower layers of the protocol stack. 
5.3.1.1 Non-Persistent and Persistent Connections 
HTTP can use both non-persistent connections and persistent connections. Non-persistent 
connection is the default mode for HTTP/1.0. Conversely, persistent connection is the default 
mode for HTTP/1.1 [91]. 
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Figure 5- 3: Packet exchanges for HTTP 
Since non-persistent connection, with short lifetimes of HTTP connections, causes 
performance problems, the obvious solution is to use persistent connection, which is a single, 
long-lived connection for multiple HTTP transactions. The connection stays open for all the 
objects in a single document, and across multiple HTML retrievals. This avoids almost all of 
the per-connection overheads, and also should help avoid the TCP slow-start delays. 
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Figure 5.3 shows how this change affects the network latencies. Note that the first image 
arrives after just two round trips, rather than four. Also, the total number of packets is much 
smaller, which should lead to lower server load. Finally, since the ratio of connection lifetime 
to the length of waiting is higher, the server will have far fewer TCP connections to keep 
track of. 
With persistent connections, the server leaves the TCP connection open after sending 
responses. Subsequent requests and responses between the same client and server can be sent 
over the same connection. In particular, an entire web page can be sent over a single 
persistent TCP connection; moreover, multiple web pages residing on the same server can be 
sent over one persistent TCP connection. Typically, the HTTP server closes the connection 
when it is not used for a certain time as the timeout interval, which is often configurable. 
There are two versions of persistent connections: without pipelining and with pipelining. For 
the version without pipelining, the client issues a new request only when the previous 
response has been received. In this case, each of the referenced objects experiences one RTT 
in order to request and receive the object. Although this is an improvement over non- 
persistent connection by two RTTs, delays can be further reduced with a pipelining process. 
Another disadvantage of no pipelining is that after the server sends an object over the 
persistent TCP connection, the connection hangs and does nothing while it waits for another 
request to arrive. This hanging wastes server resources. 
The default mode of HTTP/1.1 uses persistent connections with pipelining. In this case, the 
HTTP client issues a request as soon as it encounters a reference. Thus the HTTP client can 
make back-to-back requests for the referenced objects. When the server receives the requests, 
it can send the objects back-to-back. If all the requests are sent back-to-back and all the 
responses are sent back-to-back, then only one RTT is expended for all the referenced objects 
(rather than one RTT per referenced object when pipelining is not used). Furthermore, the 
pipelined TCP connection hangs for a smaller fraction of time. In addition to reducing RTT 
delays, persistent connections with or without pipelining have a smaller slow-start delay than 
non-persistent connections. This is because after sending the first object, the persistent server 
does not have to send the next object at the initial slow rate since it continues to use the same 
TCP connection. Instead, the server can pick up at the rate where the first object left off. 
5.3.1.2 Modelling the WWW traffic 
The WWW traffic model has six important parameters [88], which will be considered for the 
traffic modelling. These parameters are described as follows: 
i. Number of conversations per session: This parameter specifies the average number of 
conversations initiated during one WWW session. 
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ii. Conversation arrival: Each conversation corresponds to a complete Weh page. Once a 
conversation is complete, the arrival time of the next conversation must he determined. 
Measurements [89] found both the conversation inter-arrival times and the conversation 
gap times to be exponentially distributed. As a result, a Poisson arrival model can he 
used. 
iii. Conversation destination: When starting a conversation, the destination must be 
determined. This factor is however not considered in the modelling between a client and 
server. 
iv. Number of connections per conversation: This parameter specifies the number of TCP 
connections per connection. This parameter is considered important for this modelling 
since it directly affects the performance of TCP in satellite environments. 
v. Connection arrivals: Each connection represents the transfer of one file, which can he part 
of a web page. Within each conversation, the arrival time of each connection must he 
determined. Again, measurements [88] found that a simple Poisson arrival model can he 
used for connection arrival. 
vi. Bytes exchanged per connection: Finally, the amount of traffic to he exchanged in each 
direction is set to vary between a few hundred bytes and few megabytes. 
5.3.2 File Transfer Protocol (FTP) 
FTP (File Transfer Protocol) is a protocol for transferring a file from one host to another host. 
The protocol dates back to 1971, when the Internet was still an experiment. FTP is described 
in detail in RFC 959 [92]. Figure 5.4 provides an overview of the services provided by FIT. 
Figure 5- 4: FTP moves files between local and remote file systems 
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In a typical FTP session, the user is on one host (the local host) and wants to transfer files to 
or from a remote host. As shown in Figure 5.4, the user interacts with FTP through an FTP 
user agent. The user first provides the name of the remote host, which causes the F, TP client 
process in the local host to establish a TCP connection with the FTP server process in the 
remote host. The user then provides the user identification and password, which is sent over 
the TCP connection as part of the FTP commands. Once the server has authorized the user, 
the user can send into and receive from the remote file system the files which are stored in the 
local file system. 
HTTP and FTP have many common characteristics; for example, they both run on top of 
TCP, the Internet's connection-oriented, transport-layer, reliable data transfer protocol. 
However, the two application-layer protocols have many differences. The most obvious 
difference is that FFP uses two parallel TCP connections to transfer it file, for control 
connection and for data connection. The control connection is used for sending control 
information between the two hosts for information such as user identification, password, 
commands to change remote directory, and commands to put and get files. The data 
connection is used to actually send a data file. Because FTP uses a separate control 
connection, FTP is said to send its control information out-of-hand. I ITTP sends request and 
response header lines into the same TCP connection that carries the transferred file itself. For 
this reason, HTTP is said to send its control information in-hind. The Ft'P Control and data 
connections are illustrated in figure 5.5. 
FTP 
Cli exit 
TCP control connection 
Port 21 
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FTP 
ti, e tier 
Figure 5- 5: Control and data connection 
When it user starts an FTP session with it remote host, FTP first sets up it control TCP 
connection on server port number 21, for example. The client side of FTP sends the user 
identification and password over this control connection. The client side of FTP also sends, 
over the control connection, commands to change the remote directory. When the user 
requests it file transfer (either to, or from, the remote host), FTP opens it TCP data connection 
on server port number 20. FTP sends exactly one file over the data connection and then 
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closes the data connection. If, during the same session, the user wants to transfer another file, 
FTP opens another data TCP connection. Thus, with FTP, the control connection remains 
open throughout the duration of the user session, but a new data connection is created for each 
file transferred within a session (i. e., the data connections are non-persistent). 
Throughout a session, the FTP server must maintain state about the user. In particular, the 
server must associate the control connection with a specific user account, and the server must 
keep track of the user's current directory as the user wanders about the remote directory tree. 
Keeping track of this state information for each ongoing user session significantly impedes 
the total number of sessions that FTP can maintain simultaneously. HTTP, on the other hand, 
does not have to keep track of any user state. 
5.3.2.1 Traffic parameters for FTP 
The following are two parameters used in the FTP traffic generator. 
i. File Transfer Rate (Files/Hour): generation rate within one FTP session, modelled as a 
Poission process. 
ii. Average File Size: average size of the file to be downloaded, modelled using a normal 
distribution. 
5.3.3 On-Off traffic generator 
In order to investigate the performance of TCP without having to consider the effects of the 
higher layer protocol, an on-off traffic model has been used. The idea is to have a traffic 
model that generates enough traffic to fill up the TCP transmission window for each 
transmission in the worst case scenario. Without the on-off traffic, the full potential of the 
TCP protocol will not be properly investigated. 
5.4 Modelling of Transport Control Protocol (TCP) & parameters 
The modelling of the TCP by the new OPNET version 6.0 is based on the information 
available from the following RFC documents. 
Model Reference Documents 
RFC 793 Transmission Control Protocol 
RFC 1122 Requirements for Internet Hosts 
RFC 1323 TCP Extension for High Performance 
RFC 2018 TCP Selective Acknowledgement Options 
Table 5- 1: Model reference documents for TCP model 
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The table 5.2 shows a list of the main features provided by the TCP model used for 
simulation. Most of the features are now available in the standard model. 
TCP Protocol Modelling 
Reliability Acknowledgements and retransmission triggered by 
adaptively calculated retransmission timers 
Flow control Dynamic windowing of transmission based on the 
availability of buffering resources at receiving nodes 
Resequencing Reordering of data arriving out of order segment 
arrivals 
Connection set-up and termination Three-way handshake protocol used to establish and 
tear down connections 
Algorithms Slow-start and congestion avoidance and congestion 
control mechanism 
Nagle's algorithm for Silly Window Syndrome 
avoidance 
Kam's algorithm to avoid retransmission problems 
Fast Retransmission and Fast Recovery 
Window Scaling 
Selective Acknowledgement 
Persistence time-out Timer enabling sending node to send one byte data 
segments to receiving node with a very small window 
size to poll remote socket 
Table 5- 2: List of the TCP algorithms included in the model 
Some of the important TCP model attributes used for the simulation studies, apart from the 
parameters used in flow control algorithm listed in table 5.2, are: 
i. Maximum Segment Size: Defines the largest amount of data that can be transmitted in one 
TCP segment. Choosing a good MSS value is important because if MSS is small, network 
utilization may be low; on the contrary, if MSS is large, it degrades performance as it 
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results in the creation of many IP datagrams, which cannot be acknowledged or 
retransmitted independently. Typically, this value should be the maximum size that the 
lower MAC layer can handle, minus the size of TCP and IP headers. Setting this attribute 
to Auto-Assigned automatically guarantees that it is configured optimally. 
ii. Maximum ACK Delay: Defines the longest time that a TCP connection process waits to 
send an acknowledgment (ACK) after receiving data. Note that TCP does not send an ACK 
the instant that it receives data. Instead, it delays the ACK, hoping to have data going in the 
same direction as the ACK, so the ACK can be sent along with the data (called ACK 
piggybacking). This attribute can significantly influence end-to-end delay when a TCP 
process is primarily receiving (and not both sending and receiving) data. This is because 
the TCP connection process waits for this timer to expire before sending an ACK. Higher 
values generally result in higher application response times. However, a low value may 
result in too many dataless acknowledgments, adding to network load. However, it is 
important for our simulation since most of the traffic generated is one-way traffic therefore 
the ACK delay value should be set very low. 
iii. Delayed ACK Mechanism: This attribute setting controls how the delayed dataless 
acknowledgements are sent by the TCP connection process. The two most common 
implementations are Clock Based (some UNIX systems), wherein the dataless ACKs are 
generated at the expiration of the maximum acknowledgment delay timer, and 
Segment/Clock Based (Windows systems), wherein dataless ACKs are generated upon 
receipt of every other received TCP segment or at the maximum delay timer expiration, 
whichever happens first. 
iv. Receiver Buffer and Receive Buffer Usage Threshold is another important parameter that 
the application delay is sensitive to. It affects the TCP connections window size. Note that 
the window size is the amount of buffer space available in the receive buffer. This 
parameter determines when data should be transferred from the TCP's receive buffer to the 
application, thereby allowing the receive window to open further. Values are expressed as a 
fraction of the receiver buffer size using a value between 0 and 1. In general, higher values 
will result in higher response times for the application. 
5.5 Network layer 
The network layer protocols used in this research are provided by OPNET in the standard 
library. The following summarise the main functions provided in the models. 
5.5.1 Internet Protocol (IP) 
The model implementation is based on RFC-791 [35], RFC-792 [93], RFC-826 [37]: 
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0 Single- and/or Multi-interface support for heterogeneous lower layer protocols within 
the same device (e. g., simple workstations with one interface, or routers, multi-homed 
clients with many interfaces). 
0 Static as well as dynamic routing protocol support. 
0 Route-redistribution issues between different routing protocols. 
" Per-interface address (dotted-decimal notation), subnet mask, maxumum transfer unit 
(MTU), routing protocol, and compression scheme specification. 
9 Compression modelling use to reduce overall network bandwidth usage. 
9 Interface addressing can be automatic, manual or a combination of both. 
" Two modes of modelling ARP, explicit and efficient. Explicit mode allows 
configuration of ARP cache and timer settings. 
" Selectable queuing scheme, first-in-first-out (FIFO) or weighted fair queuing (WFQ), 
9 Fragmentation and reassembly for packet sizes greater than supported MTU. 
" Slot-based or central processing of incoming datagrams. 
0 Routers using central processing make all routing decisions using a single, serialized 
function; slot based processing approach allows certain routing decisions to be made 
on a local level within the slot where a datagram is received by the router 
" ICMP echo request/response modelling. Option available for obtaining path 
information is gathered using the "record route" option. 
5.5.2 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
The model implementation is based on ATM Forum Specification (UNI 3.1/4.0, TM 4.0) 
" Detailed call admission control and traffic management implementation. 
" Support for both PVC- and SVC-based virtual connection setup. 
9 Support for different service categories (CBR, RT-VBR, nrt-VBR, ABR, and UBR). 
" Dual leaky bucket scheme for policing VBR traffic. 
" Different ABR feedback schemes (ERICA and EFCI). 
" Buffer size and EFCI threshold configuration on an individual buffer basis. 
" Segment-by-segment flow control (VSVD). 
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0 Traffic contract based on specific service category, traffic parameters (PCR, SCR, 
MCR, MBS) and QoS parameters (ppCDV, maxCTD, CLR). 
" Per-VC and per-class queuing support for all service categories. 
" Statistics monitoring on a per-VC level . 
" EP interface layer supporting IP traffic over ATM. 
" Explicit modelling of different AAL types (AAL1, AAL2, AAL3/ 4 and AALS) This 
includes segmentation and reassembly modelling for higher layer packets. 
" Simplex and duplex ATM link support. Each link capable of specifying its own 
operating speed. 
" Dynamic routing using a distributed, asynchronous adaptation of the Bellman-Ford 
shortest path algorithm. Configurable cost of the intermediate links. 
" Simulation efficiency modes for running large simulations without sacrificing 
accuracy. 
5.6 Modelling the satellite links & networks 
Here we can consider several different types of satellite orbits that lead to considerably 
different satellite networks and scenarios. There are traditional repeater satellites, where 
signals are amplified and frequency-shifted. There are satellites where on-board switching is 
done, with varying degrees of complexity, before sending to ground terminals. There are 
satellites where on-board routing is performed to route to other satellites via inter-satellite 
links, or to ground terminals. 
5.6.1 Transparent bent-pipe satellite characteristics 
In this simple satellite model without on-board processing or switching, shown in Figure 5-1, 
no on-board buffering is required. The repeater satellite is only introducing a small processing 
delay and can be modelled by a delay module. 
Note that the complexity is put on the ground segments (hubs and gateways) if transparent 
bent-pipe satellites are used for the constellation. 
5.6.2 On-board switching satellite characteristics 
This constellation include on-board cell/packet switching capabilities in order for 
fixed/portable terminals to access ATM B-ISDN directly. This architecture is able to 
multiplex and switch all the traffic on-board the satellite reducing the terminal complexity and 
cost. 
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On-board switching on a satellite is needed to ensure that an incoming message on an input 
channel is switched to an appropriate output channels. There are three different traffic sources 
which compete for resources on the satellite. Traffic from a mobile or stationary user. Input 
from a gateway containing multiple messages which may be multiplexed into a single carrier 
and input from another satellite through an inter-satellite link. The signal received has to be 
demultiplexed to the individual packets/cells and switched to the appropriate output queues. 
Increasing the area covered by a single satellite increase the probability that the origin and 
destination points are covered by the same satellite, thus reducing the need for intersatellite 
communications. Due to the added complexity and power requirements of on-board 
switching, some of the proposed LEO and MEO systems don t use on-board switching 
altogether and all the switching is done on the ground (such as SkyBridge). The speed of on- 
board switching is of critical importance in LEO systems that use intersatellite links or 
multibeam antennas. 
About 50% of the planned Ka-band satellite networks propose to use on-board ATM-like fast 
packet switching. In a simple satellite model without on-board processing or switching, no 
on-board buffering is required. However, if on-board processing is performed, then on-board 
buffering is needed. On-board processing can be used for resource allocation and media 
access control (MAC). Demand Assignment Multiple Access (DAMA) can be used with any 
of the access scheme options (TDMA, FDMA, and CDMA). If on-board processing is not 
performed, DAMA must be done by the NCC. On-board DAMA decreases the response time 
of the media access policy by half because link access requests need not travel to the NCC on 
the ground any more. In addition to media access control, ABR explicit rate allocation or 
EFCI control, and UBR/GFR buffer management can also be performed on-board the 
satellite. On-board switching may be used for efficient use of the network by implementing 
adaptive routing/switching algorithms. Trade-offs must be made with respect to the 
complexity, power and weight requirements for providing on-board buffering, switching and 
processing features to the satellite network. In addition, on-board buffering and switching will 
introduce some additional delays within the space segment of the network. For fast packet or 
cell switched satellite networks, the switching delay is negligible compared to the propagation 
delay, but the buffering delay can be significant. Buffering also results in delay variations due 
to the bursty nature of traffic. 
5.6.2.1 Intersatellite link MAC and LLC configuration 
Future broadband LEO satellite communication systems will increasingly rely on an 
intersatellite link (ISL) trunk network with time-variant topology. Cross-link capacity of the 
orbiting satellites are a function of their position with respect to one another. For example, 
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satellites in polar orbits must reduce their output power as they become closer nearer the 
northern and southern latitudes. Thus the satellite network cannot be considered uniformly 
equal in potential capacity flow. Routing algorithms, failure recovery reconfigurations, and 
flow control are all affected by this constraint. 
5.6.2.2 Intersatellite Link 
Characteristics Earlier studies on the routing in ISL networks of polar or near-polar 
constellations have clearly identified the seam between contra-rotating orbits and the on/off- 
switching of inter-plane ISLs as two fundamental drawbacks for connection-oriented 
operation. An inclined delta or rosette constellation avoids the orbital seam, but still has inter- 
plane intersatellite links breaking and reforming at highest latitudes. 
5.6.2.3 Routing Characteristics 
In LEO constellations context, the routing is usually split into Up-Down-Link (UDL) routing 
and ISL routing. Uplink (UL) routing is the process by which the source ground station 
selects the source satellite used to forward the packets of the connection, while Downlink 
(DL) routing is the process by which the destination ground station selects the destination 
satellite from which the packets of the connection will arrive. The criteria used for UDL 
routing is the availability of resources in the satellite and in the ground station, the 
minimisation of handover rate on the UDL, and the quality of the communication between the 
ground station and the satellite. Given a source satellite and a destination satellite, as provided 
by UDL routing, ISL routing computes the (or at least one) optimal path between these two 
satellites. The criteria used are : ressource availability in the satellites and ISLs, minimisation 
of the handover rate, quality of the communication among satellites, and length of the path. 
5.6.2.4 Intersatellite Link 
Delay The inter-satellite link delay (ti) is the sum of the propagation delays of the inter- 
satellite links traversed by the connection. Inter-satellite links (crosslinks) may be in-plane or 
cross-plane links. In In-plane links connect satellites within the same orbit planes. In GEO 
systems, ISL delays can be assumed to be constant over a connection s lifetime because GEO 
satellites are almost stationary over a given point on the earth, and with respect to an other. In 
contrary, in LEO constellations, the ISL delays depend on the orbital radius, the number of 
satellites-per-orbit, and the inter-orbital distance (or the number of orbits). Also, the 
interplane ISL delays change over the life of a connection due to satellite movement and the 
overall delay changes due to adaptive routing techniques in LEOs. As a result, LEO systems 
can exhibit a high variation in ISL delay. 
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Ti = ISL_Length (5.1) 
Speed_of_Signal 
As part of the project being carried out by the Networks research group at the university of 
Surrey, the BISANTE project [27], LEO satellite models have been developed using OPNET. 
The purpose is to build LEO satellite network models, which represent the characteristics of 
the real existing concept such as Iridium and Teledesic. Result from the simulation can then 
be used to set up the scenario for further simulations. A constellation is modelled as satellite 
nodes with their orbits specified by the constellation parameters. The main parameters of a 
constellation are: 
" Number of orbit planes 
" Number of satellites in an orbit plane 
" Inclination of the orbit planes 
" Inter plane separation. 
To simulate various constellations easily, the constellation parameters are set up as simulation 
parameters as shown in table 5.3. Taking the IRIDIUM constellation as an example, at an 
altitude of 780 km above the earth, 66 satellites are arranged in six planes, each plane 
containing 11 satellites. Planes have a near-circular orbit, with co-rotating planes spaced 31.6 
degrees apart and counter-rotating planes (one and six) spaced 22 degrees apart. The 
minimum elevation angle for an earth station is 8.2 degrees, which maximises the coverage 
area of the satellite and improves the link quality compared to lower elevation angles. Lower 
elevations increase fading due to multipath and have a negative impact on link quality. 
Average satellite in-view time is approximately 10 minutes. Table 5.3 shows the typical 
parameters used to simulate IRIDIUM and TELEDESIC constellations. 
Parameter IRIDIUM TELEDESIC 
Altitude 780 km 1375 km 
Orbit planes 6 12 
Inclinations 86.4 84.7 
Satellites per plane 11 24 
Interplane separation (degrees) 31.6 15 
Seam separation (degrees) 22 15 
Intraplane phasing yes yes 
Interplane phasing yes no 
Table 5- 3: Parameters for Iridium and Teledesic constellations 
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For TELEDESIC, the satellites are at an altitude of 1375 km above the earth. All 288 
satellites are arranged in 12 planes, each plane containing 24 satellites. Planes have a near- 
circular orbit, with both co-rotating and counter-rotating planes spaced 15 degrees apart. The 
nýininium CICv ath, n , in«Ic for ; in girth P, 40<Irý, rcc". 
Figure 5- 6: The IRIDIUM constellation 
Figure 5.6 and 5.7 illustrate constellation modelling of Iridium and Teledesic as examples 
based on an implementation on the OPNET simulation platform. They show an instance of all 
the s, itellites in their orbit p sitio1is at a particular timr. 
Figure 5- 7: Fcledcsir cOustellalifºns 
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Figure 5.8 and 5.9 are the user interface showing the constellation network simulations 
projected onto the earth surface for Iridium and Teledesic respectively. In each case, as an 
example, two ground stations communicate via the satellite constellations. 
Figure 5- 9: Teledesic Network Simulation Model 
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Figures 5.10 and 5.1 1 show the simulation results for rc)und-trip-time delay measurement in 
Iridium and Teledesic respectively. The Teledesic simulation results are quite similar to the 
result published by the Teledesic [67]. There these output results are validated analytically. 
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Figure 5- 11: Results for Teledesic constellation 
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It can be seen that the simulation results show that Teledesic has a smaller delay variation 
than Iridium. This is because the impact of the orbit seam in Teledesic is smaller than Iridium 
since it employs a larger number of satellites in its constellation. 
The results from delay measurements were used to form point-to-point links between TCP 
clients and servers. The aim is to model a realistic LEO satellite model to study the impact of 
transmitting TCP and Internet traffic via a LEO satellite constellation. The final choice is to 
use the Teledesic model. The reason is due to the fact that Teledesic is designed to include 
Internet services in the system whereas Iridium is not. 
During the simulation set up, three scenarios were chosen to represent 3 different sets of 
satellite network: All clients and server links to and from satellite nodes were set to 2 Mb/s: 
" Transmission via GEO satellite network, with delay of around 700 ms, from 
measurements mentioned in section 4.7. 
" Transmission via Teledesic LEO satellite constellation, with RTT delay of 70 ms 
since TCP client and server are located in different satellite coverage areas. 
" Transmission via Teledesic LEO satellite constellation, with RTT delay of 10 ms 
since TCP client and server are located within the same satellite coverage area. 
5.7 Simulation Scenarios 
During the research, many simulation scenarios have been set up to study the effect of 
transporting TCP and its application protocol over satellite networks. Three set of scenarios 
are chosen to represent the current and future development of satellite communications. 
5.7.1 Internet over GEO satellite scenario 
The connection between TCP client and TCP server is via a GEO satellite network. Much 
research on TCP/IP over satellite networks involve TCP over GEO satellite. This is due to 
the fact that GEO satellite is the immediate and obvious solution to the current issue on 
Internet over satellite. Figure 5.12 shows the set up of the scenario with one-on-one 
connection between TCP client and TCP server via a GEO satellite at 35,000 km altitude. 
During simulations, a one-to -one transmissions between Internet users and a server were 
modelled via a 1.5 Mbps links via a single repeater, without on-board processing capability, 
GEO satellite network. 
Vital information from measurements in section 4.7 will be used to model the scenario. 
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Figure 5- 12: Scenario one: (. 1«) satellite link 
5.7.2 Internet over LEO satellite without ISL 
In this scenario, a LEO satellite constellation network is set up with intersatellite links. 
However, the main aim of this scenario is to study the performance of TCP over it single hop 
LEO satellite link. This means that both TCP client and TCP server are located in the same 
LEO satellite footprint. The results of this and the first scenario can he used to identify the 
effect of delay on TCP in satellite networks. Figure 5.13 shows the diagram of this scenario. 
In this scenario terminals can only communicate if there is it gateway earth station in the area. 
During the simulation, Interuser node and server node were connected via 1.5 Mbps channels 
to represent a VSAT capability. 
Results from the Teledesic model will be used for this scenario, as seen from figure 5.1 I, 
when TCP client and server are located within the same IJ O satellite coverage area, 0 kill 
apart. With the end-to-end transmission delay, including propagation and transmission delay 
of the network, of around 10 ºns. 
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Figure 5- 13: Scenario two: single-hop 1,1? O satellite link 
5.7.3 Internet over LEO satellite with ISL 
In this scenario, a LEO satellite network is set uh with an intersatellite links feature. The 
ideal is to study the performance of a LEO satellite network supporting 'I'C'I'/II' protocol suit 
and its applications. The scenario set up is shown in figure 5.14. 
In this scenario, several satellites form network in space and terminals can communicate as 
long as they are in the coverage area of the satellite (there is no dependency on the gateway). 
The satellite networks can be used to interconnect several terrestrial networks and also to 
allow remote terminals to establish connections to remote stations and hubs. Inter-satellite 
links are necessary here in order to support connections that span heyond a single satellite 
hop. Such communications demand routing capability. In LlO constellations the satellite 
position changes over time and hence rerouting of ongoing connections is necessary. 
From figure 5.1 1, the scenario chosen for simulation modelling is for TCP client and server 
located 5,000 km apart via Teledesic satellite constellation. Transmission links, of 1.5 Mhps 
were used during simulations. 
The reason that Teledesic is chosen is due to the fact that the Teledesic satellite constellation 
will he used for Internet services as mentioned earlier. 
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Figure 5- 14: Scenario three: LEO with intersatellite links 
5.8 Summary 
In this chapter, details of the models and scenarios used for the simulations have been 
explained at a high level. The aim was also to discuss the ideas about the functions and 
important parameters of some application layer protocols and summarise the main parameters 
in TCP as well. It is vital to understand the nature and some functions of application 
protocols at this stage since this will give better understanding for readers about the setting up 
of the simulations. 
This chapter also presented the fundamental simulation concept and main features of 11) nd 
ATM models by OPNET. It also discussed the important simulation parameters and satellite 
network scenarios. 
The next chapter will present the simulation results, based on the simulation set up according 
to the simulation scenarios discussed in this chapter. 
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Chapter 6 
6. Simulation Results and Analysis 
6.1 Introduction 
This chapter looks into the proposed changes which aim to improve the performance of TCP 
over satellite channels. Results from simulations will be shown to confirm and support the 
discussions. Comparison between transmission of TCP and Internet traffics in different 
satellite network scenarios will be compared. 
Satellites present an ever more attractive solution for providing information access to remote 
areas, and will become a viable alternative to terrestrial connections even in high-density 
areas. This latency as well as bit errors present in satellite links have some adverse effects on 
the Internet Protocol suite of data communication protocols used in the Internet. These are 
the main factors that affect the performance of TCP and higher layer protocols over satellite 
and the main part of the research. 
TCP uses a system of sequence numbers and acknowledgments to ensure reliable delivery. 
Thus TCP has a closed feedback loop. The presence of this feedback loop causes TCP to be 
affected by issues like link delay. Both protocols, TCP and IP, are affected by bit errors, 
however the effects on TCP are far greater. 
The performance of TCP over satellite can be somewhat improved by using performance- 
enhancing TCP options [55] and other proposals, section 3.3 and 3.5. However, these options 
are not available in all TCP implementations. Due to the large installed base of legacy 
TCP/IP stacks, it seems unlikely that they will be widely used in the immediate future. This 
discussion involves directly to the aim of this research. Since it is difficult to implement new 
findings to improvement the performances of TCP in GEO satellite network, we should 
consider the possibility of looking at the option of using non-GEO satellite network such as 
LEO satellite constellations to really identify the necessary changes in TCP. This will 
certainly make the process of expanding Internet services from terrestrial to satellite network. 
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6.2 Simulation results for TCP over satellite simulations 
In this section we look at some factors that limit TCP performance over satellite links and 
discuss some of the mitigations that have been proposed to reduce their impact. The on-off 
traffic generator was used in conjunction with FTP traffic generator to generate the amount of 
traffic that would fill the TCP transmission capacity in these cases and therefore give the best 
possible way to really measure the performance of TCP protocol itself. 
6.2.1 Effect of high bandwidth-delay product 
TCP uses algorithms similar to selective repeat ARQ to provide reliable delivery of data. The 
header of each segment contains an offered window, which represents the largest amount of 
data that the host permits the remote end to send without receiving further permission. This 
offered window is represented in the header by a 16-bit field, which restricts its value to 64 
kilobytes. Some implementations limit the maximum window size to 32 kilobytes, and many 
popular implementations default to a window of 8 kilobytes. Since TCP cannot send more 
than one window of data per round-trip time, the maximum throughput attainable by a 
connection over a geostationary satellite link is restricted to 118 kilobytes/s, equation 6.1. The 
Window Scaling option [6] allows the effective size of the offered window to be increased to 
30 bits, but many network applications need to be modified to be able to use the larger 
window sizes. 
The standard TCP window of 65,536 bytes is not large enough to allow a single TCP 
connection to maximise some satellite channels. According to [55], TCP throughput is 
limited by the buffer size according to the following formula: 
throughput = window size/ (RTT + transmission time) (6.1) 
For the RTT of GEO satellite network with ideal RTT delay of around 560 ms and TCP 
window size of 65,536 Bytes, the maximum throughput of a TCP connection is therefore only 
117,027 bytes/s. With satellite large bandwidth, it is clear that standard TCP will not be bale 
to maximise the available bandwidth. 
In real satellite, or other, networks, the above equation can only be used as a reference point 
since TCP transmission window size varies according to the states of transmissions. Figure 
6.1 shows the measurements from simulations which indicate the effectiveness of the above 
equation. 
By transmitting different traffic through a GEO satellite network model, we can observe the 
average transmission rate of TCP. We can see that when small amount of data is transmitted, 
the average TCP throughput is much lower than the value indicated from equation 6.1. This 
is due to the fact that large portion of the transmission process, or even the whole process, 
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takes place while TCP is still in slow-start phase. The average throughput starts to move 
closer to the maximum level once TCP start to spend more time in congestion avoidance 
phase, as in the case of large data transmissions. 
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Figure 6-1: Comparison between the actual average throughput and the maximum 
throughput from the equation 6.1 
One proposed solution is for TCP to allow larger transfer window by having larger buffer 
therefore allowing larger amount of traffic to be sent within the same transmission window. 
6.2.2 Effect of long delay on congestion control mechanisms 
TCP uses a closed-loop positive feedback mechanism to alter its transmission rate. To avoid 
causing congestion in the network, each connection starts by sending data at the lowest 
possible rate and increases its rate of transmission as acknowledgments are received for the 
data sent. 
In the first phase, slow start, the congestion window is initialised to one TCP segment and is 
increased by one segment for every acknowledgment received. When the congestion window 
passes a threshold level, normally set according to the TCP buffer size, TCP changes to the 
congestion avoidance phase, and the window is increased by one segment every time a 
complete window of data is acknowledged. Due to the low initial window in slow start, a 
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significant number of round trips may be required for the congestion window to reach the 
level that effectively utilize the bandwidth available in satellite channels. This is a major 
problem in the satellite environment, especially GEO, where the round trip delays are much 
longer than its terrestrial counterpart. 
The graph shown in figure 6.2 indicates the effect that long delay has over standard TCP 
protocol. To obtain a clear picture, three set of simulations were conducted representing three 
satellite networks scenarios: GEO, LEO and a WAN network with RTT of 200 ms. The 
reason 200 ms is chosen is due to the fact that RTT delay measurements for WAN network, 
as mention in section 4.7, was around 200 ms. This is just to give an indication and also to 
compare the performance of such network to both satellite systems. 
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Figure 6- 2: Effect of Delay 
As predicted, TCP seems to perform poorer when the delay gets longer. It is also true to say 
that size of the transmitted traffic does come into play. 
It is fair to state here that long delay have more effect to TCP slow-start process than 
congestion avoidance phase since the transmission duration curve do not linearly increased. 
As can be seen from the simulation results, figure 6.2, that the transmission durations did not 
doubled when the size of transmission data were doubled. 
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Also as predicted, the performance of transmitting data via TCP in LEO satellite network will 
take shorter transmission duration. The following figure shows the increasing rate of the TCP 
transmission window during the transmission of 2 Mbytes data files for the above systems. 
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Figure 6- 3: TCP transmission window sizes (Bytes) 
6.2.3 Effect of Bit Errors Rate 
Normal satellite links are much noisier than cable or fibre links. Bit error rates of the order of 
10"6 are often observed, even under good conditions. Most present-day satellite systems with 
Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques can now be used to reduce the bit error rate to 
less than 10"10. But which is the minimal BER level that TCP can still perform. 
TCP assumes that all packet losses are due to congestion and that there are no bit errors in the 
network. When a packet loss is encountered, the lost packet is retransmitted and the rate of 
sending is reduced (at least halved, see section 3.3). This leads to many problems on links 
with high bit error rates. When a packet is lost due to bit errors, the sender's congestion 
window is halved even though no congestion is present, thus under-utilizing the link capacity. 
In addition, TCP uses a cumulative acknowledgment scheme, and so can discover only one 
segment loss every round trip. Thus if multiple segments are lost in one window of data, 
throughput is reduced sharply. 
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Figure 6- 4: Effect of satellite channel condition (BER) 
Simulation results shown in figure 6.4 indicates that the BER level of lower than 10"8 will 
allow TCP to operate smoothly. At the BER level of 10'7, network with shorter delay seems 
to cope better. In the case of LEO satellite network with 70 ms RTT delay, the percent 
throughput is almost 90 %, when compared to the channel with BER level lower than 10.8 and 
lower. 
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Figure 6- 5: Effect of satellite channel condition (BER) to the TCP characteristic 
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To see what the effect of BER level have done to the standard TCP protocol in detail, the 
transmission of 2 Mbytes files via the three networks at BER of 10-7 has been chosen set. The 
size of TCP transmission window then measured and plotted in figure 6.5. 
6.3 TCP enhancements 
In this section, result obtain from simulations will be discussed about all the possible solution 
suggested for performance enhancement of TCP in satellite environments. 
6.3.1 Larger TCP initial window size 
By transmitting a set of FTP files via GEO satellite network model, the transmission duration 
times were measured. The result is shown in the graph in figure 6.6. We can see that using 
larger TCP initial window size does help to reduce the amount of time for transmission. The 
effect is clearer with smaller file size this is due to the fact that having larger initial window 
size does reduce the amount of time for TCP in slow-start process. However, once the TCP 
transmission window reaches the SSTHRESH level and switches to congestion avoidance 
process, the gain is minimal. With more time spending in congestion avoidance phase for 
transmission of larger files, percentage of improvement is getting smaller. 
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To clearly show the level of improvement that having larger initial TCP window size, the 
measured times will have to be directly compared to the time used for transmission with the 
TCP initial window size of one segment. The result can be seen in figure 6.7. 
Using the transmission duration times of TCP with initial window size of I TCP segment as 
the base line of 100%, it is clear from the graph and discussion that using larger initial 
window size have less effect when transmit larger files. 
In the real situation where objects such as large FTP files and images are now part of many 
new websites, having larger initial would play little role in improving the performance of TCP 
over satellite networks. Further analysis by transmitting similar FTP files via LEO satellite 
network with average delay of 70 ms show little improvement at all. 
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Figure 6- 7: Direct comparison for transmission duration time 
To support the analysis, TCP transmission window size had been measured during the 
simulations. Figure 6.8 shows the increasing rate of the TCP transmission window size 
during the transmission of 1 MBytes FTP file via the GEO satellite network scenario. The 
figure shows the effect of having larger TCP initial window size as TCP managed to increase 
its transmission window faster and therefore enables it to transmit more data. 
The effect of larger TCP initial window size in LEO satellite network scenario is however 
minimal, especially when large file transfer is involved since TCP will spend long period of 
time in congestion avoidance phase, see figure 6.9. 
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6.3.2 Larger TCP buffer size 
Since TCP buffer size directly indicated the allowance of TCP transmission window, having 
larger buffer means larger TCP transmission window. This allows SSTHRESH to be set 
higher to increase the amount of traffic allowed for transmission within a single transmission 
window. From the previous section, 6.4.1, it is cleared that larger TCP initial window size 
does not greatly improve the performance of TCP when large file transfers are involved, 
results from these simulation could be different. We should see a better improvement in 
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transmission duration time for transmissions of larger files, even in lower delay network such 
as LEO satellite. 
Three sets of measurement are again set for comparison, as in 6.3.2. The first set of the 
results shown in figure 6.10 show the transmission duration times measured for file transfers 
via a GEO satellite network. 
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Figure 6- 10: Effect of increasing the buffer size in GEO satellite network 
Direct comparison, with the performance of transmissions with standard buffer size of 
655,536 Bytes set as base-line comparison, is done and the result can be seen from the graphs 
in figure 6.9. Notice that the level of improvement is actually increased with transmissions of 
larger files but with little improvement for smaller than 100 Kbytes file transmissions. 
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Figure 6- 11: Direct comparison for larger TCP buffer in GEO satellite network 
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This noticeable that larger initial TCP window size improve the overall performance of TCP 
when the file's size is small but the opposite is true for having larger TCP buffer size. 
The second set of simulation is to try the same transmissions but with shorter delay of WAN 
network, 200 ms RTT, figure 6.12. 
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Again the direct comparison is shown in figure 6.13 to really see the effect of having larger 
buffer size in shorter delay network. Still with lower delay network, TCP still benefits from 
having larger buffer, and therefore transmission window, size. 
The last set of simulations to study the effect of having larger TCP buffer had been done to 
show the effect of such proposal in LEO satellite network, figure 6.14. The choice is to 
transmit files between client and users via LEO satellite constellation with average RTT delay 
of around 70 ms. 
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From the above 6 figures presented in this section, we can see that the effect of having larger 
TCP buffer size does indeed improve the TCP performance especially for larger data transfer. 
This is due to the fact that TCP automatically set the threshold level between slow-start and 
congestion avoidance by the size of its buffer. Having larger buffer allows TCP to increases 
the window size much higher and faster. It is important to mention that percentage of 
improvement is smaller but still high with shorter delay networks. 
6.3.3 SACK and FRR Performances 
One of the big issues is to see the effect of SACK and FRR in satellite environments. The 
simulation results present in figure 6.12 indicate the level of improvement that FRR and 
SACK provide for TCP in noisy satellite environments. The simulation set only for 
transmission of data via GEO satellite network due to the result from figure 6.4 that high BER 
level cause more damage to networks with longer delay. 
Compared to results shown in figure 6.4, TCP can perform reasonably well even at BER level 
of 10"7 for GEO satellite network. 
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In practice, several error control coding schemes used in many satellite network nowadays 
can bring the BER level down to 10"12. This does not mean that SACK and FRR will be seen 
as unnecessary. Both mechanisms can still be used to indicate the state of network when a 
TCP segment fails to arrive at the destination. Without SACK or FRR mechanisms, TCP will 
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automatically assume that the network is congested. Even with availability of low BER levels 
in modem satellite networks, SACK and FRR can still be used by TCP to determine the cause 
of missing TCP segments. 
6.3.4 Effect of larger TCP Maximum Segment Size (MSS) 
Having larger TCP MSS means that TCP segment size will be larger and enable TCP to 
carries more data bits within a single segment. The result is the smaller percentage of the 
TCP overhead and therefore increase the throughout efficiency. This also alters the TCP 
characteristics since the size of TCP window, in many cases, is measured not with the TCP 
segment size but the number of segment. Having larger TCP segment size therefore results in 
larger initial window size, as seen in figure 6.15. 
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Figure 6.17 shows the change in TCP characteristics with the use of larger TCP MSS. With 
the transmission of 500 Kbytes, we can see that larger MSS, 2144 Bytes, enables TCP 
transmission window size to increase faster and able to transmit larger amount of data. 
The following simulation results show the effect of using larger TCP maximum segment size 
to transmit FTP data file via the three networks. Figure 6.18,6.20 and 6.22 show the 
transmission duration time measured during the transmission of FTP files via GEO satellite, 
WAN and LEO satellite networks with the direct comparison for the level of improvement 
can be seen in figure 6.19,6.21 and 6.23 for the three systems respectively. 
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6.4 HTTP performance evaluation in satellite networks 
To investigate performances of Internet traffics over satellite, a set of simulations was set to 
transmit HTTP pages between clients and servers via GEO and LEO satellite networks. 
Three set of simulation were set. The aim of the study is to observe the improvement of 
various proposed changes in both TCP and HTTP to improve the transmission time for Web 
transfer. Three scenarios of transmission are: 
" Via a single GEO satellite network, scenario 1 as mentioned in 5.7.1. 
" Via a single LEO satellite since both web browser and server are located in the same 
satellite footprint, scenario 2 as mentioned in 5.7.2. 
0 Via multiple LEO satellites, with intersatellite links, since Web browser and server 
are located 15,000 km apart and therefore in different LEO satellite coverage areas, 
scenario 3 as mentioned in 5.7.3. 
The satellite BER level was set to 10-12 since effect of channel error was not included in the 
study. All the links between users, server and satellite were set to 2.0 Mb/s. 
The following sections describe the important issues involved. 
6.4.1 Test Pages 
Three test web page sets were used during simulation, each having a different number of 
elements and varying of object's size as shown in table 6.1. 
Page Number of Elements 
(average) 
Average object size 
(Kbytes) 
A 15 24 
B 5 100 
C 25 10 
Table 6- 1: Web pages 
The main reason of having three sets of HTTP pages is to really have totally independent and 
different variety of traffics. Different in number of object in a page and average object's size 
is designed to test the performance of various mechanisms of both TCP and HTTP. 
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6.4.2 Variables 
The variables considered for TCP and HTTP during simulations are listed in Table 6.2. 
TCP segment size (bytes) 536,1074,2144,4288 
Number of TCP Connections 1,4,8,16 
TCP window Size (Kbytes) 8,16,32,64,96,112 
TCP initial window size (TCP segment) 1,4,8,16 
Table 6- 2: Experimental variables 
6.4.3 Effect of number of TCP connections 
Number of connections is a parameter set within a web browser that determines the maximum 
number of simultaneous TCP connections that can be opened simultaneously. This feature 
allows the browser to load multiple page elements in parallel. Three sets of simulation were 
set to study and compare the effect of using multiple TCP connections for Web transfer via 
satellite networks. The graphs in figure 6.24 shows the result from transmissions of 3 sets of 
web traffics through a GEO satellite network with multiple TCP connections. 
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In this seconds scenario, the same set of traffics were transmitted via a single LEO satellite 
since both Web browser and server are allocated in the same satellite footprint. The result is 
shown in figure 6.25. 
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Figure 6.26 shows the simulation result for the same set of traffics transmitted via a set of 
LEO satellite constellation with intersatellite links, Web browser and server located 15,000 
km apart. 
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The results indicate that using multiple TCP connection does reduce the amount of Web 
downloading time. However, the having larger number of multiple connections does not 
always give a better performance. As we can see from the case of downloading Page B, with 
5 objects in the page, having number of TCP connections more than 4 resulted in worse 
performance. This is due to the fact that with number of TCP connections more than 4, there 
is a chance that some connections will be closed when not in used for a period of time. The 
browser will not realises this and request the connection via that port and therefore have to 
wait for reconnection. 
In general, it is clear that multiple TCP connection should be used for Web downloading 
process. This process has already been used in terrestrial network. The situation, however, 
could be more difficult in satellite environment since connections via satellite network do 
need to go through the process of multiple accesses. Assigning multiple TCP connections 
would means either multiple slots or a bandwidth in a slot to accompany all the necessary 
transmission windows. 
6.4.4 TCP Window Size 
The TCP window size determines the maximum effective data rate that can be obtained on a 
single TCP connection [41] in a network with a given RTT. 
Effects of the HTTP page transfer performance with different TCP buffer sizes over 3 satellite 
networks are shown in the following 3 figures, 6.27,6.28,6.29. 
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According to the summary of having larger TCP buffer size in section 6.4.2, larger TCP 
buffer size will benefit large data files transfer. The directly comparison for the transmission 
of HTTP page B, due to its average large object size, is therefore the best possible way to 
identify the benefit of this proposal. The results are shown in figure 6.30. 
As can be seen, little benefit of having larger TCP buffer size are recorded in the case of 
transmissions via both single and multiple LEO satellite links. 
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112K 
An important point that needed to be mentioned here is the fact that having larger TCP buffer 
size than 65 K, which is a standard setting, does not result in much lower transmission 
duration. This can be true in the real HTTP transmission since HTTP pages consist of 
different number and size of the objects contain. 
6.4.5 Effect of different TCP Maximum Segment Size 
TCP maximum Segment Size (MSS) play very important part in the performance of TCP not 
only in satellite networks but also in terrestrial networks. In a network where large amount of 
bandwidth with modest BER level, TCP has benefits the use of larger TCP segment size since 
the percentage of TCP header with the amount of contained data is reduced. Other benefits 
such as reducing the process of assigning TCP segment sequence number also help. 
However, with unpredictable nature of HTTP pages, the following studies should see the 
overall benefit of having larger TCP maximum segment size in the system. 
This section shows the effect of larger TCP MSS on the transmission of HTTP pages over 
satellite networks. Results from simulation are shown in figures 6.31,6.32 and 6.33 represent 
the transmission duration time taken to transmit HTTP pages via the three network scenarios. 
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It is clear that the effect of having larger TCP segment size does improve the performance of 
TCP and therefore reduce the amount of time needed for transmitting HTTP pages. The 
effect is however not significant in LEO satellite networks, as expected. 
Other aspect that needs to keep in mind is the effect of having larger segment size means BER 
level in the transmission channel will play a bigger part during transmissions. Also the fact 
that TCP segments may or may not be transmitted as a single packet, according to the 
mechanism used in lower layer protocols. If the segments are to be segmented into smaller 
packets, dropping one of those packets means large larger amount of TCP segment will have 
to be retransmitted. These are the trade-off that needed to be considered when designing or 
planning the quality of services. 
6.4.6 Effect of number TCP connections with TCP MSS 
From the result in 6.5.4, we can see that having maximum number of TCP connections of 4 
give the best overall performances in I-ITTP pages transmissions. In this section, we do 
further investigation the performance improvement of HTTP files transfer when the 
combination of Having larger TCP connections and TCP MSS are used. 
The reason for doing further investigation by combining more than one proposal together is to 
find a new combination that would provide the best over all performances. Result from 
simulations are shown in figure 6.34,6.35 and 6.36. 
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Figure 6- 36: Effect of TCP MSS with number of TCP connection of 4 for HHTTP 
transfers via a single LEO satellite 
From the observations, having 4 TCP connections with the TCP MSS size of 1,072 Bytes 
seem to provide the best combination when transmitting HTTP pages via satellite networks. 
The following three figures show the level of improvement from the simulation results shown 
from figures 6.34,6.35 and 6.36 respectively in figures 6.37,6.38 and 6.39. 
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Figure 6- 37: Direct comparison for TCP MSS with 4 TCP connections in GEO satellite 
network 
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Figure 6- 38: Direct comparison for TCP MSS with 4 TCP connections via LEO satellite 
constellation network 
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Figure 6- 39: Direct comparison for TCP MSS with 4 TCP connections via single LEO 
satellite 
6.4.7 Effect of larger TCP initial window size 
One of the burdens that limit the effectiveness for TCP in large delay and bandwidth network 
is the time taken for TCP in slow-start process to reach the threshold level, where TCP will 
switch from slow-start to congestion process. This section studies the effect of having larger 
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TCP initial window size. Notice one important point here, with a fixed TCP buffer size, 
having larger TCP segment size or larger TCP initial window size can have similar effect to 
the slow-start process since both mechanisms will reduce the amount of time taken for TCP to 
reach the threshold level. Figures 6.40,6.41 and 6.42 shows the transmission duration of the 
three HTTP pages via the three satellite network scenarios. 
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Figure 6- 40: Effect of larger TCP initial window size with number of TCP connection of 
4 for HTTP transfers via GEO satellite network 
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Figure 6- 41: Effect of TCP MSS with number of TCP connection of 4 for HTTP 
transfers via LEO satellite constellation network 
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Figure 6- 42: Effect of larger TCP initial window size with number of TCP connection of 
4 for HTTP transfers via a single LEO satellite 
The following three figures, 6.43,6.44 and 6.45, indicate the improvement level of the 
mechanism. The comparisons were made with the use of having TCP initial window size of 
one TCP segment as the 100 percents base line. 
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Figure 6- 43: Direct comparison for larger TCP initial window size with 4 TCP 
connections in GEO satellite network 
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Figure 6- 44: Direct comparison for larger TCP initial window size with 4 TCP 
connections via LEO satellite constellation network 
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Figure 6- 45: Direct comparison for larger TCP initial window size with 4 TCP 
connections via single LEO satellite 
Results from simulations shown in this section give an indication that having larger TCP 
initial window size does result in shorter HTTP transmission duration period. This is due to 
the fact that the mechanism does reduce the slow-start period. Once TCP has reached the 
congestion avoidance process, TCP would operate as normal. Due to this reason, having 
larger TCP Maximum Segment Size showed better performance than TCP with larger initial 
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window size. Figure 6.46 compares the percent improvement for transmission of HTTP page 
A, as example, via three satellite scenarios. 
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Figure 6- 46: Direct comparison for transmission duration between larger TCP MSS 
and larger Initial Window Size 
However, this is due to the fact that the BER level is set to less than 10-12 and that TCP 
segments were not segmented during transmissions. 
Another important point that should be mentioned is that using TCP with larger initial 
window size, by sending more than one TCP segments at the start of the transmission, means 
number of ACK segments send from client will be increased. This is not an ideal situation in 
satellite communication where asymmetrical links are common. 
6.4.8 Effect of LEO satellites movement and hand-over 
In this section, we study the effect of satellite movement and hand-over in LEO satellite 
networks. The scenario chosen for this study is the one client and a server connection via the 
TELEDESIC satellite constellation network. The client and server are located at 10,000 km 
on the ground. Results from the graph in figure 5.11 indicates the average end-to-end delay 
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to he around 50 ms and slight variation due to the satellite movement. Also shown in the 
graph are some shape peaks which indicates the existence oI hand-over pruc s' during 
transmissions. The transmission links of 1.5 Mhhs are used for all connection with IWR level 
of 10 set since the effect of BER is not included in this part of study. 
Studies by TELEDESIC [67] concluded that variahle RTT causes by fast inovenu"nl an&l 
hand-over between LEO satellites within its constellation does not, or has little effect, on the" 
performance of TCP. Our simulation result will indicate the level of effect that the-. se will 
cause the overall transmissions of IITTN pages. The II'I"I'I' page chosen is 111"I'll page A, 
details in table 6.1. 
To clearly show the effect of delay variation cause by I Iý, O satrllilcc movrnu"nt and haul MVI., 
we also set a fix WAN network for the same client and server. Thi' dIrl, ºv Iheiwien Miese t\NO 
nodes are set to 53 nns, which is the, average IZ'l'T between the two ii IeS via 'I' 11, I )I Sl( ' 
LI O satellite constellation. 
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Figure 6- 47: Comparison the IITTP object respond time between fix and I. FO satellite 
networks 
The first two figures, 0.47 and 6.48, show the time elapsed hrtw eeii . wn(lill', ,i lk. (111e"t ; 111(1 
receiviii the respond packet for the http application. Measure from a time th dient 
application sends a request to the server to the time it teed es a respond packct. h. v. uu e 0.47 
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indicates the actual delay from the measurement while figure 6.48 indicates the average time 
from the graphs in figure 6.47. 
In figure 6.47, the x-axis indicates the client HTTP object response time in second, the y-axis 
indicates the simulation time in hours. 
average of Client Http Object Response Time (sec) 
In figure 6.48, the x-axis indicates the average client HTTP object response time in second, 
the y-axis indicates the simulation time in hours. The 80'% confident interval level are 
included. 
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Figure 6- 48: Comparison the average HTTP object respond time between fix and 1, E( ) 
satellite networks 
From the graphs in figure 6.47, we can see that delay variation experienced in I TJ ) satellite 
network is higher than the variation level in the fix network. This variation causes by the 
satellite movement and occasional hand-over between satellites. 'I'hr direct effect is Ionocr 
respond times, as can be seen from the average value shown in figure 6.48. With the exact 
pattern of traffic sent by the two network, HTTP objects respond time via 'I'I; I11)1: SI(' 
satellite constellation spend 100 milliseconds longer in average. 
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Figure 6- 49: Comparison the HTTP page respond time between fix and LEO satellite 
networks 
The next two figures again indicate the effect of delay variations in IA O said tile network. 
This time. we measured the HTTP page respond time hetween the twos nctworks and 
compared them. The graphs in figure 6.49 shows the actual respond tines whilr the "ril)IIS in 
figure 6.50 show the average values. 80%% confidential level has also been included in figure 
6.50. 
In figure 6.49, the x-axis indicates the client I-ITTP page response time in second, the y-axis 
indicates the simulation time in hours. 
In figure 6.50, the x-axis indicates the average client I ITTP page response time in SCCOn(I, the 
y-axis indicates the simulation time in hours. 
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Figure 6- 50: Comparison the average HTTP page respond time between fix and LE 
satellite networks 
The final set of results show the delay of packet received between TCP layer protocols at Iwo 
end of the connections. Measure from the time an application data packet is sent from the 
source TCP layer to the time it is received by the TCP layer at the destination node. 
From the graphs in figure 6.5 1, we can see that the level of variation 01 "RT (1)(1-toI-cnd dk'Ia_y 
between the client and server in the LEO satellite network is much higher than thr cant' Of I'ix 
network. Figure 6.52 then shows the average delay of the cud-to-cud delay for "I'('{' 
connections for the both systems. 
In figure 6.51, the x-axis indicates the TCP end-to-end delay tine hetwccn two, ný des in 
second, the y-axis indicates the simulation time in hours. 
In figure 6.52, the x-axis indicates the average TCP end-to-end delay time between two nodes 
time in second, the y-axis indicates the simulation time in hours. 
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As we can see from the above six figures, delay variation in LIO satellite constellation, in our 
model is TELEDESIC satellite constellation network, does play a part in terns of overall 
performance and amount of time taken to complete HTTP transmissions. The size of' I HIT 
pages, number of objects in the pages and average object sizes could also alter the finc1in0. 
But it is from our simulation results, we can summarise that delay variations due to satellite 
movement and hand-over does effect the performance of TCP and therefore its application 
protocols. However, high level of throughput of TC'P and higher layer protocols such as 
HTTP can still he achieved. 
6.5 Multiple competing TCP connections (from Multiple clients) 
Simulations were also set to study the effect of having larger number of clients competing for 
connections. During the simulations, we had chosen the transmissions oI I I"I'"I'I' pueA, 
details in table 6.1. 
6.5.1 Additional delay 
Connections between multiple clients and a single server were set via the IJ O satellite 
constellation model where the group of clients are located within the saine IiO satellite 
footprint. The server is located in another LEO satellite footprint at 5,0O0 kill away. All the 
connections from the clients were done via the local satellite gateway station. 
The graphs shown in Figure 6.53 shows the additional delay occurred during the 
transmissions of HTTP pages when larger numbers of users are involved. 
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The results from the figure 6.53 indicate that having larger number of users competing for 
transmissions result in longer transmission duration. However, it is too easy to say that 
having larger numbers of user will only effect the transmission and connection duration Haars. 
Effect of buffer size at node level also influences the performance level of inultilplc 'l'('I' 
clients [74][75] in term of transmission duration and throughput level. This effect will he 
discussed with results from simulation shown in the next section. 
The results shown in the figure above were gathered fron a numhers of siinulatiiiis. 'I'O 
confirm the significant of the data shown, confidence interval level has been included in the 
following 2 figures. 
The lines shown in the following two graphs indicated the values chosen for the graphs in the 
figure 6.54 and figure 6.55, transmission duration times for I and IO clients . Sharing, the 
network resources. The graphs show the highest, lowest and average values frmli IO(1 
simulations. 
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Figure 6- 54: Confident interval for the transmission duration time for I client 
transmission with multiple TCP connections per transmission 
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6.5.2 Buffer Requirements for TCP/IP over UBR 
Since TCP has its own flow and congestion control mechanisms, many TCP/IP connections 
are expected to use the UBR service. As a result, it is important to assess the buffer sizes (and 
hence delays) at UBR queuing points in a satellite network. In this case we considered the 
satellite gateway station to be the queuing point since all clients are connected to it. In this 
section, a simulation model for studying the effect of the buffer requirements for satellite- 
UBR networks to efficiently support TCP/IP traffic are added. We present results of number 
of successful HTTP page transmissions and the amount of Traffic being carried through to the 
destinations via the LEO satellite network when different buffer sizes are employed at 
satellite gateway station connected to all clients. Number of clients of 10 was chosen for this 
study. 
The following parameters are used to assess the buffer requirements: 
Latency: the aim is to study the effect of buffer requirements for long latency connections. 
The RTT latencies for multiple LEO hops used during simulations was around 70 ms. 
Number of sources: to ensure that the recommendations are scalable and general with respect 
to the number of connections, we will use configurations with 10 TCP connections on a single 
bottleneck satellite link via a common gateway station. 
Buffer size: this is the most important parameter of this study. The aim is to study the effect 
of the satellite gateway buffer size that results in good TCP and HTTP transmission 
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performance, and is scalable to the number of TCP clients connected to it. The buffer size is 
measured in term of delay-bandwidth product. In the cast of single TCP with 65 K buffer size 
and satellite network RTT of around 70 ms, 4 TCP connections. The buffer size of RTT is 
equal to approximately 3980 ATM cells. 
Results from simulations are shown in table 6.3 and figures 6.56 and 6.57 below. 
Buffer size 
(ATM cells) 
Client A Client B Client C Client D Fairness 
degree 0-1 
4000 117 91 95 103 0.99 
3000 117 91 95 103 0.99 
2500 117 91 95 103 0.99 
2000 94 88 92 97 0.99 
1500 97 88 86 66 0.98 
1400 91 83 90 76 0.99 
1300 93 53 85 77 0.96 
1200 82 43 71 77 0.95 
1100 57 43 60 77 0.96 
1000 24 28 23 21 0.99 
Table 6- 3: Number of successful HTTP transmissions at 4 Client nodes and degree of 
fairness obtained 
We can see from the results that to keep the fairness level high, number of successful HTTP 
page transmissions is very low since large numbers of ATM cell are dropped at the gateway 
station when the buffer was fully occupied. Fairness equation, equation 4.2, was used to 
calculate the fairness level shown in the table above. 
Please note that only four set of results are selected and shown in the table. The actual 
number of clients used for simulation was 10. 
From the above table, table 6.3, the graphs shown in figure 6.56 indicated the throughput 
level of HTTP transmissions with different buffer size at the satellite gateway station. 
The percentage throughput is then shown in figure 6.57. 
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Figure 6- 56: Number of successful HTTP transmissions at 4 client nodes (randomly 
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For very small buffer sizes, (less than 0.5*RTT or around 2,000 ATM cells in this case), the 
resulting TCP throughput starts to decrease. This result is similar to the published results in 
[74][75]. For small buffer sizes, the performance of TCP/IP decreases with increasing 
number of TCP sources or clients. This is because more TCP packets are dropped from each 
connection causing TCP timeout and retransmissions to increase. This results in low 
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-f-Client B 
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throughput level. For moderate buffer sizes (less then 1 round trip delay times bandwidth), 
TCP throughput increases with increasing buffer sizes. TCP throughput asymptotically 
approaches the maximal value with further increase in buffer sizes as can be seen from the 
graphs. TCP performance over UBR for sufficiently large buffer sizes is scalable with respect 
to the number of TCP sources. For buffers greater than 0.5xRTT, the average TCP 
throughput is irrespective of the number of TCP clients. For a large number of sources, TCP 
performance is very poor for small buffers, but jumps dramatically with sufficient buffering 
and then stays about the same. For smaller number of sources, the increase in throughput 
with increasing buffers is more gradual. With sufficient buffers, TCP dynamics enable the 
connections to share buffer space and link capacity. TCP windows are controlled by the rate 
at which ACKs are received by the source. The total amount of unacknowledged data is 
therefore controlled by the bandwidth-delay product. All this data can be queued at a single 
queuing point within the network. As a result, each queuing point must have sufficient buffers 
to support one delay-bandwidth product worth of TCP data so that it can ensure minimal loss 
of transmitted TCP segments. For large round trip delays, and a small number of sources, a 
buffer of 1 RTT or more can result in reduced throughput. This is because of the variability in 
the connections measured RTT due to buffering delays. When the queuing delay is of the 
order of the round trip propagation delay, the retransmission timeout values become highly 
variable. During the slow-start process, when the queuing delays are small, the timeout value 
corresponds to the propagation RTT. When the windows increase to fill the switch buffer, the 
queuing delay increases to about 1 RTT (for a buffer size of about 1 RTT), and packets at the 
tail of the queue get dropped. Retransmitted packets are sent out after 3 duplicate ACKS are 
received. However, these retransmitted packets are queued behind a whole RTT worth of 
queues at the bottleneck switch. Therefore, before the sender gets an ACK for retransmitted 
packets, a timeout occurs, and slow start is recalled. At this point, the sender starts to 
retransmit from the last unacknowledged segment, but soon receives an ACK for that 
segment. With smaller buffers, the variability in the RTT is smaller, and false timeouts do not 
occur. Also, the negative effects of large buffers is not seen in the LEO satellite network, 
because the RTT in this case is much smaller than the timer granularity. As a result, even a 
high queuing delay is not enough to exceed the minimum timeout value. This is another 
example of the advantages that LEO satellite networks will give to Internet and other TCP 
driven applications. 
6.6 Validation 
To validate the simulation models used, comparisons from the real measurements and 
accepted model have been made. The aim is to prove that the models used for the simulations 
are as reliable and accurate enough for the results to be taken as research tool. 
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The first set of simulation results follow the real measurements by [91]. The experiments 
were done via ACTS satellite via a transmission link of 1.536 Mbps. Three sets of HTTP 
pages via multiple TCP connections were transmitted with the durations of transmission being 
recorded. Each figure compares the real measurement values and simulation results obtained 
in term of the exact values, percentage of improvement and the trend-lines between two sets 
of results. 
The first set of results, figure 6.58, shows the result from transmissions of HTTP page of 28 
elements with the page size of 28 Kbytes. 
Figure 6.58(a) displays the similarity of the transmission duration for our simulation results 
and the real measurement from [91]. In 6.48(b) show the percent improvement, comparison 
with transmission via 1 TCP connection. To finally confirm the similarity for both sets of 
results, 2°d order Polynomial trend-lines is used, figure 6.58(c). Similar pattern will be used 
for the next two sets of simulation results shown in figure 6.59 and 6.60. 
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The second set of measurements, figure 6.59, show the result from transmissions of HTTP 
page with number of elements of 4 with the page size of 48 Kbytes. 
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Figure 6- 59: Comparison for the transmission of HTTP page over GEO satellite 
network 
The third set of results, figure 6.60, obtained from the transmission of HTTP page with the 
number of elements of 9 and the page size of 490 Kbytes. 
As can be seen from the three figure shown, it is clear that the values obtained from the 
models used during simulation follow the values obtain from real measurement of HTTP 
pages via ACTS satellite network published in [91]. 
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Figure 6- 60: Comparison for the transmission of HTTP page over GEO satellite 
network 
The next sets of simulation results shown are the comparison made from another real 
measurements and simulation results from accepted model [114] with our simulation results. 
The simulations were set to transmit 4 set of HTTP page, table 6.3, via a GEO satellite 
network, 1.536 Kbps. 
Page Number of Elements Page Size (KB) 
Page 1 4 48 
Page 2 9 99 
Page 3 10 491 
Page 4 28 28 
Table 6- 4: Web page details 
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Two of the scenarios were set for the comparison: 
" Number of TCP connection of 1 and the initial TCP window size of 536 Bytes 
14 
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2 
0 
page 1 page 2 page 3 page 4 
Figure 6- 61: HTTP comparison (1) 
" Number of TCP connection of 4 and the initial TCP window size of 4 KBytes 
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Figure 6- 62: HTTP comparison (2) 
The result shown in Figures 6.61 and 3.62 again show the close and similarity between all 
three set of results compared. These results have therefore confirmed the validity of the 
models used in the research. 
+real measurements 
-ý - simulation results 
--A-- accepted model 
t real measurements 
"-a--simulation results 
--A accepted model 
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6.7 Summary 
Research in the area of TCP over satellite networks within the last few years has produced lot 
of new and interesting proposals. Many of such ideas are discussed as part of this research. 
Results from simulations have concluded that some of the proposed ideas are truly positive 
and should be implemented. However, many of such proposals vary in different 
circumstances. This is due to the fact that most research in the area of the Internet and TCP 
over satellites have only considered GEO satellite networks. 
In recent years, the concept of non-GEO satellites has been in the centre of attention since the 
proposed and launch of Iridium system. To fully integrate satellite with terrestrial networks 
to support growing Internet demands, it is important to point out that Internet over terrestrial 
networks have been successfully implemented, with TCP as the main transport control 
protocol. It is difficult to suddenly suggest many changes from standard TCP protocol to 
accompany the need of satellite networks with different characteristics. 
One possibility is to really study and find out the real problems that cause poor performance 
of TCP over satellite systems. The obvious problems seen are long delay and noisy channel in 
satellite environments. Then, instead of trying to change TCP algorithms to accompany 
satellite network, many concept and available technology from Satellite communication and 
engineering should also be considered. 
Supporting Internet over LEO satellite constellations should be considered carefully. With 
much lower RTT delay, when compared to GEO satellite network, many TCP flow controls 
and algorithms do not suffer the same fade as in the case of GEO satellite networks. Adding 
the concept of modern error coding control to ease the problem of noisy channels, the idea 
should be seriously considered as one of the proposal. 
Path MTU Discovery Recommended 
FEC Recommended 
Slow Start Required 
Congestion Avoidance Required 
Fast Retransmission Recommended 
Fast Recovery Recommended 
Window Scaling Option Recommended 
PAWS Recommended 
RTT Measurement Recommended 
TCP SACK Recommended 
Multiple TCP connections Recommended 
Non-GEO satellite options Strongly recommended 
Table 6- 5: summary of proposal 
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With a firm support from all simulation results presented in this chapter, we can see that LEO 
satellite networks can play a major part in not only in real-time communication but also non- 
real-time interactive systems such as Internet services. With the new development in satellite 
engineering and technology, planning systems such as that LEO satellite constellation is no 
longer impractical task. 
Summary of the recommendation shown in Table 6.5 reflects the finding of this research. 
The table is based on the recommendation made in RFC 2488 but with additional option of 
non-GEO satellite network and the use of TCP multiple connections proposals included for 
web browsing. 
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7.1 Summary of the work 
There are many advantages that satellite networks can offer such as large coverage area, their 
ability to gain an access to remote areas where chances constructing a large scale terrestrial is 
limited, broadcasting capability and the freedom of movement for users. With fast growing 
demand for better and wider Internet networks, satellite can be used as main contributors. 
Supporting the Internet over satellite is however not as straightforward due to the fact that the 
ideas of satellite communication and Internet were heading in different directions up until the 
last few years. The main problems facing system providers is the poor performance of TCP 
in satellite networks due to long delay, noisy and communication channels between satellite 
and the ground are usually asymmetrical in character in terms of capacity. 
The widespread use and availability of GEO satellites for many communications have 
influenced the direction of research when the proposal of Internet services over satellite was 
proposed. Algorithms such as Fast retransmission and recovery, SACK, larger TCP buffer 
and segment size, and others as discussed in chapter 3 and 6 have been studied and concluded 
with the aim of improving the performance of TCP in GEO satellite networks. The idea of 
using non-GEO satellite networks, such as LEO satellite constellations, is quite new, there is 
little choice but to adapt the TCP algorithms to suit GEO satellite network's characteristics. 
Positive results have been observed from proposals but with the firm establishment of the 
Internet in terrestrial network, it is difficult to see the sudden changes in TCP algorithms. 
After the launched of LEO satellite systems such as Iridium and the proposal of Teledesic for 
real-time voice services, the idea of supporting Internet via LEO satellite network has really 
emerged and research starts to study its benefits. Teledesic network will actually include 
supporting the Internet as part of its commercial plan. LEO satellites have long been used to 
transmit scientific data and short messages but little attention had been paid for the possibility 
of Inter services via LEO satellite constellations. This research has contributed to the studies 
of the important issues such as the architecture, the current state of satellite technologies, 
networks and protocols. The area of this research is still considered relatively new and far 
from completed. 
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7.2 Contributions to the research area 
The main contribution of this research is to open up and support the idea and possibility of 
using LEO satellite networks to support the Internet. The research itself is designed to 
concentrate in the area of TCP and higher layer protocols such as HTTP over satellite 
networks issues. 
Many positive ideas have been put forward from researches around the world to improve the 
performance of TCP in GEO satellite environments. Two of the most interesting that have 
been put forward are the use of Fast Retransmission and Recovery (FRR) and Selective 
Acknowledgment (SACK). With the careful consideration about the real satellite 
environments, the proposal not only improve the performance of TCP in GEO environments 
it can also be used in non-GEO satellite and terrestrial wireless networks where the issues of 
error and asymmetrical use of communication channels are important. 
Results from simulation studies indicated that using LEO satellite network, instead of GEO, 
reduce number of unnecessary changes in TCP algorithms. The ideal is to identify the 
compromising way to integrate satellite networks into terrestrial Internet services. Instead of 
only trying to adjust current TCP's algorithms to suit satellite environments, it is possible to 
see that concept of LEO satellite with only necessary adjustments on TCP can be use to 
achieve high throughput for Internet users in satellite network. This would make it easier to 
integrate the satellite part to the already well-established terrestrial Internet networks. 
To complete the whole research as a valid proposal, not only the performance studies about 
TCP and protocols such HTTP over satellite networks have been investigated. The research 
has also identified and summarised many important issues such as the network architectures, 
technological challenges, future trends and studies of the real satellite and Internet systems 
and protocols. 
It is true that non-GEO satellite networks are much more complicated than GEO satellites in 
term of network design, planning and operating. Many technical issues such as multiple 
access schemes still have to be resolved. However, it is also true that LEO satellites have 
been used for over a decade for scientific experiments, messaging, and many complicate 
remote-sensing applications. There is not coincident that many surveys and studies [5][7][9] 
have predicted the growing trend of LEO satellite networks. It is fair to state that the results 
from these simulation can be used as a vital part of the research in this area. 
7.3 Future work 
Many work in the area of satellite network planning still have to be done to complete the 
research. The first and one of the most important is the multiple access schemes. Due to the 
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accuracy of implementing the idea into simulation model, this part of the work still need to be 
completed. There is a current research project at the network research group, as part of the 
BISANTE project, to develop a complete satellite network models with multiple access 
schemes to support large number of Internet users. The issue of QoS for Internet is now 
being considered. Since the current IP, as the main network layer protocol, does not provide 
this function, further study into this area and the possibility of using IPv6 would enhance and 
maximise the use of bandwidth. Another area of interest in satellite networking and the 
Internet is the possibility of transmitting voice over IP via satellite networks. 
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Appendix A. Satellite Geometry and terms 
A. 1 Keplerian Orbits 
Kepler's three laws of planetary motion which apply to satellites orbiting the earth are: 
First Law: The orbit of each planet is an ellipse, with the Sun at one focus. 
Second Law: The line joining the planet to the Sun sweeps out equal areas in equal times. 
Third Law: The square of the period of a planet is proportional to the cube of its mean 
distance from the Sun. 
A. 2 Orbit Parameters 
Figure A. 1 shows the key parameters of an elliptical orbit. The eccentricity , e, of the ellipse , 
not shown in the figure, is equal to c/a and is a measure of the deviation of the ellipse from a 
circle. 
2e 
Figure A-1: Geometry of an ellipse and orbit parameters 
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Appendix A. Satellite Geometry and terms 
From figure a.!, the following parameters are considered important when defines a satellite 
position and characters in the orbit. 
r: position vector of the satellite relative to the centre of the Earth. 
v: velocity vector of the satellite relative to the centre of the Earth 
4: flight path angle, the angle between the velocity vector and a line perpendicular to the 
position vector. 
a: semi-major axis of the ellipse 
b: semi-minor axis of the ellipse 
c: the distance from the centre of the orbit to one of the foci 
v: the polar angle of the ellipse, also called true anomaly, measured in the direction of motion 
from the direction of perigee to the position vector. 
ra: radius of the apogee, the distance from the centre of the Earth to the furtest point on the 
ellipse. 
rb: radius of perigee, the diatance from the centre to the point of closest approach to the Earth. 
A. 3 Classical Orbital elements 
Satellite orbit can be completely described with five constants and one quantity which varies 
with time. These quantities called classical orbital elements are defined in this section and 
shown in figure A. 2. 
Its origin is in the centre of the Earth with the X axis lies in the equatorial plane and pointing 
to the vernal equinox. The Z axis is parallel to the Earth's spin axis, and Y axis completes the 
right-hand set in the equatorial plane. The classical orbital elements are: 
a: semi-major axis, describes the size of the ellipse. 
e: eccentricity, describes the shape of the ellipse. 
i: inclination, the angle between the angular momentum vector and the unit vector in the Z 
direction. 
SZ: right ascension of ascending node, the angle from the vernal equinox to the ascending 
node. The ascending node is the point where the satellite passes through the equatorial plane 
moving from south to north. Right ascending is measured as a right-handed rotation about the 
pole, Z. 
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ow: argument of perigee, the angle from the ascending node to the eccentricity vector measured 
in the direction of satellite's motion. The eccentricity vector points from the centre of the 
Earth to apogee with a magnitude equal to the eccentricity of the orhit. 
y: true anomaly, the angle from the eccentricity vector to the satellite position vector, 
measured in the direction of satellite motion. Alternatively, we could use time since perigee 
passage, T. 
z 
V 
Figure A-2: Classical orbital elements 
Give these definitions, we can solve for elements if we know the satellite's p Bition and 
velocity vector, the opposite is also applied. 
Table A. I lists the equations to derive the classical orbital elements and related parameters for 
an elliptical orbit. 
n- ý 
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Symbol Name Equation 
a semi-major axis a= -µ/(2e) _ (r, + rp)/2 
e eccentricity e =1 - rp/a = r, /a -1 
i inclination I= cos -1(hj/h) 
r2 Right ascension of ascending node fl = cos (n,, /n) 
w argument of perigee co = cos "t [(n*e)/ (n*e)] 
v true anomaly v= cos[(e*r)/ (e*r)] 
rp radius of perigee rp =a (1- e) 
r, radius of apogee r, =a(1+e) 
P period P= 2n (a3/µ) 
= 84.489 (a/RE) 312 min 
= 0.00016587 a3nmin, a in km 
wo orbit frequency wo = (µ/a3) % 
= 631.34816 a "3n rad/sec, a in km 
Table A-1: classical orbital element formulars 
A. 4 Some useful constants 
A. 4.1 General 
The Universal Gravitational Constant (G)=6.668 10.11 kg-1 m3 sec-' 
The following values have been established by international agreement and are exact as 
shown: 
1 foot=0.3048 m 
1 (statue) mile=1,609.344 m 
1 nautical mile= 1852 m 
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A. 4.2 Time 
1 mean solar second (smoothed )= 1 ephemeris second (to about 1 part in 108 length of a 
tropical year at 1900.0 = 31 556 925.975 ephemeris seconds 
1 mean solar second = 1.002 737 909 3 mean sidereal seconds 
1 mean sidereal second = 0.997 269 566 4 mean solar seconds 
1 mean solar day = 24'' 03'" 56'. 555 4 of mean sidereal time = 86,636.55536 mean sidereal 
seconds 
1 mean sidereal day = 23`' 56'" 04$. 09054 of mean solar time = 86,164.09054 mean solar 
seconds 
Length of a Tropical Year (Vernal Equinox to Vernal Equinox) = 365.242 20 mean solar days 
Length of a Julian Year=365.25 mean solar days (by definition) 
Greenwich Mean Sidereal Time (GMST) at Oh UT = 6h 38' 458.836 + 86 40184s. 542 Tu + 
Os. 0929 Tue. 
where Tu is the number of Julian centuries of 36525 universal days, elapsed since 12h UT on 
1900 January 0. 
A. 4.3 Earth 
Equatorial Radius (a)=6378 km 137.0 m (WGS 1984) 
Polar Radius (b)=6356 km 752.3 m (WGS 1984) 
Flattening (f)=1/298.257223563 (WGS 1984) 
Mass (Me)=5.9742* 1024 kg (IAU System) 
Semi-major axis (IAU System)=1.49597870*108 km (=1 Astronomical Unit) 
Mean Eccentricity=0.016708617 (IAU System) 
Mean Obliquity of the Ecliptic=23° 26'21 ". 448 (IAU System) 
Normal gravity g=9.80621 - 0.0259 cos(2Phi) ms"2, where Phi = geodesic latitude (IAU 
System) 
Gravitational Parameter, Greek Mu or Gme = 3.986005* 1014 m3/sec2 (IAU System) 
Geopotential coefficient J2 = 1082.626* 10-6 (IAU System) 
Radius of the Geostationary Orbit = 42164.16 km = 6.6107 (Equatorial) Earth Radii. 
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A. 4.4 Moon 
Mass (Mp°)=7.3483* 1022 kg (IAU System) 
Semi-major axis (Epoch 1980.0)=384,401 km (IAU System) 
Eccentricity (Epoch 1980.0)=0.054900 (IAU System) 
Inclination of Moon's orbit (Epoch 1980.0)=5°. 145396 (IAU System) 
Gravitational Parameter, Greek M° or GM=4.92 105*1012 m3/sec2 
Surface gravity g=1.62 ms"2 (1AU System) 
A. 4.5 Sun 
Mass (MS,,,, ) = 1.9891 1030 kg (IAU System) 
Solar Constant (intensity of solar radiation at mean earth distance): 
I=1.36* 103 Joule/m2/sec 
Gravitational Parameter, Greek M or GM,,,,, = 1.32712438*1020 m3/sec2 (IAU System) 
Surface gravity g=2.74 ms2 (IAU System) 
A. 5 Van Allen radiation belt 
Van Allen radiation belt is a doughnut-shaped zones of highly energetic charged particles 
trapped at high altitudes in the magnetic field around the Earth. The zones were named after 
James A. Van Allen, the American physicist who discovered them in 1958. 
The Van Allen belts are most intense over the Equator and are effectively absent above the 
poles. The inner region is centred approximately 3,000 km (1,860 miles) above the terrestrial 
surface. The outer region of maximum density is centred at an altitude of about 15,000 to 
20,000 km. 
Since the inner radiation belt can penetrate spacecraft and may cause damage in digital 
electronic systems, know as single event upsets (SEU), this results in the choice of satellite 
altitude. Therefore, it is fundamental part of the design that LEO satellite is located well 
below 2,00 km altitude, while MEO satellite is generally placed at 10,350 km above the 
Earth's surface. Figure A. 3 shows the location of Van Allen radiation belt around the Earth's 
atmosphere. 
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Figure A-3: The Van Allen radiation belts contained within the Earth's magnetosphere 
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Appendix B. Simulation modelling in OPNET 
B. 1 TCP model and simulation studies 
As the main protocol used during the research, modelling TCP is an important issues that 
needed to be discussed and presented. This section of the appendix shows the nºodelling, 
concept and many of the TCP characteristics via graphs obtained frone OI'NI; T simulations. 
The TCP process model itself is divided into two main part, tcp_nºanagcr and tcp_conn 
processes. The aim is to keep the normal routines and algorithms of "li'I' in separate parts 
since many of the TCP algorithms, tcp_conn process, are used frequently during it simulation 
session while many of the normal routines, tcp_manager process, will only active once per 
simulation session. This would save lot of simulation time as only the necessary part of the 
program will be called. The following diagram in figure 13.1 shows the interface OI 
tcp_manager and tcp_conn processes in OPNET. 
Figure 1i-1: tcp_manager process interface 
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Figure B-2: tcp_conn process interface 
In figure B. 2, the diagram shown is the tcp_conn process interface. The tch_nmanager process 
acts as a main interface between the TCP process model and other processes with the same 
and other nodes and will call up tcp_conn process, as it child process, during simulation 
sessions involving the TCP protocol. 
During the research, many part of the tcp_conn process has hccn nuulificd to alter 'I ('I' 
characteristics. Figure B. 3 give some examples of' those changes. 'T'here are many difficulties 
in doing so, since modelling a model in OPNET required deep understanding of hoth the 
protocols and the software package. 
Figure B. 3 shows the implementation of TCP process model in the node model level, in this 
case for client and server node models since TCP is a client-server protocol. 
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Figure B-3: Altering TCI characteristics via tcp_ sonn process model 
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Figure B-4: implementing TCP process model in the node model level 
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Diagram B. 4 show the protocol stack of client and server machines with the protocols stacks 
in each machine represent their functional 1ties. 
The following figures show the results measured via TCP process models. The aiin is to 
show how the TCP behaves during transmissions. The reason that this part of the observation 
is not included in the main thesis is due to the fact that the work is more 
The first figure shows the characteristic of TCP window size. The threshold level is clearly 
seen at 64 Kbytes when TCP switches from slow start to congestion avoidance phase. 
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Figure B-5: TCP congestion window size (Bytes) 
The following figure, B. 6, shows TCP segment sequence number Sent from T('I'sender to thr 
destination TCP. 
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Figure B-7: shows TCP segment sequence number sent from '1'('P sender to the 
destination TCP 
Figure B. 7 shows the characteristics of TCP during ýº transmission via a noisy channel. 'I'hr 
diagram in the figure shows that TCP is forced to reduce its transmission window size to One 
TCP segment at set the THRESS level to half the original congestion values every time a 'l ('I' 
segment is dropped. 
The following figure, B. 8, show the size of TCP window in noisy channel, BI? IZ level of IO'. 
Without the FFR and SACK option involve, TCP resumes the slow start process each lime d 
segment is dropped. 
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Figure B-8: TCP characteristics during transmission when TCP packages are dropped 
With the same condition as figure B. 8, the following figure shows the TCP send sequence 
segment numbers. The dropped segment is seen being retransmitted after TCP has waited for 
a time-out period. 
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Annotation: (Conn 1, Port 1024) <--> node_2 (Ftp) 
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Figure B-9: TCP retransmit a dropped segment after waiting for RTO 
The figure B. 10 shows the characteristic of TCP in noisy channel with BER of 10'7. This 
time with FRR implemented. The real different from TCP without FRR is the fact that TCP 
does not have to wait for the time-out before resuming the retransmission of the lost package. 
TCP also restart its transmission with TCP window size of half the previous window size. 
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Annotation: (Conn 1, Port 1024) <--> node-2 (Ftp) 
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Figure B-10: TCP with FRR during transmission when TCP packages are dropped 
According to the above figure, the TCP resume the retransmission after receiving three 
duplicated ACKs and therefore does not have to wait for the time-out period as in the case of 
standard TCP. The following plot shows that TCP retransmits the lost package after three 
duplicated ACKs have been received without waiting for the time out period. 
Figure B. 11 shows that TCP retransmit the lost segment without having to wait for the RTO 
to expired. 
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Annotation: (Conn 1, Port 1024) <--> node-2 (Ftp) 
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Figure B-11: TCP with FRR retransmit the lost TCP segment without having to wait for 
RTO to expired 
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B. 2 Traffic models 
The construction of the traffic models is similar to the way TCP protocol model is modelled. 
By separating the model into two parts, only the necessary functions will he called up and 
therefore enable to OPNET and users to shorten simulation times. 
Unlike the case of TCP where both server and client use the same TC I' process model, two 
sets of traffic model processes have to be used for client and server node as can he seen in 
figure B. 12. 
Figure B-12: Traffic models in server and client nodes 
Two set of process models are implemented for client and server node for traffic modelling 
since the roles of server and client are different in many application protocols such its I 
and FTP. However. hoth main process. Net-app _mgr_V2 and 
Net_ahh__serv_V2. use the 
same child process, Gna_cli_V2. 
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Figure B. 13, B. 14 and B. 15 show the interface of Net-app-mgr-V2, Nct_app_serv_V2 and 
Gna_cli_V2 respectively. 
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Figure B-13: Net-app-mgr-V2 interface 
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B-14: Net_app_serv_V2 interface 
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--I 
(defaul 
B-15: Gna cli V2 interface 
The HTTP and FTP traffic models are all included in the new version of the ()MUT 0. O 
version. The following diagrams in figure B. 16 and B. 17 show how some important 
parameters can be set to generate HTTP and FTP traffics 
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Figure 11-16: setting upsome HTTP parameters via node model level 
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Configuration) Table 
Attribute Value 
Custom Application Off 
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Figure B-16: setting upsome HTTP parameters via node model level 
Setting the traffic or other parameters involving TCP, IP and other important parameters call 
be done via, node level or at the simulation sequence level. IAample ashown in figure B. 15 
and B. 16 shown how is can be done via the node level by open up the application 
configuration attribute. 
Page Number of Elements (average) Average object size (Kbytes) 
A 15 24 
B 5 100 
C 25 10 
Table B-1: parameters used to set up 3 set of IITTP pages during simulations 
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B. 3 Network modelling 
OPNET allows users to set tip various scenarios via its network model window. After the 
choice of node models and protocols are selected, the next important step is to set up a 
completed network. To help users, OPNET provides object palette window which contains 
many standard node models as can be seen in figure B. 17. 
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Figure B-17: OPNFT network model window 
Objects, node and links, can then be dragged and placed within the network model window to 
form the designed network scenarios. 
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To set up a network for our simulation, Internet services via satellite networks, three most 
important objects in the networks are the client nodes, the server nodes and satellite links. 
er 
[l1 ent_4 
Figure B-18: network modelling in a single layer 
The simplest way is to model all the network within a single layer if the same types of traffic 
is to be generated over the network. Figure B. 18 above shows such design with all, server, 
clients and IP router nods all located within a single network layer. 
The slightly more complicate way to set up a network is to multi layers. As can he seen in 
Figure B. 19, multi layer modelling allows users to add different types of scenario in a simpler 
way if large number of nodes with different types of traffic generated are involved. 
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Figure B-19: Network modelling in a multiple layers 
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The following diagram shows the client and server nodes used during the simulation to form 
the client-server links. Their functionalities are all displayed in the disgram. 
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Figure B-20: Client and server nodes used for network modelling during the research 
The final part of the network modelling is the links that will resemble satellite channels. Two 
scenario are considered here since we have to choose a link that will represent (ýI? O satellite 
and a link that will give us the characteristics of LEO satellite links. 
The following parameters, shown in figure B-2I, are considered during the simulations. 
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Fixed parameters such as 
" Bit Error Rate level Eber) 
" Data Rate [a rate] 
" Delay [delay] 
Can be set as a fixed variable during 
simulations 
Programable parameters such as 
" Error rate [ecc model] 
" Propagation delay (propdel model) 
" Transmission delay [txdel model] 
Are programmed via additional C program to 
enhance the characteristics of satellite 
linke 
Figure 11-21: link attributes 
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Appendix B. Simulation models and graphs from . sinmlution. N 
Following figure, figure B. 22, gives an example for setting up a network which supports 
Internet services. A number of clients and server are connected via a GEO satellite links. 
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Figure B-22: Setting up it network which will support Internet services via (; FO satellite 
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1 ppendix B. Simulation models and graph. twin simulation, 
Figure B. 22 shows the level of complexity for setting up the network model. It consists of' 
choosing the scenario, selecting the node and process models down to modifying the 
protocols involve to achieved the designed networks. There are many more steps involves 
before the network model is ready for simulation. The above figure, however, only gives the 
over all picture as an example. 
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